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ABSTRACT 

Poetry occupies an eminent position in the history of Chinese 

literature because almost all the traditional men of letters had 

experience in composing poems. However, it was not until the Sung 

Dynasty that the criticism of poetry became very popular; this was 
-J singled out by the appearance of a number of books called, shih-hua 1~ 

11i (rema rks on poetry). 

Since the Sung period on, shih-hua has received both praise 

and censure. Traditional critics tended to evaluate shih-hua from a 

practical viewpoint. For example, Wang Shih-han :·1 Y71f 1~ criticised 

the content of shih-hua as trivial because it deviated from the 

subjects of filial piety, trust, and other Confucian merits. On the 

other hand, Kuo Shao-yU ~~ ~-g. j~~ procl aimed that shi h-hua preserved a 

great deal of worthy materials for the study of poetry. Modern 

scholars tend to evaluate shih-hua from the aesthetic viewpoint. For 

instance, Yen YUan-shu1i~ 7L,f.Q... describes shih-hua as "vague and 

obscure" and "lacking systematic discourse." Yet other scholars such 
.>J. ' 

as Yeh Wei -1 i en if- t.:~ At, cl aim that the shi h-hua offers readers a 

chance to recapture the world of rich imagery in poetic composition. 

In order to make a more objective judgement between the above 

two extremely different evaluations of shih-hua, the following issues 
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must first be resolved: the definition of shih-hua which is related 

to Ou-yang Hsiu·s ~RJtlt- Liu-i shih-hua ~ -i"t~{. the first book 

titled shih-hua, what kind of poetic tradition the Liu-i shih-hua 

inherited, what kind of person its author was, under what kind of 

literary environment it was produced, what were the contents of the 

work, and what kind of influence it exerted on the development of the 

shih-hua genre. Then we may tentatively reach an answer: the 

practical criticism of poetry only covers one part of the content of 

shih-hua. To make a complete evaluation of a shih-hua book or the 

shih-hua genre itself, a critic must take all the issues above into 

consideration. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Foundp.d upon more than a two-thousand years' uninterrupted 

literary heritage, it is no exaggeration to say that China possesses 

the world's oldest consecutive history of literature. Among the 

various genres in China's literary tradition poetry occupies an 

eminent position that no other indigenous genre can match; indeed, 

poetry was instrumental in shaping and sustaining that tradition.1 

This is based upon the fact that almost all the traditional men of 

letters had experience in composing poems. 

Not only was writing poems highly popular among traditional 

literati, but the theories of poetry had also attracted the attention 

of many scholars. They freely expressed their critical opinions in 

the forms of essays, notes, epistles, prefaces, postfaces, marginalia, 

or even in verse itself. This diversity of materials creates a 

difficult problem for modern scholars doing a complete study of a 

specific poet or a poetic school. However, in the period of the 

Northern Sung (960-1126) a great number of books called shih-hua 

11 i~ (Remarks on poetry) appeared. The common feature of these 

1. Ronald C. Miao, Studies in Chinese Poetry and Poetics, p. 
vi i i. 

1 



shih-hua books is that they are the collected remarks on poetry which 

were originally scattered in the many compositions of their authors, 

no matter if they were compiled by the poets themselves or by their 

friends, disciples, or later followers. These collected remarks 

became the basic source materials for later scholars who wished to 

offer critical observation on classical poetry. 

2 

Generally speaking, the shih-hua category of poetic criticism 

has received both criticism and praise. For example, Wang Shih-han 1~ 

itt.t (1707-?) bluntly criticised shih-hua by saying, 

HsUn-tzu:.v-i- (313-238 B.C.) said, IIDon't you know that 
those who are really good at poetry spend most of their 
energies on the subjects of filial piety, humbleness, and 
t rust?1I 

Unfortunately, since the Sung Dynasty men of letters have 
indulged in composing shih-hua works; yet more than half of 
them are related to illoglcal and trivial themes. 2 

Wang's critism of shih-hua writings in this paragraph is apparently 

b sed upon a moral and didactical viewpoint. On the other hand, 

shih-hua also received praise from practical considerations. The 

modern scholar Kuo Shao-yU ~r ~.n}~ (1893- ) summarizes the advantages 

of shih-hua as below: 

a) It preserves the different texts of the same poetic 

works. 

b) It provides the materials for doing textual criticism. 

2. Wang Shih-han, Shih-hsUeh tsuan-wen -i=t-'~~1~1 ' p. la, 
collected in Ting Fu-pao's J 1'~ 'I;}, Chilng Shlh-hua I~ i~"§1i' 



c) It shows the process by which a poet polishes his poems. 

d) It collects the different commentaries on the same poetic 

works. 3 

3 

Although these two examples were the most popular reasons that 

traditional scholars espoused in evaluating shih-hua, they are stated 

from the viewpoint of the extrinsic study of poetry. Modern scholars, 

on the contrary, tend to offer praise or criticism of shih-hua from 

the intrinsic study of poetry. For instance, Yen YUan-shu ~~ ;1'LJ ~.~ 

(1933- ) accuses shih-hua works of sharing the same features of 

lIimpressionistic criticism ll which is, in turn, characterized as being 

IIvague and obscure,1I or IIlacking systematic discourse. 1I4 Chang Chien 

5%.·ia{" (1939- ) al so expresses hi s di sappoi ntment in readi ng shi h-hua 

by labelling most of them as lIunder the average level of literary 

criticism. 1I5 But these criticisms are immediately rebutted by other 

scholars. Shen Chlien ~1G1.~ ... (1944- ) in answering the former 

criticism by YUan states, 

Not only do some works of shih-hua not limit their 
criticisms to the level of impresslonlsm, but the conclusions 
in these books are actually achieved through the processes of 
objective analysis, comparison, and evaluation. The problem 

3. Kuo Shao-yU, Sung shi h-hua chi -i -* i:1j i1i ~~ .j*.., pp. 5-6. 

4. Yen YUan-shu, IIYin-hsiang chu-i fu-p Ii II ~y ~ i ~ 1t~~ 
in Chung-kuo shih-pao t ~ Jf~ip-.., international ed., Fed. 29, 1976. 

5. Chang Chien, IIChung-kuo wen-hsUeh p'i-p'ing ho-i pu fa-tall 
If I~ -:Z I~ ,HI:. '4 -)4 !'\ 1) ... ~.t- Q in Chung -huo wen-hsUeh 1 un-ts lung 't 
I~ ~ ~ -j#ff ~1~' p • 32. 



is that the authors of shih-hua did not clearly describe their 
procedures in their writlngs. 6 

Yeh Wei-lien~ ~li/f- (1937- ) even goes a step further to claim that 

the ambiguous way of writing in shih-hua is an advantage because it 

offers a chance for readers to recapture the rich imagery in poetic 

compositions. 7 

When we read such extremely diverse opinions on shih-hua, 

we must ask how and why these different views developed. To resolve 

this problem, it seems to me, we should correctly understand and 

define the term shih-hua. This raises in turn such fundamental 

questions as: when did the term shih-hua first appear? How was 

shih-hua established as a literary term? When did the first book 

entitled shih-hua appear? And by whom? Under what kind of literary 

environment was it composed? And how did this critical genre develop 

after the first shih-hua book? After a complete study of the above 

questions, we may be able to gain enough knowledge to arrive at an 

objective assessment of the differing opinions with respect to 

shih-hua. Therefore, the central ideas expressed in mY dissertation 

are focused upon the desiderata stated above. The first chapter 

explains my motivation for undertaking this research and why I 

. 6. Shen Ch'ien, "Wen-hsUeh p'i-p'ing ti ts1eng-tz1u" :i....i$ 
~l:l1~·I]~ J1i:;'" in Yu-shih wen-i It.IJ lif ~."i- , n. 280, p. 196 (April, 
1977) • 

7. Yeh Wei-lien, "Chung-kuo hsien-tai wen-hsUeh p'i-p'ing 
hsUan chi hsU" If !51 ~1(.. 'Ix.: ~ ,rJ.;: ~tt..1ff:!L ~,,11 ,in Chung-wai 
wen-hsUeh '1 "I· :l ~ , p. 80 (March, 1976). 

\ 
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selected the Liu-i shih-hua ;; - ~~1z. of Ou-yang Hsiu l~ ~t 11} 

(1007-1072) as my topic. The second chapter is written with the 

assumption that the personality of the author of the very first 

shih-hua work possessed the requisite qualities for writing a work of 

the shih-hua type. In the third chapter I try to achieve a common 

definition for shih-hua, and to offer a tentative chart of the poetic 

criticism that antedated the shih-hua genre, and which influenced its 

further course of development. The fourth chapter describes Ou-yang 

Hsiu's achievement in literature; here I attempt to link those 

1 iterary genres which may have provided the background for the Liu-i 

shih-hua, and to formulate these in terms of extrinsic criteria. The 

findings in chapter four illustrate that the first shih-hua book did 

not appear suddenly or haphazardly. A complete translation of the 

Liu-i shih-hua is also offered in chapter four for the purpose of 

showing what a shih-hua work contains. The fifth chapter ;s an 

analysis of the characteristics of the Liu-i shih-hua that explicitly 

link it to previous poetic criticisms. The sixth chapter illustrates 

the possible continuation of the spirit and tenor of the Liu-i 

shih-hua in later shih-hua type of poetic criticism. At the end of 

this chapter I offer tentative answers to the questions which I raise 

in the Introduction based upon the study of the foregoing chapters. 

5 



CHAPTER 2 

OU-YANG HSIU·S LIFE 

Ou-yang Hsiu lr.;:. r-l&1t~ (1007-1072) was born in Mien-chou ~1~'.~I{ 

in Szuchwan \~ JJI ' provi nce, where hi s father Ou-yang Kuan ;~( f-.{, Jit was 

an prefectural judge. However, due to the fact that his paternal 

ancestors had resided in kianghs; :''j:.Il!? province for several genera-

tions, he was considered as a southerner. His father died at the age 

of fifty-nine in 1010, when Ou-yang Hsiu was only four years old. 

Since his father \'Ias an honest official, no property of consequence 

was left for his family. For this reason his mother brought him with 

her to Sui-Chou~! '}I~ in Hu-pei :'~)~ ~~ province to depend on his uncle 
, I 

Ou-yang Yehj~Krt u~ for their livelihood. Ou-yang Hsiu·s childhood 

was so disadvantageous that his mother had to teach him writing by 

using reed-sticks to draw on the ground. 8 After his father died his 

mother devoted the rest of her life to teaching him. She always 

reminded Ou-yang Hsiu of his father·s virtues such as benevolence, 

filial piety, incorruptibility, independent spirit, and so forth. 

These also became Ou-yang Hsiu·s principles throughout his own life. 

6 
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Foremost among Ou-yang Hsiu's idE::als was "independent spirit." His 

mother said to him, " ••• My son! Don't deviate from principles to 

follow the popular fashion. 1I9 It was this idea that inspired Ou-yang 

Hsiu to excel in the fields of literature, philosophy, studies of 

classics, and politics. 

Sui-chcu was some one thousand II from the capital, K'ai-feng 

::IJ:( j-fo 
}" 'J • The cultural level of this prefecture was far below that of , 

the big cities at that time. 10 Because of poverty, Ou-yang Hsiu never 

got a chance to attend a formal school during his formative years. In 

spite of Sui-chou's cultural background Ou-yang Hsiu was a child 

prodigy who was extremely interested in his studies. This ffiade him 

very eager to get acquainted with those children whose families owned 

great libraries. One day at the age of ten, when Ou-yang Hsiu visited 

his friend Li Yao-fu's ./J- ~t fttJ' family, he discovered in a broken wall 

some incomplete sets of works by Han YU ~~~ (768-824), the greatest 

classical prose master in the T'ang Dynasty. Reading Han's works, 

Ou-yang Hsiu was filled with admiration and said, III can see the 

unfettered spirit in them which knows no limitations. lIll Following 

9. Ou-yang Hs i u I~R \l!b-1t , II Shuang-kang ch I i en-pi ao"llir.Wf-:l. 
in CSC, ch. 25. SPTKCPCP, v. 49, p. 206. 

10. Ou-yang Hsiu, IlLi Hsiu-ts'ai tung-yUan t'ing chill /~"15 
t,*-I'Q~tL.in CSWC, ch. 13. SPTKCPCP, v. 49, p. 473-474. 

11. Ou-yang Hsiu, IIChi chiu-pen Han-wen hou ll -iL itlr:""fjf .:(1~ 
in CSWC, ch. 23. SPTKCPCP, v. 49, p. 547. 
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this, there developed in him a soaring ambition to become a master of 

classical prose like Han YU. His uncle had noticed that Ou-yang Hsiu 

was a talented child. He even said to Ou-yang Hsiu's mother, 

"Sister-in-law, don't worry about the poverty of your family, and the 

youth of your son. This child is a genius. He can not only glorify 

our family, but wi 11 al so be respected by the worl din the future." 12 

When Ou-yang Hsiu'was sixteen years old, he took a local 

examination in Sui-chou, but failed because of a faulty rhyme in his 

composition. At that time literary taste was dominated by famous 

scholar-officials such as Yang I it 1~!1., (974-1020) and Liu YUn.51-1 '1~ 

(971-1031). In 1027, because of Ou-yang Hsiu's outstanding 

performance in literary composition, he was recommended by Sui-chou to 

take the examination held by the Ministry of Rites·+!J,~. He failed 

again. As a result, he brought some of his works to HsU Yen it 1(~ 
(ca. 990-1040) for criticism. HsU was a court academician who 

personally liked the classical style; Ou-yang Hsiu afterwards became 

HsU's student. The latter appreciated Ou-yang Hsiu's talent and 

brought him to the capital to see many influential scholars and 

officials. Then in the examinations held in the Spring and Autumn of 

1029, Ou-yang Hsiu was ranked as the number one candidate. In the 

next year, when Ou-yang Hsiu was twenty-four years old, he passed the 

two most important examinations held by the Ministry of Rites at the 

12. Ou-yang Fa 1~1\I)~jt , "Hs;en-kung shih-chi" ~ 'i:. t ~ in 
FL, ch. 5, SPTKCPCP, v. 50, p. 1285. 



court and earned his chin-shih j! ~ degree (Doctor of Letters). In 

May of the same year, he was appointed as a prefectural judge in the 

Western Capital, Lo-yang ;$;:-ll~, and began his political career. 13 

Impressed by Ou-yang Hsiuls talent, HsU Yen not only helped 

9 

Ou-yang Hsiu to get his chin-shih degree, but even gave him one of his 

daughters in marriage. Thus, Ou-yang Hsiu became not only HsUls 

student but also his son-in-law. However, she died two years later 

leaving him a son who only lived for five years. 14 

In 1031, Ou-yang Hsiu arrived in Lo-yang, an ancient capital 

consisting of many magnificient historical monuments and beautiful 

panoramas. He met many elite writers there and was greatly stimulated 

and influenced by them especially in the field of literature. The two 

most important fi gures among them were the poet Mei Yao~ch len f~:l Ii 

(1002-1060) and the prose writer Yin Shu f ;*- (1001-1046). Ou-yang 

admired Mei IS poetic style, often chracterized by the terms shen-yUan 

I~ff. ~ (profound and far-reaching in meaning) and hsien-tan /1li ;J( 

(leisurely and pellucid in meaning).15 

13. Hu Klo;i;11~3, LLOYWCKNP. SPTKCPCP, v. 49, p. 12. 

14. James T. C. Liu, Ou-yang Hsiu (Stanford University Press, 
1967), p. 27 suggests that Madam Rsu dld not bear any children with 
Ou-yang Hsiu. But most recent scholars such as Chiang Cheng-chleng :'::!. 

.i!:-1~ in his Ou-yang Hsiu ti sheng-piing chi chli wen-hsUeh §ZI'ti't-\1j 
'1:-;f Jfc ~ ~ 'i$ ,p. 21 (1978 Ph.D. dlssertatlon of Talwan 
University) and Itlang Ching-chih 1 ~ ~ in his Ou-yang Hsiu fJ:.i~)11t- , 
p. 54 (Taipei: Ho-l0 tlu-shu chlu-pan she -;1;-;;- I~.J ~ !:f. JiR.{-~, 1978) 
have pointed out that Madam HsU did bear Ou-yang Hsiu a son. 

15. Ou-yang Hsiu, "Shui -ku yeh-hs;ng chi Tzu-mei Sheng-yU 7t:... 
~ ;(~ 1-1"~ fft -ff'ij ~ J, in CSC, ch. 2. SPTKCPCP, v. 49, p. 57. 
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Yin Shu excelled in classical prose. There was a story about 

how au-yang Hs~u improved his prose composition by taking Yin Shu as 

his competitor. The story is as follows: when Ch'ien Wei-yen ~'r'lt 

/ftj, (962-1034), the magistrate of Lo-yang built a temporary station for 

travel ers to stop and named it "Li n-i II ~ .. If" ~lff (Temporary Stop), he 

requested Shin Shu, au-yang Hsiu, and others to write a composition 

describing this enterprise. au-yang Hsiu used 500 words to record it, 

but Yin Shu's composition only consisted of 380 words. au-yang Hsiu 

accepted the inferiority of his work when compared to Yin Shu IS. 

However, he practiced over and over again until he could write a 

better description of the same event by using only 360 words. 16 

au-yang Hsiu's determination is clearly revealed in this anecdote. 

Undoubtedly, contact with such accomplished writers sharpened au-yang 

Hsiu's own writing skill in both poetry and prose. au-yang Hsiu's 

industry not only established his distinctive literary style but 

created a new trend which exerted a tremendous influence upon 

subsequent writers. 

au-yang Hsiu spent three years in Lo-yang. Since his position 

was only that of a junior staff member, he had plenty of time to make 

friends, enjoy writing, and travel extensively. He even began to 

16. plan Yung-yi n 1-%-,1<- tf! , Sung-pai lei -ch lao 4 :;t5f 4:& tJ , 
cited by Ts'ai Shih-mingff-- tt f1~ in hlS au-yang HS1U ti sheng-piing 
yU hsUeh-shu if~ ~t 11- Il~ Ii. -t Jl4-,~ W(, p. 17-18 (Tal pel : 
Wen-shlh-che ch'u-pan she .j.....t.. V. ~ r,f" ~.:t.., 1980). Also see Shao 
Po-wen~p/l(1J~., Shao-shih wen chien ch'ien-lu 'Z~ (", \)ti IlLjl1¥, ch. 
8, p. 9 {Talpel: kuang-wen shu-chu J~' t-. :~t (~, 1970). 
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indulge himself with wine, song, and woman. His high aspirations and 

dynamic personality had the chance to emerge during this period. Many 

of his works about travel and friendship as well as random daily life 

have come down to us. For example, his "Sung-shan shih-erh shou" ~ 

J.\,\ ~. -1iJ (Twelve poems on Sung Mountain) belonged to the first 

category.17 Many of hi s tz I U 1.~ poems on the love, wi ne, and songs 

were composed during this period as well~18 Unfortunately, some of 

these tzlu poems were later used by his political opponents as 

evidence to attack his moral character which in turn led some of his 

followers to deny Ou-yang Hsiuls authorship of these works. 19 

In 1034, Ou-yang Hsiu was appointed a revising editor of the 

Institutes and Archives 1:r. 1
1f.[fi{/J. He met many famous scholars and 

officials in the capital and married a daughter of Yang Ta-ya {.lb 1,.tit 

(964-1032), a former policy critic-advisor -.t~1~ f, f __ • But his new 

wife died the following year. 20 

A tense pol it i cal controversy between Fan Chung-yen !L 'I 'f :.tc 

(989-1052), a respected scholar-official and LU I-chien 'f; .. X iii} 
(978-1043), the current chi ef council or 1 ttl developed in 1036. Both 

Ou-yang Hsiu and his former master and father-in-law, HsU Yen were 

17. Chiang Cheng-chleng, Ou-yang Hsiu ti sheng-piing chi chli 
wen-hsUeh, p. 37-41. 

18. James T. C. Liu, Ou-yang Hsiu, p. 136-137. 

19. Li u Yutang, The Gay Geni us: The Li fe and-Times of Su 
Tungpo, p. 154 (New York: J. bay Co., 1947). 

20. Hu Klo, LLOYWCKNP. SPTKCPCP, v. 49, p. 13. 
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involved in this political strife. HsU Yen was on LU I-chien's side, 

while Ou-yang Hsiu supported Fan Chung-yen. As a result, Fan was 

banished from the capital to Jao-chou /i!L'i~ in Kianghsi province. At 

that time, only a few courageous officials such as YU Ching (f~ t~ 

(1000-1064) and Yin Shu spoke up for Fan Chung-yen and they apparently 

suffered as well, Therefore, to many people, Ou-yang Hsiu's act was 

considered both unrealistic and imprudent. Yet, Ou-yang Hsiu could 

not have been unaware of the consequences of criticising LU I-chien's 

group. He might well have considered the following factors: first, 

he coul d be condemned by peopl e for betrayi ng HsU Yen, and secondly, 

his political future could be seriously jeopardized because his act 

was clearly against a group of powerful officials. After he 

criticised one of LU I-chi en I s supporters, Kao Jo-na 10 ·:;G it1 
(997-1055), a policy critic-advisor,21 he was demoted to a remote 

prefecture, I-ling * fl. in Hu-pei ;·:t)i:J~ province. Actually, Ou-yang 

Hsiu did express his deep regret when he learned of HsU Yen's death. 22 

Thus the best way to explain Ou-yang Hsiu's act in this political 

controversy was that he put his principles ahead of personal 

I~elations. 

As a prefect of a small prefecture like I-ling, Ou-yang Hsiu's 

duties were relatively light. In addition to visiting scenic places 

21. Ou-yang Hsiu, "YU Kao Ssu-chien shu" ~ \1.] ?J tf 1j in 
CSWC, ch. 17. SPTKCPCP, v. 49, p. 507-508. 

22. Li T'ao Jf;-j[, , HTCTCCP, v. 4, ch. 118, p. 2-3. 
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and attractive sights, he decided to compile a new History of the Five 

Dynasties J~ 3J.. II\. .t.. based upon the assumption that the old History 

of the Fi ve Dynasti es ~~ 1J- A-( !t. compil ed by HsUeh ChU-cheng ut ./:;;. ;1. 

(912-981) and other officials in 973 contained too many defects. 23 

In 1073, Ou-yang Hsiu married one of the daughters of HsUeh 
Y,,--

K'uei 1~~ Jr:- (967-1034) in HsU-ch'ang i1 ,'1:7 in Hu-nan ;t,~ltJ province. 

He was thirty-one and she was twenty years old. She was a woman of 

virtue, well versed in poetry and history, and familiar with rules. 

It was, no doubt, due to her that Ou-yang Hsiu's life style changed 

from carefree to family piety.24 That Ou-yang Hsiu could devote all 

of his energy to the court without having any worry about his family 

affairs was due to her well-management. She was pivotal in Ou-yang 

Hsiu's later aChievement. 25 

The next year, Ou-yang Hsiu was transferred to Ch'ien-te fL 

;I'~' prefect in Hu-pei province. One year later, he was reinstated to 

his original post as an Imperial Academy scholar, and was appointed to 

magi strate of Wu-ch leng ChUn i( r,x. ~ in Hu-nan provi nce. 26 
, 

23. Ou-yang Hs i u, IITa L i Shu nei -han shull 0;:,:"" -1' :h t7 f:JT ~ 
in CSWC, ch. 18, SPTKCPCP, v. 49, p. 514. 

24. Ts'ai Shih-ming, Ou-yang Hsiu ti sheng-pIing yU 
hsUeh-shu, p. 21. 

25. Su Ch Ie 1~' ~A., 1I0u-yang wen chung kung fu-jen HsUeh-shi h 
mu-chih mingll )$?, \l~) ~ I;l. -.:: 1-... I...... i"-{ ""-' i11.,--u~n;. in Luan-ch'eng chi :;.f
~J\~-;, v. 2, p. 334. 

26. Hu K'o, LLOYWCKNP. SPTKCPCP, v. 49, p. 14. 



At that time, the kingdom of Hsi-hsia § ~ proclaimed its 

independency from the Sung Empire. Its troops began to invade the 

Sung's northern border areas which shocked the Sung imperial court. 

To resolve this problem, the chief councilor LU I-chien recommended 

Fan Chung-yen as the vi ce commander of Shan-hsi r~ lW area to defend 

14 

Hsi-hsia. Fan, in ord,er to repay au-yang Hsiu's former support, sub

sequently nominated him as his secretary. But au-yang Hsiu declined 

it. He said afterwards $ "When I defended for Fan (i n 1036), how 

could I expect to receive any personal benefit? To be demoted 

together with him, but not to be promoted on account of him is 

suitable." 27 Some scholars have suggested that au-yang Hsiu refused 

FanChung-yen's recommendation because he considered the rank of a 

secretary too 10wly.28 When we are unable to judge whether this 

suggestion is correct or not, one thing is sure: au-yang was a man of 

strong independent spirit who was confident of his own abilities; it 

was this basic confidence that encouraged him to do anything according 

to his own judgement based upon the principles his mother taught him. 

In 1040, au-yang Hsiu was called back to the capital to 

participate in the compilation of the Ch'ung-wen tsung-mu * -i... ~- ~1 

(The Catalog of the Imperial Library). This catalog consists of 3,445 

titles, with annotations unde~ each title. Although there were many 

27. au-yang Fa, "Hsien-kung shih-chi" in FL, ch. 5. 
SPTKCPCP, v. 50, p. 1287. 

28. James T. C. Liu, au-yang Hsiu, p. 36. 
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compilers, it was Ou-yang Hsiu who wrote essays to explain the nature 

of the annotations and the methods by which they were composed. 29 

Three years later, Ou-yang Hsiu was appointed policy 

critic-advisor, an official in charge of admonition and arbitration. 

He took the new job seriously and devoted all of his mental and 

physical energies in fulfilling his duties. Many capable officials 

were recommended by him and consequently received promotions, while 

some of the incompetent officials were severely criticised by him. 

Ou-yang Hsiu together with many honest officials such as Tslai Hsiang 

.~ 1,,- {l012-1067}, Fan Chung-yen and many others became close friends 

and formed a strong faction in politics. In 1044, Fan Chung-yen 

presented a !lTen-point Memorial !I -~ ;} S(;w to Emperor Jen-tsung 1:;. ~.:f, 

in an effort to achieve political reform. Ou-yang Hsiu gave Fan his 

necessary support. Because this reform affected the benefits of quite 

a few officials by creating more works and changing some rules in the 

rigid bureaucratic system, it raised a heated debate between the 

reformers and the conservatives. Unfortunately, this reform was 

intentionally shifted from the issue of improving policies to the 

moral evaluation of the debaters: the definition of chun-tzu it :f 

(superior man) and hsio-jen .J'.I.... (inferior man) became the central 

subject of debate in the court. Ultimately, Fan Chung-yen and the 

reformers were considered as a political clique, trying to usurp 

authority. Under such a heavy pressure, Ou-yang Hsiu submitted his 

29. Ibi~., p. 102. 
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famous IIpleng-tang lun" )?R ,/t:, i(;ff (On Factionism) arguing that only the 

honest people were ble to form a faction based upon the same moral and 

political ideas. 30 As a result of this reform movement, most of the 

reformers were demoted from the court to local regions. By the fourth 

month, au-yang Hs;u was also appointed as an envoy and sent to 

investigate the difficult economic condition of the Ho-tung ~~ ~ 

area. 

One important point must be mentioned here: after the 

reformers were banished to local areas, they devoted their energies to 

the promotion of the study of the classics. Many schools were 

established by them, based on the the teaching system formulated by Hu 

YUan itij 1f~ (993-1059) in Hu-chou ~~R ~1 in Chekiang :4'1 ;,J:- province 

in which two disciplines were stressed: ching-i ~f.'~~ (the meanings 

of the classics) and chih-shih ~~ t (the management of public 

affairs). This was called Ch'ing-li cheng-hsUeh Ift· i'1 -;!-,1:' (the 

orthodox learnings of the Ch'ing-li period, 1041-1048) which 

anti ci pated the sp; rit of Sung-hsUeh ~,11!f (the learni ng of the 

Sung).31 

In 1045, the so-call ed "Case of Ni ece Chang" brought scandal 

to au-yang Hsiu. A sister of au-yang Hsiu, who married Chang 

Kue;-cheng ~f ~ ~ and was known as Madam Chang, came to au-yang 

30. au-yang Hsiu, IIpleng-tang lun" rIM If,ifir in CSC, ch. 17. 
SPTKCPCP, v. 49, p. 152. 

31. Li u Tzu-chi en ;fIJ J .xl, au-yang Hs i u ti chi h-hsUeh yU 
ts lung-cheng t~ Nt 11')- 'i1i;J ·;ta ~ ~ r.t "J-~' p. 20. 



Hsiu's household after her husband died. She brought with her a 

daughter of her late husband by a previous marriage. The girl, who 

was not related to au-yang Hsiu's family by blood, later married 

au-yang Ch'eng ~R. ~~ *' a nephew of au-yang Hsiu. The gi rl was put 

in jail because of an illegal sexual relationship with a servant of 

au-yang Hsiu's family. In order to diminish her crime, she claimed 

that her first illegal sexual relationship was \'Iith au-yang Hsiu. 

17 

This gave au-yang Hsiu's enemies a very good pretext for attacking his 

moral charactr. Later on, her charges were proved slanderous. But 

because of a piece of forged evidence, au-yang Hsiu was still found 

guilty of the crime of embezzling the Chang family's farm and was 

demoted to Ch'u-chou ~r.t -~~ in An-hui ~ 1t.~ province. 32 

From that time on, au-yang Hsiu came to realize that it was 

because of his opposition to the powerful and high-ranked officials 

that he suffered at court. 33 Thus, after he arrived in Ch'u-chou, he 

- ~) ~ A 1 1 ronically gave himself an epithet, a drunken el der ~:f 1.1. ctual y, 
! 

he was only thirty-nine years old. This epithet clearly indicated the 

bitter feelings in his heart. After he was promoted to prefect of a 

bigger city, Yang-chou 1;~ -Hj in Kiangsu ;,:J ~t- province in 1048, he 

even requested to be transferred to a small er county, Yi n-chou ~~ -r~ 

32. Ting Ch'uan-ching J/i~fi, Sung-jen i-shih hui-pien 
J:¥. 1,- ~#:. l' 1]f.1/~, v. 1, p. 346-347. 

33. au-yang Hsiu, "Ch'u-chou hsieh-shang piao" ~f.t~~ ifJi· t:k.
in PTSCSLC, ch. 1. SPTKCPCP, v. 50, p. 671. 
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in An-hui province, giving as his reason, "I knm'l that I am unable to 

resist the anger of my enemies. They have not forgotten that they can 

destroy me. If I want to avoid their anger, the best way is to be in 

a humble position." 34 

Although Yin-chou was a small place, the famous Western Lake 

\1:; :'~A was located there and it was al so not far from Shuang-kang;·M)'ihJ 

in Kiang-hsi province where the cemetery of au-yang Hsiu's father was 

located. au-yang Hsiu enjoyed living there. In 1052, his mother, 

Madam cheng died at the age of seventy-two. He buried her and his 

former two wives in Shuang-kang in the next year. 35 

au-yang Hsiu's career as a local official did not end until 

1054. During these ten years, au-yang Hsiu spent most of his free 

time studying and writing. He finished the draft of the New History 

of the Five Dynasties, and started a draft of the introductions and 

postfaces to his Chi-ku lu :.iJ; -r:. J:f~ (A record of collecting antiques). 

He even tried to temper his critical nature. 36 Some of his famous 

compositions such as "Tsui-weng-tling chi" ?;;'1:;J -j;; -r;. (The story of 
.1 1 'f" 1 'oJ ·11...-J 

the pavil i on of the 01 d drunkard' and "Mei Sheng-yU shi h-chi hsU" t.t 
(The preface to the collection of Mei Sheng-yU' s poems) 

. 34. au-yang Hsiu, "Hsieh chuan li-pu lang-chung piao" ~{ 14 
-+1-%r-j:~1'-{~ in PTSCSLC, ch. 1. SPTKCPCP, v. 50, p. 674. 

35. Hu K'o, LLOYWCKNP. SPTKCPCP, v. 49, p. 17. 

36. James T. C. Liu, au-yang Hsiu, p. 69. 
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were written during this period. 37 In 1054, at the conclusion of the 

mourning period for his mother, he was called back to the capital by 

the emperor. To prevent him from regaining power, his enemies once 

again attacked him, this time by forging a memorial proposing a reduc

tion in the number of imperial eunuchs and attributing it to Ou-yang 

Hsiu. 38 This raised an angry response from the eunuchs. They fought 

back and accused Ou-yang Hsiu of illegally protecting an official, Hu 

Tsung-yao %R S; Ju , who permitted royal boats to be used privately. 

Ou-yang Hsiu was demoted and exiled to Pung-chou j·D '.Hi in Shan-hsi 

province. Fortunately, many respected officials such as Liu Klang~~ 

~t1.J (995-1060) and Fan Chen fE.,~A (1007-1087) spoke up for him. Litl 

Klang even recommended Ou-yang Hsiu to head the commission on compil-

ing the New Tlang History and it was adopted. Not long afterwards, 

Ou-yang Hsiu was promoted to the office of Han-lin academician. 39 

Although he endured many unfair attacks, Ou-yang Hsiuls strong 

character remained steadfast. At that time, the councilor Chien 

Chih-chung y~ 11L 1 (990-1059) was accused by many officials of 

perversity, selfishness, and antinomian. Ou-yang Hsiu joined them and 

severely criticised Chien in 1055, the same year that he became a 

Han-lin academician. Ou-yang Hsiu even threatened to resign if Chien 

37. Please see Tslai Shih-mingls Ou-yang Hsiu ti sheng-piing 
yu hsueh-shu, p. 241-246 for more details. 

38. Li T lao, HTCTCCP, v. 6, ch. 176, p. 18. 

39. Hu Klo, LLOYWCKNP. SPTKCPCP, v. 49, p. 17-18. 
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Chih-chung was retained in his post. Although he won the fight, he 

was soon dispatched on a mission to the Liao ~ Kingdom by the 

emperor. This was probably because' the emperor wanted to keep him on 

and at the same time keep him out of trouble. 40 But the most likely 

explanation is that Ou-yang Hsiu1s fame was very much respected by the 

high-ranked officials of Liao,41 a fact which could doubtlessly help 

to ease the tense relations between the two empires. 

In 1057, Ou-yang Hsiu was assigned to take charge of the 

doctoral examination ·+r~r-~-:??..:... At that time, two fashions 

dominated prose writings. The first was the use of ornate language 

and erudite allusions. The second was the use of novel ways of 

expression and the criticism of others. Ou-yang Hsiu, an advocate of 

the classical prose style, rejected the well-known candidates versed 

in those two fashionable styles. This made the disappointed 

candidates angry; they used every possible means to attack Ou-yang 

Hsiu, including repeating the slander of the IIniece Chang ll episode and 

the writing of an epitaph implying his death. 42 Fortunately, those 

new degree-holders selected by Ou-yang Hsiu, such as Tseng Kung,' ~ 

(1019-1083), Su Shih ,~:~-t?( (1036-1101), Su Ch1e ~tn5.:.. (1039-1112), 

and many others proved to be talented younger scholars. Emotional and 

40. James T. C. Liu, Ou-yang Hsiu, p. 69. 

41. Ou-yang Fa, IIHsien-kung shih-chill in FL, ch. 5. 
SPTKCPCP, v. 50, p. 1291. 

42. Li T1ao, HTCTCCP, v. 6, ch. 185, p. 1. 
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angry attacks upon Ou-yang Hsiu thus gradually ceased. The prose 

style Ou-yang Hsiu admired since he was introduced to Han VUIS 

writings at the age of ten became the established style for almost one 

thousand years. 

Ou-yang Hsiu became the metropolitan prefect of the capital, 

K'ai-feng in 1058, succeeding Pao Cheng 't!.,~b (992-1062), who was 

known as an extremely severe official. Pao Cheng's way of governing 

relied heavily on his personal reputation for rigor and fairness. 

Ou-yang Hsiu, on the contrary, did not impress his personal style upon 

admi ni strati on. Therefore when somebody asked him, liThe former 

prefect's fame for severity shocked the capital; he has inherited the 

glorious reputations of the ancient mayors of this capital. But you 

don't do anything to astonish the people. Why?" Ou-yang Hsiu 

answered, "Each person has hi s own character. Why shoul d a person 

give up his strength to adopt what he is weak in for the sake of fame 

and praise? I only want to do my best in accordance with my true 

nature. If I cannot successfully execute my duties, I will definitely 

step down." 43 His independent spirit again emerges clearly in this 

response. Actually, the capital did not suffer any worse under his 

management than in the period under Pao Cheng. 

In 1059, Ou-yang Hs i u fi ni shed hi s Shi h pen-i -i~ k-iJThe 

original meanings of the Shih-ching). His purposes in writing this 

43. Ou-yang Fa, "Hsien-kung shih-chi" in FL, ch. 5. 
SPTKCPCP, v. 50, p. 1291-1292. 
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book were as follows: to search for the real intentions of the poets, 

to ascertain the real meanings of the poems, to correct the errors in 

Cheng HsUan's lp i (127-200) commentary to the Shih-ching, and to 

reduce the number of Mao Heng's ~ j (ca. 300 B.C.) misconceptions. 44 

This work was the catalyst behind Chu Hsi IS I ... "t 'If- :{t., 

influential commentary on the Shih-ching. 45 

(1130-1200) 

One year later, au-yang Hsiu was appointed to assistant 

commi ssi oner of mil itary affairs :f~ ~~ ~~ it. after fi ni shi ng the 

compilation of the NevI T'ang History. The following year, he became 

the assistant executive of the secretariat-chancellery ,;} -1-~ ~t.t ' a 

vital and important executive office. After a long period of 

demotion, au-yang Hsiu now understood that reform was not as simple as 

he had at first thought. Therefore, once he assured this important 

post, he gave up the idea of reform, and concentrated on the 

improvement of practical administration. 46 

In 1064, a heated debate about the examination system between 

;;1 - I' au-yang Hsiu and Ssu-ma Kuang ~J ,~~u (1019-1086) became a key poli-

tical issue. Ssu-ma Kuang suggested that to select an equal number of 

I "';:;1:, 1.11 II~' ri: 44. au-yang Hsiu, "Shih chieh tlung HsU' ';1' \~'f ,,:jl> rj in CSWC, 
ch. 10, SPTKCPCP, v. 49, p. 452. 

45. P'ei P'u-hsien ~~jJ" ~{ au-yang Hsiu shih pen-i yen-chiu 
\~)z ~¥; 1,t- t1 4, fA. ~1r 1u ' p. 97-98. 

46. James T. C. Liu, au-yang Hsiu, p. 71. 
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doctorates in every region was fair because it would have the advan

tage of equal regional representation. But Ou-yang Hsiu disagreed. 

23 

He maintained that Ssu-ma Kuangls suggestion could possibly squeeze 

out many well-qualified candidates. However, this issue was not as 

simple as the distribution of the number of doctorates. If we look at 

this dispute from the standpoint of the context of the examination, 

something more significant will become clear. The examination at that 

time emphasized literature. The education of southerners had been 

traditionally focused on it. The northern candidates, on the other 

hand, stressed the philosophy of the Classics. Therefore, it was out 

of the question that Ou-yang Hsiu and Ssu-ma Kuang, who represented 

the south and the north respectively, would agree on this issue. 

Ou-yang Hsiu won this dispute, but the political strife between 

southerners and northerners continued till the end of the Sung. 47 

When Ou-yang Hsiu was assigned to the post of assistant 

commissioner, Han Chli ~~ 1~- (1008-1075) and Fu Pi ~'~J1 (1004-1083) 

were also restored to power. They were attached to the same political 

clique in the period of Fan Chung-yenls reform movement; thus, it is 

reasonabl to suppose that Ou-yang Hsiu would be able to work together 

with Han and Fu very well, at least theoretically. But it was not the 

47. Ibid., p. 73-74. 



case, and the reason was because of Ou-yang Hsiu's character. 48 It 

was because of thi s that Emperor Yi ng-tsung ;j, ~t sai d to him, 

(Your) character is too upright; you do not even try to avoid 
others' criticisms. Each time when you present a memorial and 
discuss it with other officials, ••• you often argue bluntly 
with your colleagues (Han Ch'i and Fu Pi) ••• and upbraid 
them for weakness to their faces. If your daily behavior is 
just like what you demonstrate in your memorials, we can be 
sure that nobody would like you. You should more or less 
admonish yourself about this from now on. 49 

24 

In 1065, the so-called "Dispute of Prince pIU" ;'11.. tt. raised a 

very tense controversy between two groups represented by Ou-yang Hsiu 

and Ssu-ma Kuang. Because Emperor Jen-tsung 'J~.:f- did not have any 

sons, he adopted Prince Ying as his son and placed him on the throne. 

The dispute arose when Emperor Ying-tsung's father Prince plu ;11 ~ 

died. It was customary to offer a posthumous honor to a prince. But 

how to give Prince P'u a posthumous honor without appearing ungrateful 

to Emperor Jen-tsung became a truly serious issue. Ssu-ma Kuang's 

side held that because Prince plu was a brother of Emperor Jen-tsung, 

he should be honored as "imperial uncle" ~ 1t]. But Ou-yang Hsiu's 

side disagreed. They claimed that all the children had to call the 

people who bore them "parent."50 As the true father of Emperor 

48. Ts'ai Shih-ming, Ou-yang Hsiu ti sheng-piing yU 
hsUeh-shu, p. 33. 

49. Ou-yang Fa, II Hs i en-kung shi h-chi II in FL, ch. 5. 
SPTKCPCP, v. 50, p. 1292-1293. 

50. Ou-yang Hsiu, "Plu_i" n·~ ... tt. 'in TCS, ch. 1, SPTKCPCP, v. 
50, p. 9480. 



Ying-tsung, Prince p1u should be given the posthumous title of 

"emperor-father"'~ -* ,but not of "imperial uncle." S1 This title 

alone would indicate the real relationship, and distinguish his 

special position from the imperial family. Again, Ou-yang Hsiu 

threatened to resign if the court agreed with his opponents. 52 

Ou-yang Hs i u IS (;ncompromi si ng character is aga in reveal ed. 

25 

au-yang Hsiu clearly understood that his political enemies 

would seek any possible chance to attack him. He requested several 

times to be given a regional posit~on. Although the emperor refused 

his requests, his troubles became anew in 1067 once Emperor Ying-tsung 

died. Ironically, it was a slander again and it was caused by Chiang 

Chih-ch'i (~ i..-fd'" (1031-1104), a censor recommended by au-yang Hsiu 

because he strongly stood by au-yang Hsiu's side in the issue of the 

"Dispute of Prince PIU." Chiang sensed that political change was 

going to occur under the new emperor, and that to betray au-yang Hsiu 

would be the best way to protect himself. Therefore, based upon the 

authority of his position, he suddenly accused au-yang Hsiu of an 

adultery with his own daughter-in-law. au-yang Hsiu angrily responded 

to it and asked the court to investigate the truth. Although the 

charge was finally dismissed because of the lack of adequate evidence, 

it was clear that only a few officials dared to speak up for him. He 

51. James T. C. Liu, Ou-yang Hsiu, p. 78. 

52. Pi YUan?f ~1u, HTCTC, ch. 64, v. 2, p. 322. 
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realized that his position was isolated and his reputation was badly 

damaged by Chiang's charge. Thus a strong desire to retire from 

politics overcame him. The same year, he asked to leave the court and 

was all owed to be the prefect of Po-chou if. '.Hi in An-hui provi nce. 

Actually, he had requested to retire by reason of poor health but this 

was rejected. Shortly afterwards, he was assigned to be the prefect 

of Ch'ing-Chou~'~-j~l in Shan-tung J-I *- province. He later submitted 

many memorials asking for retirement, but these were rejected also. 53 

In 1070, Ou-yang Hsiu was sixty-three years old. One of l~ang 

An-shin's ;i. ~ ~ (1021-1086) reform policies, the so-called 

"Young-shoots Money" 1" :{j f~ , which declared that the government 

should create a farming loan program for the peasants during the 

sowing seasons and to be paid by them with interest at harvest times, 

twice a year, was imposed in Ch'ing-chou. Ou-yang Hsiu neglected the 

order and objected to it for the followi·ng reasons: the unwillingness 

of a majority of the peasants to accept it, the damage to the govern-

mentis reputation as a result of desire to collect interest from 

the poor peasants, and so forth. 54 At the time he submitted his 

resignation, he still did not want to follow what he thought wrong 

even though it was an order of the imperial court. 

53. Hu K'o, L~OYWCKNP. SPTKCPCP, v. 49, p. 24. 

54. Ou-yang Hsiu, "Yen ch'ing-miao ch'ien tsa-tzu" in TIC, 
ch. 18. SPTKCPCP, v. 50, p. 881-883. 
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In the same year, he was recalled by the emperor to assume an 

executive position if his health allowed, but he insistently asked for 

retirement because of his poor health and age. Finally, the emperor 

granted him hi s wi sh and transferred him to Ts 'ai -chou 1f-- ~4~ , a county 

close to Yin-chou. Apparently, au-yang Hsiu was very happy about it. 

When he arrived in Ts'ai-chou, he called himself Liu-'j chU-shih ..;-, -

J~- --:t (the" hermit of six lIones ll
). He said, liMy family owns lone l 

ten-thousand chUan ,it- of books, lone l thousand chUan of archaeological 

collections since the Hsia ~L, Shang ~J' and Chou )~ Dynasties, lone l 

lute ~~, lone l chess set, and also lone l pot of wine. I, lone l old 

fellow, join their company. Isn't it six lones l?1I55 

He finally retired in the Spring of 1071, at the age of 

sixty-four. Then he moved to Yin-chou. There he compiled many 

mi sce'l aneous books. Hi s Shi h-hua -j-y -.t1i (Remarks on poetry), ',',hi ch 

was later called Liu-i shih-hua ~, - i~ i~, was composed in this 

year. 56 He died the following year, and was honored with the 

posthumous title, Wen-Chung 1:... ,'Y~; (1 iterature and loyalty) in 1074. 57 

55. au-yang Hs i u, II Li u-i chU-shi h chuan ll 
-;-. - jf,. oj:. 'Ill in 

CSC, ch. 44 SPTKCPCP, v. 49, p. 328. 

56. Ts'ai Shih-ming, au-yang Hsiu ti sheng-piing yU 
hsUeh-shu, p. 260. 

57. Hu K'o, LLOYWCKNP. SPTKCPCP, v. 49, p. 25. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE DEFINITION OF SHIH-HUA AND POETIC CRITICISM BEFORE 
THE [10-1 SHIH-HUA 

The Definition of Shih-Huatf~, 
"Remarks On Poetry" 

Shih-hua, as a literary genre, was perhaps the biggest 

material source of traditional Chinese poetic criticism. Before I can 

go into the detailed study of this poetic genre, the issue of what the 

content of shih-hua was must be resolved. 

Shih··hua was established as a literary term by au-yang Hsiu 

in 1071. 58 However, au-yang Hsiu himself actually did not expect that 

this term would become a preferred title of subsequent books on 

poetic criticism because he compiled his own shih-hua mainly for 

amusement. It was for this reason that au-yang Hsiu did not attempt 

to define shih-hua. This fact poses certain problems clarifying what 

"remarks on poetry" really means. In the short preface to his Liu-i 

shih-hua, au-yang Hsiu noted, "After I, a hermit, retired (from 

public service) and resided by the southern side of the Ju Ri ver, 

collected these 'remarks on poetry I as the materials for leisurely 

58. Please see the end of Chapter 2. 
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conversation." 59 In this statement Ou-yang Hsiu did not offer an 

explanation of this critical genre. Yet, one thing is clear: his 

shih-hua was formed by collecting many random remarks on poetry and 

poets. As a matter of fact, if we read his Shih-hua, we cannot find 

any rules established by Ou-yang Hsiu in the compilation of this book; 

in other words, his Liu-i shih-hua is not a systematically organized 

work. Nevertheless, it is for this very reason that any literatus, no 

matter if he was a poet or a critic, could easily compile a shih-hua 

by merely collecting his own or others' remarks on poetry. This fact, 

it seems to me, is probably the pivotal feature of the shih-hua genre. 

In terms of shih-hua organization, this made it the most popular type 

of criticism, if we can call it a "criticism," in the history of 

Chinese literature. 

The first scholar after Ou-yang Hsiu to touch upon the nature 

of the Liu-i shih-hua was Ssu-ma Kuang, Ou-yang Hsiu's contemporary. 

Ssu-ma Kuang himself also compiled a shih-hua, which was later called 

HsU Shih-hua ~.ti1i~(Continuation of Ou-yang Hsiu's Shih-hua) or 

Wen-kung shi h-hua ~~ 't:. 1~ ii (The Shi h-hua of Weng-kung). In the 

short introduction to his work, Ssu-ma Kuang wrote, "Shih-hua is still 

a developing form. Duke Ou-yang's high reputation for literary 

composition surely disallows competition. But with reference to the 

fact of 'recording things,' his Shih-hua and mine are the same. 

'. 59. Ou-yang Hs i u: Li u-i shi h-hua, coll ected in Ho Wen-huan' s 
·11-l.·',,~ Li-tai shih-hua /11£ ~....: ~~ 10k, p. 156. 
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Therefore I dare to continue this genre."60 In the above statement 

there are crucial points that need to be observed. First, Ou-yang 

Hsiu's reputation for literary composition was very high in the 

Northern Sung period. In the aspect of prose composition, his effort 

to replace parallel-prose in official usage with ancient-style prose, 

which is featured by marvelous elegance in ordinary vocabulary, gave 

the non-rhymed prose composition the orthodox position. I will 

elaborate this point in the following chapter. The second point is 

actually related to the first one in terms of writing style, when 

Ssu-ma Kuang said that the primary purpose of shih-hua was "recording 

thi ngs." In other words ~ shi h-hua to Ssu-ma Kuang was not di rectly 

concerned with the pragmatic criticism of poetry, but providing 

information for readers to correctly understand the following 

problems: the real meanings of poems, the true intention of the poet, 

and the circumstances of the poem's composition. To summarize, it is 

about what, why, and how the poem is composed. Yet, this formulation 

may still be too simple to serve as a satisfactory definition of the 

shih-hua genre because it does not include the evaluation of poetry. 

Some later authors of this critical genre did express their 

own opinions about its nature and substance. For example, in the 

i ntroduct i on to hi s Yen-chou shi h-hua f )~ t1 ~'"k (The Shi h-hua of 

Yen-chou) HsU I -~\ ~~ (ca. 1120) wrote, "Shih-hua is the literary 

60. Ssu-ma Kuang: HsU Shi h-hua, in Ho' s L i -tai shi h-hua, p. 
163. 
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genre in which the structure of lines are analyzed, and the events of 

the past and present are covered; the respected merits are recorded, 

the unusual stories are written down, and mistakes and errors are 

corrected."61 HsU I clearly divided the shih-hua genre into five 

categories in this statement. The first category concerns the 

structure of poems, the fifth category actually can be related either 

to the incident of the poem or to its diction. But the second, third, 

and fourth categories obviously still remain within the scope of 

"recording things" as mentioned by Ssu-ma Kuang. In fact, it is this 

latter feature which is commonly shared by most works in the shih-hua 

canonon. 62 

In addition to analyzing the structure of lines and recording 

things, there is another feature included in the content of the 

shih-hua genre, i.e., the theory of poetry. For instance, Yen yU .~~ 

R ~ (1225-1264), the author of the famous Ts 'ang-l ang shi h-hua :';t;/(i"q 

-i-i:. (The Shih-hua of Ts lang-lang) said, "poetry has another topic which 

is entirely separated from the learnings of books; it has another 

flavor which is unrelated to logical reasoning •••• Poetry is for 

people to chant and sing their nature and feelings. Therefore the 

61. HsU I: Yen-chou shih-hua, in Ho's Li-tai shih-hua, p. 
221. 

62. Lo Keng-tse ~ ifF::. .;~: Chung-kuo wen-hsUeh pi i -p ling shi h 
\~ ~ ~ \~ ;Ht i~ ~, v. 3, p. 221. 
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language of it may be finite, but its meanings are infinite."63 

Poetry to Yen Yii is a "personal matter" which has no restrictive rules 

to guide the poet on how to express his feelings and has no 

requirements to ask the poet to do anything for society. However, 

some other authors of shih-hua submitted different theories. For 

example, Huang Ch'e~ 1~i.. (ca. 1145) in the preface to his Kung-hsi 

shih-hua ~ ~~, 1~ -ih (The Shih-hua of Kung-hsi) wrote, 

I often read the collected works of poetry past and present 
for entertainment. Many poems express the human heart's 
fundamental feelings, (such as) observing loyalty to one's 
superiors and parents, showing generosity to brothers and 
friends, possessing consideration for people's lives, and 
advocating proverbs which offer advice and caution to promote 
social mores •••• I have collected them into one volume. 64 

Huang thought that poetry was closely related to society. What he 

stressed in the above statement is the practical usefulness of poetry 

to society, a didactic, or pragmatic view. This concept was praised 

by many later scholars.' Chien Chiin-ch'ing ;~~ 1't~t~ (ca. 1150) in the 

preface to Huang Ts'e's Kung-hsi shih-hua observed, 

To compose a poem is difficult, but to criticize it is also 
not easy. Is it the poet's ultimate goal to excellently 
describe a contrast between green and white and to create a 
sound balance in antithetical lines? The key concept of 
composing a poem should lie in preserving the influential but 
elegant meanings in the content through the prescriptive 
rules. Poetry ought to possess the function of improving 
current customs and to help maintain social order •••• 

63. Yen Yii: Ts'ang-lang shih-hua, in Ho's Li-tai shih-hua, 
p. 443. 

64. Huang Tsle: Kung-hsi shih-hua, collected in Ting 
F I -- '-;;" ,,,, H .• L" t h h h J; '" . l; • 2 22 u-pao s J l,'lif{ I~' su 1 - al s 1 - ua p&:, !;1J1; II\, -~~" 1dz., v. ,p. • 
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comparison. 55 
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Approximately six hundred years later, the shih-hua genre was 

discussed mainly from two critical perspectives. The first one took 

any free remark on poetry and poets as fitting subjects for shih-hua, 

thus tracing the origins of this poetic genre back to the Shih-ching. 
rz .." 

The best representative of this view was Wu Ching,;.hsu *-!f:M , author 

of the Li-tai shih-hua JfJ: ~-\ i·~ 1.~ (The collected works of shih-hua in 

every period), published in the time between the end of the Ming and 

the beginning of the Ch'ing. The contents of this collected book 

consist of remarks on the Shih-ching, Ch'u-tz'u, Han-fu, YUeh-fu, 

poetry in the Han and Wei, Tu Fu' s :t-i 4'i poetry, Tu Fu' s genealogy, 

T'ang poetry, Sung poetry, Chin poetry, YUan poetry, and Ming poetry. 

All of them consist of a number of critical entries discussing poetry, 

poets, and anecdotes about them, etc.; there is no inter-relationship 

between the entries. 56 
.. 

The second vi ewpoi nt was expressed by Ho Wen-huan i:.j -:l -):;1- in 

his Li-tai shih-hua .)>£1:- IIX: tq iii. published in 1758. In his work Ho 

collected twenty-six works of shih-hua, from Chung Jung's p;if JI:f. (fl. 

583-513) Shih-p';n -q::'1- (Classes of poets) to Ku YUan-ch'ing's}lt~iL. 

~.,((1487-1565) I-pai-chai shih-hua 0,~ '1-1 m i1i1i- (The shih-hua from 

65. Ibid., p. 1a. 

66. The edition I have used was published by Shanghai: 
Chung-hua shu-chU \Of' 1" -1; Jh in 1960. 
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the Carrel I-pai).67 Apparently, all the shih-hua works collected in 

this compendium are in full book form. This seems to imply that to Ho 

Wen-huan, only the works which had the internal form of books could be 

called shih-hua. However, in the preface to his book Ho also 

acknowledged that the origin of the shih-huij genre traced back to the 

san-tai, i.e., the Hsia i, Shang ~, and CrlOu I~ periods. 68 

In terms of the content of shih-hua, the best definition was 

proposed by Chang HsUeh-ch'eng-f \~ -!.J1~ (1738-1801). He noted, liThe 

shih-hua genre, ••• even though their composition is not for a 

single purpose, in summarizing them, they cannot be expected from the 

following interpretations: to infer the poet's intentions based on 

the analysis of his language and content, then relating this to the 

practical instructions of poetry."69 Chang HsUen-ch'eng in this 

statement mentions the most significant point of shih-hua. It is a 

type of poetic criticism based upon thp. analysis of poetic language 

and the content. This idea is confirmed by a modern Chinese scholar, 

.. <i 11 h 4 Kuo Shao-yu ~ ~ ~~~;~:, • Kuo emphasizes that language and content is the 

heart of the shih-hua genre. 70 However, in the study of poetry, 

67. The edition consulted is listed in note 59. 

68. See Ho's Li-tai shih-hua, p. 1. Chang HsUe~-ch'eng~:-.~ 
i}~ in the shih-hua sectlon of hlS wen-shih t'ung-i 1:... :tliz. -1\. also 
expressed the same idea although he clalmed that Chung Jung's )--£ Il'~ 
Shih-p'in was the first book in the shih-hua genre. 

69. Chang HsUeh-ch'eng: wen-shih-t'ung-i, p. 157. 

70. Kuo Shao-yU: II Shi h-hua ts I ung-hua II j1 -i~ :} .... "i-tt in 
Hsiao-shuo yUeh-pao .j' iii" ~ ~~ , v. 73, p. 33418. 
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language to Chinese critics always involves the tonal system, the 

rules of parallelism and antithesis within a couplet, and the rhyme 

structure. These are separate from such issues as the semantic and 

phonological study of poetry. Content in shih-hua often indicates the 

story and the anecdotes behind the composition of the poem, not what 

is expressed or implied by the lines. 71 

Shih-hua, as a term of poetic criticism, can be divided into 

the following categories: to elucidate the purpose of composing 

poetry, to trace the origin of the different poetic schools, to 

criticize the poets and their poetic works, to select and praise 

beautiful lines, and to discuss the rules of poetry.72 

Finally, one thing has to be kept in mind in the study of 

shih-hua, i.e., we can not use the above definition to judge all books 

entitled shih-hua. For example, the Ta-T'ang San-tsang ch'u-ching 

shih-hua *- l"t :. ~ ~~ #.~ ~·ti1i.73 is actually a novel. It is not a 

book about poetry or poets. On the contrary, some works which do not 

have shih-hua as their titles are actually legitimate parts of the 

71. Fei Wei-lien {: -rli~. : "Chu-kuan yu p'i-p'ing li-lun-
chien t1an Chung-kuo shih-hua l, ~ .tflt 5# :((1:.::;1' 1ti 1tif -- jf: -i.:;;" tf' I~ t~ i.~ 
in Chung-wai wen-hsueh 'f 9~ :1.... Pi , no. 11, ch. 11, 1978. 

72. Chien Chung-lien 1\. H tft,: "Sung-tai shih-hua hiao-k'an" 
tr. I,~i!f -t1<..% U~'l, in Ku-tai wen-hsueh li-lun yen-chiu 11 'Ix:. -:z,1J,f,}: 
't(;lj-);~~, v. 3, p. 229. 

73. This book was compiled by an anonymous writer in the 
Sung. The edition we can see today was published by Taipei: 
Shi h-chi eh shu-chu1t: )ff-1; In in 1958. 



shih-hua genre, such as the YUn-yU yang-ch'iu .{~ -t~1~:f~,74 the 

Shih-jen yU-nsUeh i~ f.... "£ ~ 75 and so forth. 

Poetic Criticism Before the Liu-I Shih-Hua 

36 

As demonstrated in the proceeding part of this chapter, that 

shih-hua refers to any kind of remarks on poetics is a shared idea to 

both poets and critics. Therefore, it is important to have a better 

understanding about the tradition of poetic criticism before the Liu-i 

shih-hua, the first book in which the term shih-hua is used in the 

title. This investigation is based upon the assumption that the Liu-i 

shih-hua and all other books entitled shih-hua were probably 

influenced, directly or indirectly, by an earlier critical tradition. 

We may, it seems to me, divide the poetic criticism before the 

Liu-i shih-hua into four major types: anecdotal, stylistic, 

evaluative, and prosodic. By major type here, I refer in particular 

to the significances of its special features useful in the problem of 

poetic interpretation. What I propose to concentrate on, in this 

section, is the issue of what poetry is to native Chinese critics, 

how to compose and interpret poems, and how to evaluate poets and 

their works. I will avoid discussion of the complex question of the 

74. The author of this book is Ko Li-fang '!-. j:. jj (ca. 
1164). There are many editions of this book today. 'One is in Ho's 
Li-tai shih-hua. 

75. Thi s book was compi 1 ed by Wei Ch' i ng-chi h -it It :L (fl • 
1240-1244). There are many editions of this book that can be seen 
today. One of them was published by Shanghai: Ku-tien wen-hsUeh 
ch' u -pan she -Ii. ~ -1- ~ ~.IlR.;t1: in 1958. 
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function of poetry, such as: entertainment, instruction, and so 

forth. Instead, I will discuss each of the four types of Chinese 

poetic criticism. 

Anecdotal Criticism 

What I mean by anecdotal criticism is a method which uses an 

anecdote or incident to either explore the possible deeper meanings of 

a poem or some lines of the poem, or explicate the reasons for its 

composition. This approach is clearly evident in the Han commen-

taries on the Shih-ching. The application of anecdotal criticism may 

be illustrated by the poem called IPo-chou"1 i;;-+r (Mao no. 26), which 

contains the following four lines: 

-i'X I ,--iiI- A:2 
;f -;;s ~Ilf ~ 
-1\ ;(; &li. .% 
';{. 1J 1t \!:... 

My mind is not a stone, 
It can not be rolled about; 
My mind is not a mat, 
It can not be rolled up.76 

The Han-shi h wai -chuan .f~ i:tf 1\- ,~ (The unorthodox Commentary of the 

Han School of the Shih-ching) provides three interpretations about 

these lines, two of which rely upon anecdotes as shown below: 

a) Prince Pi-kan~t. -f , King Chouls t·t 1- uncle, committed 
suicide for the sake of showing loyalty. Liu Hsia-hui 'f~f"'F 
,1bwould rather give up his life to keep his reputation of 
trust. Po-i /1',1 ~ and Shu-chli -~)(..r;~' , two famous hermits of 
the Shang Dynasty, wanted to sacrifice their lives to prevent 

.from being corrupted. These worthies valued their lives, but 

76. James Legg: The Book of Poetry, p. 39. 



they chose to sacrifice themselves to protect high moral and 
political ideals. They felt ashamed to have their reputation 
and moral character tarnished; therefore, they devoted their 
lives to making themselves immortal •••• If a person can 
possess one of the merits of loyalty, trust, and incorrupti
bility, his fame would spread in the whole world and last as 
the Sun and the Moon. In such cases even Heaven could not 
change their resolve •••• The poem1s reference to the lines 
of liMy mind is not a stone, it can not be rolled about; my 
mind is not a mat, it can not be rolled Upll is an exact illus
tration of this. 71 

b) YUan-hsienJ~~ ~ lived in the Lu ,~. State. His house 
was constructed of grass mats, a typical house of the 
destitute. But his mind enjoyed such peace that he could 
still chant poems happily. One day, one of his old 
classmates, Tzu-kung f~ , riding a fat horse and wearing a 
precious gown came to see him. YUan-hsien held a wooden stick 
to support himself and opened the door. When he tried to 
straighten his collar, his elbows were exposed. When he tried 
to wear shoes, his heels could be seen through holes. When he 
tried to wear his hat straight, the ribbons of it broke. 
Watching these events, Tzu-kung said, IIHey! Why are you so 
sick?1I 

YUan-hsien raised his head and replied, III heard that to be 
without property is to be called impoverished. A person who 
is educated, but doesn1t show it, is called sick. I am 
actually impovershed, but not what you would say sick. 
Regarding those who are following the fashion and joining the 
stronger party, studying is a way for them to get fame, and 
teaching becomes a job to receive benefits. The merits of 
benevolence and righteousness are invisible in their behavior. 
Even though they have sumptuous decorations on their wagon and 
horses, beautiful and precious clothes on their bodies, I 
don1t respect them at all. 1I 

••• An emperor cannot force a person like YUan-hsien to 
be his servant, and kings of states cannot force him to be 
their friend •••• He even does not care about his own body, 
who else can dishonor him? That is why the poem said, liMy 

77. Lai Yen-yUan fa -)~ 1L: Han-shih wai-chuan chin-chu 
chi n - i ~~ -f.:r 1 r ~. t;- ~ i Ii)- J~, p. 9. 
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mind is not a stone, it can not be rolled about; my mind is 
not a mat, it can not be rolled up."78 
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To explore the underlying meanings of these lines, the author 

of the Han-shih wai-chuan cited many anecdotes to show that these 

lines were expressing an unchangeable truth. He did not try to 

discover the story of why and how these lines were composed and their 

position to the whole poem, but used these anecdotes to explain the 

meaning of the verses. One of the reasons for this kind of poetic 

criticism, it seems to me, is because of the established position of 

the Shih-ching at that time. As a matter of fact, the real meaning of 

this poem has been disputed among scholars for hundreds of years. 79 . 

But our point here is that using anecdotes to reveal the meanings of 

poems was very popular in earlier dynastic periods. 

Now let us look at the second case of the anecdotal 

criticism. 

The Little Preface .1, )} of the Mao School of the Shih-ching 

-:L 1~ said under the poem "Ch'ing-jen ll ~ J...... (Miao no. 79): 

The poem Ch'ing-jen is mainly for the purpose of criticizing 
Weng-kung-:?:..'j;, • Kao K'oi:fb1w, Weng-kung's official, was a 
man who indulged himself in luxury and ignored his lord. 

78. Ibid., p. 11. 

79. Chu Hsi -4f-t., in his Shih chi-chuan -ttJ.f;/~ commented 
that this poem was about a woman who was dlsl,ked by her husband; the 
poet used a floating boat to describe her situation. (See Shih 
chi-chuan, p. 15, published by Shanghai: Ku-chi,1958). However, 
Ch'u Wan-li /{;:. ~ t still maintained that it ws a poem which displays 
the feeling of a benevolent person who was not properly treated by his 
superior. (See Ch'U's Shih-ching shih-i i-1 f..li ~if J.", , v. 1, p. 18, 
published by Taipei: Chung-hua wen-hua, 1961). 



Weng-kung thus hated him and tried to banish him, but failed. 
Weng-kung finally sent Kao Klo as a commander to the border 
against the Ti barbarians. For a long time, Kao Klo was 
not summoned to the court, thus his troops gradually 
decreased. Kao Klo fled to the Chien State. Although the 
prince of the Chien State accepted Kao Klo, he treated him 
impolitely. Wen-kung banished Kao Klo without following the 
right way. It is this conduct that can shake the base of the 
state. This was the reason why this poem was composed. 80 

This is an example where anecdote is used to indicate the background 

of a poemls composition. Actually, this is the major method of 

discussing the Shih-ching in the Little Preface. 

Between the two cases of anecdotal criticism demonstrated 
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above, the one which emphasizes on the illustration of the background 

of a poemls composition was much more popular than the one focusing on 

discovering the underlying meanings. This was perhaps due to the fact 

that the t~ao commentary had been accepted as the only official 

interpretation to the Shih-ching since the Han period. This tendency 

of illuminating the background of a poemls composition is clearly 

revealed in the special critical treatise called the Pen-shih shih ~ 

~ i~ (The original story of the poem) by Meng Chling ]z.J:} (ca. 880). 

In the preface to his Pen-shih Shih, Meng Chling wrote, 

Poetry ••• always involves the deep feelings of the poets 
such as complaint, sorrow, sadness, ••• and advice and 
warnings •••• Among these, the most significant factor is 
the arousal of the inner feeling stimulated by the outside 
world. If this element is not explored, who is able to 
correctly understand the real meanings of poetry? Therefore, 

80. This paragraph is a transla~ion of Li Chlen-tungls~)~ 
~citation from the Mao School of the Shih-ching. See Li IS 
Shih-ching yen-chiu 1~ 1i.~.4f(·fw, p. 216. 
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Pen-shih shih, sorting them into seven categories •••• "81 
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In this statement Meng Ch'ing draws attention to the 

relationship between the poet's inner feelings and the outside world. 

In other words, he concentrates on two points here. First, what kind 

of world could stimulate the poet's feeling? Second, what are the 

real meanings expressed by the poet through the poems? In order to 

correctly understand the whole poem, these two aspects should be taken 

into simultaneous consideration. The seven categories Meng Ch'ing 

itemized in his book are these: ch'ing-kan '~1{:lix... (stimulation by 

feeling), shih-kan f l~\ (stimulation by incident), kao-i ,~~ (the 

story of lofty peopl e), yUan-fen t~ 1w. (the story of compl i ant and 

anger), cheng-i 1~~ ~ (the evi dence of unusual ci rcumstance), 

cheng-chiu "I~~~ (the evidence of divination), and Ch'ao-hsi I1f~Jf\ 

(humour and satire). All of them surrounded the poem's composition. 

The following example is the third entry of the first category, 

stimulation by feeling: 

Pri nce Ni ng -*:;f. was powerful and ri ch. He possessed dozens 
of concubines. All of them were beautiful and skillful in 
regards to entertainment. One of his neighbors was a poor 
baker, whose wife was very pretty and attractive. One'day, 
the prince saw her. He took her by giving some money to the 
baker. He gave her more care than any other of the 
concubines. One year later, the prince asked her, "00 you 
still remember the baker?~ She did not answer. The prince, 
thus, summoned the baker and let them see each other. The 
woman stared at him, tears falling from her eyes, as if she 

81. ~1e n 9 Chi i n g : Pe n -s h; h s h; h, P • 3 • 



could not stand the stirring emotions. At that time, there 
were over ten guests visiting, all of them were famous 
writers. The prince asked them to compose a poem for the 
occasion. Wang Wei 1. ~~ finished first, saying, 

1 H 0'- Jl~ t~ 
!t -,t.. -t \;J I~: 
Aii ~ t. ~t>? ~ t<. ~k 
.;(. ..::t; ~ 1: -A 
Donlt believe that the favors of today, 
Can let anyone forget the love of -

yesterday; 
Staring at flowers, eyes fill with tears, 
This feeling cannot be shared by the 

Prince of ChlUl1l82 
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The anecdote in this entry offers the background of how Wang Wei IS 

poem was composed. The function of it is to provide information 

outside of the poem for readers to be able to correctly understand the 

poem and, if we go a step further, the poetls feeling stimulated by 

the event. 

Stylistic Criticism 
. \ 

The second type of poetic criticism is stylistic criticism 

which presupposes a close relationship between the poet and his 

poetry. 

Tslao plei f ~ (187-226) was probably the first critic who 

directly mentioned how the specific style of a writer is formed. In 

his "Lun-wen" i~ -i.. (Essay on Literature), an extant chapter of his 

Tien-lun.J.!1.: i~ (Essay on Norm), Tslao plei said, "Literature takes 

chli (inspiration/spirit) as its governing principle. The pure or 

82. Ibid., p. 6. 



turbid quality of ch'i has its form; it may not be achieved by 

force."83 According to Ts'ao P'ei, each writer has his own style in 
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literary composition, and it is based upon his personal inborn 

qualities. This kind of dualistic classification of human qualities 

was certainly too simple to be taken as a standard. Otherwise, there 

would be only two styles in literary composition according to Ts'ao. 

Actually, Ts'ao P'ei attempted to attribute a specific style to each 

of his literary friends. In the same essay, Ts'ao noted, 

Wang Ts I an 1. ~':;- excell ed in Rhymeprose; HsU Kan ;t W~ has 
the Ch Ii 1t styl e; Ch len Li n f·;t li:f.... and Juan YU I S fiG ;(W 
Appreciations, Memorials, Official Letters, and Memoranda are 
preeminent today; Ying Yangls,\,! ~Jh writings are agreeable but 
not forceful; Liu Chen ~~ *~ is forceful but not refined; the 
vitality of K'ung Jung ;'~w t~~ is lofty and subtle, • 
however, he cannot grasp an argument. 84 

In the above statement Ts'ao P'ei added another element that 

could also affect the writer's writing style in addition to his innate 

qualities: the poet's regional affiliations as shown in the case of 

HsU Kan. In other words, different places could produce different 

styles of literary composition. 

Three hundred years later, Liu Hsien~'l l,.,,!-(465-522) , with 

creative insight, claimed that there should be eight styles in 

1 iterary compos it ion: e 1 ega nt and graceful (t i en-ya .!!: 1jl ), fa r

ranging and profound (YUan-ao~ i~ ), polish and concise (ching-yUeh 

83. This paragraph is quoted from Professor Ronald C. Miao's 
essay "Literary criticism at the End of the Eastern Man" in 
Literature: East and West, v. XVI, no. 3, p. 1026. 

84. Ibid., p. 6. 
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:if.f1?;'-:J), lucid and logical (hsien-fu 1~:~pf1), profuse and flowery 

(fan-ju *:~.~), .vigorous and beautiful (chuang-li Kt Jf~), fresh and 

extraordinary (hsin-ch'i _:f.If~ ), and light and transparent (ch'ing-mi 

t~/~d. He thought that a writer should not be restricted to one of 

these eight styles. The reason was because style was a reflection of 

the mixture of a writer's talent, scholarship, physical vitality, 

experience, and nature. Whenever one of these elements changed, his 

writing style would be similarly influenced. 85 

Stylistic criticism flourished in Ssu-k'ung T'u's ~ I~ l11 
(837-908) Erh-shih-ssu shih-p'in ;:.. -t ,'ff7 i1' ,Bz. (Twenty-four styles of 

Poetry). The Chinese character P'in J'rz in the title probably means to 

IIgradejjudge. 1I Thus, the title of this book possibly means to IIgrade ll 

the merits of poetry. This interpretation is based on the author's 

theory that each poet had his own stylistic characteristics and .if a 

reader had a keen sensibility, he should be able to distinguish the 

special style of the poetry and its poet. 86 

As a matter of fact, Ssu-k'ung T'u himself clearly expressed 

in his Shin-p';n that the style of a poet was discernible in his 

85. Fan Wen-l an (t -1.. ~I!f.l: Wen -hs; n t i ao-l ung chu < Iv' l~jt ~l 
~l, v. 2, pp. 505-6. 

86. Wong Yoon-wah: Ssu-k'ung T'u: The Man and His Theory of 
Poetry, p. 214, unpublished 1972 Ph.D. dlssertatlon. Onlverslty of 
Mlchlgan. 



poetic work, and it was another way of saying that style was a 

reflection of the man. 87 
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The number of styles that Ssu-k'ung T'u deduced from the 

category of five-character verse is twenty-four. 88 In the definition 

of each style, Ssu-k'ung T'u tended to mix the poet and his poetic 

works into one entity. For example, the eight style was called 

"ching-chien" I'll II~. (strong). He defined it as liThe poet drinks the 

truth and consumes the strength, and is able to save the simple life 

and protect the inner soul." 89 These lines sound like a description 

of a person. Also, under the twenty-first style "ch l ao-i" ~ -i~ 

(transcend), he said, "He has been dedicated to Tao 11.. (way) since his 

youthful days. He now can turn away from the vulgar." 90 This 

approach to poetic criticism assumes that poetry is the reflection of 

87. Ibid., p. 214-15. 

88. The twenty-four styl at" are: (1) hs i ung-hun 1,,;i i't 
(grand), (2) ch'ung-tan ~~ 'l~~ (benign), (3) hsien-nung ~.if;, i:Jt (clear), 
(4) ch'en-cho 51' ... .:;t (grave), (5) kao-ku ~ ~ (lofty), (6) tien-ya~.Jf~ 
'ilt(refined), (7) hsi-lien 11k. it- (fluent), (8) ching-chien ';'1) 'I~ 
(strong), (9) ch'i-li ~~ tt. (bea,utHul), (10) tzu-jan 1;[ .:,!:,', 
(spontaneous), (11) han-hsU I~ ~ (concealed), (12) hao-fang.t~~·~ 
(unrestrained), (13) ching-shen 4~ ~,'t (vigorous), (14) shen-mi ~~ I~ 
(careful), (15) su-yeh ~f.1.. H (artless), (16) ch'ing-ch'i ;-T1--;~' 
(distinctive), (17) wei-ch'U ~ ~ (indirect), (18) shih-ching~ 1-Pu 
(real), (19) pei-k'ai ;)l'fP~ (poignant), (20) hsing-jung -t1~ ~ 
(descriptive), (21) ch'ao-i ~ t~ (transcend), (22) p'iao-i ili\.;1.. . 
(pthereal), (23) k'uang-ta~~, Q (light-hearted), (24) liu-tung :r.<-fJ7 
(flowing). 

89. Wong Yoon-wah: Ssu-k'ung T'u, p. 215. 

90. Ibid., p. 221. 
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the poet. In other words, to study a poem one should also learn about 

its author. 

Hierarchical Evaluation of Poets 

The third type of poetic criticism before the Liu-i shih-hua 

was the hierarchical critical evaluation of poets. This mode of 

criticism was established by Chung Jung (fl. 483-513). Feeling 

dissatisfied with the personal and confused poetic criticism of his 

time, Chung Jung attempted to establish a normal standard for judging 

pentasyllabic shih poetry.91 In his mind, good poems should be 

created under some specific circumstances: for example, touching 

scenery (ching~), poet1s feelings (ch1ing'r-ff), and the natural ways 

of expression (tzu-jan 'lfJ ~l~~). In other words, a good poem was 

composed when a poet1s heart was stimulated by the world, then his 

true feelings would naturally flow out through the poems. Based upon 

this concept, for Chung Jung such criteria as allusion, artificial 

rules of poetic rhythmn, logical argumentation, and ornate rhetorics 

were not requisite elements of good poems. 

Chung Jung1s next step was to choose a poetic vehicle to make 

his study more concrete. He concentrated on the category of five-word 

1 ine verse 3- -t -t~, to him the richest poetic category, then selected 

122 talented poets of pentasyllabic verse, plus a number of poems 

by anonymous poets, from the Han to Liang periods. After these 

5-6. 
Ch I • h ,:t> Sh . hi' h . J 0 •• 91. en Yen-chl e i'~ ~ I~a~: 1 -p 1 n c u -,q ,.o'l il , pp. 



preparations were completed, he fitted them into a tripart classi

fication system adopted from the nine-grade hierarchical system of 

claSSifying officials at that time (chiu-p'in chung-cheng -1L Ifrz If 
~). Thus his famous book, the Shih-p'in (Grades of Poets), a com

parative evaluation of poets, was formed. 
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Although Chung Jung did not clearly indicate his basis of 

judgement in assigning poets within his three tier evaluation system, 

one may still surmise his reasons for doing so. Obviously, the 

development of fi ve-word 1 i n'e poetry pl ayed a very important rol e in 

Chung Jung's book. He praised especially those poets who were filled 

with creative spirit. Next were the poets who were able to take 

established verse forms and rework them in new ways. Those who could 

successfully adapt to traditional verse forms were the last. 92 

We may illustrate this by citing some pertinent examples. 

Since the generic development of pentasyllabic verse occupied a very 

crucial part in Chung Jung's Shih-p'in, most of the poets selected by 

him had a mentor-disciple relationship in his three-grade system. The 

disciple in this relationship was apparently younger than the mentor. 

Taking Ch'iu Ling-chU )-L 'I i-~ (ca. 480) as an example: Ch'iu was 

placed in Chung Jung's lowest rank, and was judged to "derive from the 

school of Yen Yen-chi h f.?;t ~:Z. (384-456) ."93 Yen Yen-chi h in turn 

was described as follows: "His original source was Lu Chi IS r1: 1-'~ 

92. Ibid., pp. 2-3. 

93. Ibid., p. 48. 
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(ca. 261-303) style." 94 If we check these three poets in Chung Jung's 

system, we find that Lu Chi was placed in the first rank (shang-p'in 

j:. tl
rl
". ), Yen Yen -chi h wa sin the second rank (chung -p lin l~ If.z ), and 

Ch'iu Ling-chU was in the third rank (hsia-p'in 1 ,f~). The most 

serious criticism of Chung Jung's system voiced by later critics was 

that he put T I ao .Ch I i en f~ ;~~ (372-427) in the second, or mi ddl e 

rank. 95 However, if we take a look at Chung Jung's comment on T'ao 

Ch'ien, we will understand why Chung made this arrangement. Under 

T'ao Ch'ien's entry, Chung Jung said, "His style was derived from Ying 

ChU fi;1;- (190-252)." 96 Since Ying ChU was relegated to the middle 

rank by Chung Jung, it is easy to understand why Chung placed T'ao 

Ch'ien, an imitator of Ying's style, also in the second rank. 

As a matter of fact, literary criticism suffers from the fact 

that it is so often tied to the critic's personal hobbies, subjec

tivity, experience, and knowledge. Thus, vague hierarchical evalua-

tions will always be controversial. Moreover, to fit more than one 

hundred poets into a three-tier classification system is really an 

oversimplification. Chung Jung himself actually was aware of this 

94. Ibid., p. 29. 

95. T'ao Ch'ien has been thought of as one of the best poets 
in the history of Chinese literature. Therefore Chung Jung's 
evaluation of T'ao Ch'ien's rank in his three-grade classification 
system has been severely criticised by many critics. See Chien 
Yen-chieh's preface to his Shih-p'in chu. 

96. Chien Yen-chieh: Shih-p'in chu, p. 28. 
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difficulty. Therefore he observed, "The vertical arrangement of these 

three ranks is certainly not fixed."97 

This hierarchical evaluation proposed by Chung Jung did make 

some significant contribution to the development of poetic criticism 

in later times. I wo~ld like to make two observations on this point. 

First, Chung Jung focused his critical attention only upon one 

category of poetry, the pentasyllabic verse, from the wide range of 

Chinese poetry. This makes his poetic criticism more solid and 

specific. Second, the poetls creative spirit was particularly 

emphasized in terms of the development of a specific poetic genre. 

Unfortunately, even though this is a very significant book which 
f. _. 

created a milestone for itself in the history of Chinese poetic 

criticism, the problem of how to evaluate poetics did not receive the 

attention that it deserved. 

Prosodic Criticism 

By prosodic criticism here, I mean the rules of poetry. This 

type of criticism flourished in the middle Tlang period, the time when 

the chin-tli shih ::j: %:$'1=% (modern-style poetry) was formulated. In 

other words, we can say that prosodic criticism was closely related to 

the formulation of modern-style poetry. This resulted in the 

appearance of many treatises entitled with the two character shih-ko 

/.;4 1?: (rules of poetry). Hu Ying-lin S\.j ::!!., I~~ (1551-1602) described 

97. Ibid., p. 8. 



the popul arity of the shi h-ko books as follows: liThe shi h-hua works 

of the Tlang period which were stilled preserved in the Sung Dynasty 

were many, such as Wang Chlang-lingls 1- $;; ~k Shih-ko ~~~.~, ••• 

Chia Taols 'tJJ1 Shih-ko, Wang Jui IS 1-'t Shih-ko, YUan Ching's 1L. H.I 

Sh,i h-ko, • • • ."98 From the above statement we know that the works 

referring to the rules of poetry were very popular in the T'ang. 

Meanwhile, the rules 1.t- of poetry, to Hu Ying-ling, fell within the 

purview of the shih-hua genre. 
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The content of the shih-ko works, generally speaking, consists 

of two parts: sound values and antithesis. The former was applied 

not only to each character of the lines but also to all lines of the 

poem, while the latter was concerned mainly with the contrastive 

syntactic arrangement of each line within the couplets of the poem. I 

will examine, respectively, these two parts in the following section: 

Sound Values: tone;11- and rhyme .::i/~. It is certain that 

the sound of Chinese characters evolved over the years. The applica

tion of sound values to literature was thought to be related to 

similar comparisons in music. Fan Yeh H-, ~~ (398-445) noted, "Human 

beings are naturally able to distinguish the differences between the 

musical tunes of the Kung 't: and the Shang iq, to realize the distinc

t i on between the Ch ling 'l~. and the Cho ~ 'f.j sounds. However, the 

literati since the ancient time have been surprisingly unable to take 

98. Hu Ying-lin: Shih-sou 14lt., p. 269. 

:t 
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note of this fact."99 Fan Yeh was perhaps the first person to 

directly mention the crucial importance of sound values in literature, 

but he did not go a step further to explain how the sound values of 

words could be applied to literature. It was not until the Yung-ming 

.4-- \1}:1 (483-493) period in the Chli ~ Dynasty that the sound values of 

words attracted many literati and were applied to literature. 

Scholars such as ~hou Yung )~ ItkfJ. (?-485), Shen YUeh ~.\1'L.1.-i.:J (441-513), 

and many of their friends claimed that every character possessed one 

of the following four tones: piing t (level), shang j:. (rising), 

chlU -/;.. (falling), and ju ~ (entering). They took these four tones 

together with rhymes as the basic prosodic elements of literature. 100 

After the Yung-ming period, the sound values of Chinese words 

and their importance to literature became a heated topic among writers 

and critics. When sound differentiation was applied to poetry, many 

rules were gradually established to avoid possible defects in tonal 

pattern or rhyme scheme. The most widely acknowledged defects are 

1 i sted below (These defects!;;q were appl i ed mai nly to pentasyll abi c 

verse, but they can actually be applied to other categories of poetry 

such as seven-word line verse): 

99. Shen YUeh: Sung-shu ${, , v. 6, p. 1830. 

100. Li Yen-shou A- :Ji -ii Nan-shi h ff] 4-, v. 4, p. 1195. 



a) P'int-t'ou if ~R (equal-head) 

In pentasyllabic verse the first character and the sixth 

character cannot be the same sound. The second character and the 

seventh character also cannot be the same sound. If they are the 

same sound, it is called the defect of p'ing-t'ou. 

b) Shang-wei ~ ~ (equal-tail) 

In pentasyllabic verse the sound of the fifth character and 
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that of the tenth character cannot be identical. If the poem has this 

defect, it will be called shang-wei. 

c) Feng-yao ttn~ (wasp-waist) 

In pentasyllabic verse the second character cannot be the same 

sound as the fifth character. Otherwise, the two halves of the line 

will be too "fat" and the middle part too "thin." This defect is 

called feng-yao. 

d) Ho-ch'i ~\~~t(crane-knee) 

In five-word line verse the sound of the fifth character 

cannot be the same as that of the fifteenth character. Otherwise, it 

will sound like two "thin sides" and "fat middle part." This defect 

is called ho-ch'i. 

e) 
- I;! Ta-yUn 1\"'-%9(. (heavy repeated-rhyme) 

In five-word line verse none of the first nine characters of 

the coupl et can have the rhyme of the tenth character. If thi s rul e 

is violated, it is called ta-yUn. 
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f) Hs i ao-yUn ,I, ~Lq, (1 i ght repeated-rhyme) 

In five-word line verse any two of the first nine characters 

in a couplet cannot belong to the same rhyme. Otherwise, it will have 

the defect of hsiao-yUn. 

g) plang-niu ,% ~JL (nearby alliteration) 

In five-word line verse any two characters of the same line 

cannot be alliterated. Otherwise, it will have the defect of 

plang-niu. 

h) Cheng-niu ~jz (repeated sound) 

In five-word line verse, within a rhyme structure, i.e., a 

couplet, different tone characters of the same sound cannot appear in 

different lines. If this situation happens, it is called 

cheng-niu. 101 

These rules were normally taken as a guide on how to compose 

poems. However, they can conversely be taken as criteria to evaluate 

the poetic work itself as well. 

Antithesis {{H ... In addition to sound values, the principle 

of antithesis was also very important in prosodic criticism. 

Antithesis happens not only between two lines in a poem but also in a 

101. Wang Chin-chiang ::£.-%~:;:.: Wen-chin mi-fu lun tlan-yUan 
--3:.. 'fiL 1'..1:: rti ~~ ,f7.f. ~it" pp. 26-29. Actually, dlfferent scho lars, 

classified the defects of poetry in different ways. Kukai '3t -4 
(774-835), a Japanese monk who studied Chinese Buddhism and literature 
in the Pang Capital Chiang-an -lz~ for several years, in his 
well-known book, Bunkyo hifuron -J.. rt ~.;t; ;fr -i{;ij' , expanded the defects 
of poetry into twenty-elght ltems. Yet, in terms of their popularity, 
the eight defects I list are the ones most commonly used. 

,. 
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single line. Liu Hsieh noticed these and said, "There are four kinds 

of antitheses: verbal antithesis, factual antithesis, antithesis of 

contrast, and antithesis of agreement." 102 A Japanese scholar 

Masakazu Takaki ~;f.. iJ;. - did research on the problem of poetic 

antithesis in the period of the Six Dynasties, especially on the works 

of Lu Chi and Hsieh Ling .. yUn iH If Jt (385-433). He arrived at the 

conclusion that antithesis in poetry had already been noted before the 

T'ang. 103 However, it was during the T'ang period that antithesis was 

commonly used both in the composition and criticism of poetry, and 

many rules regarding antithesis were formulated at that time. Let me 

take YUan Chi ng IS 7L i~ (ca. 670) Shi h Sui -nao -it Ijf~ ni!! (The brai n of 

poetry), a revised work based upon Shang Kuan-i's j:. ,t /t~ (ca. 660) 

Pi-tsa hua-liang '.if 1l.. i i..f:, (The flowery result of random notes), as 

examples to determine the nature of antithesis in poetry. The poetic 

rules mentioned in the Shih Sui-nao are as below: 

a) Cheng-tui ~ if (standard antithesis) 

Antithesis between two terms denoting the same quality, such 

as Emperor Yao /fw vs. Emperor Shun 1f4:. These two names are compatible 

in terms of their respective references to "emperor" and "sagacity." 

102. Vincent Y. C. Shih: The Literary Mind and the Carving 
of Dragons, p. 271. 

103. See Cheng Ch'ing-mao's ~p ~-fl- fX. translation "Liu-ch'ao 
shih-1U ti hsing-ch'eng" -r-, ~R -:-rr :q:- i1'1-fl~ j:\ in Ta-lu tsa-chih .1-. ri-
411. ~,t-, ch. 13, nos. 9, 10, 1956. ' 



b) I-tui);. 1'1" (antithesis of antonym) 

Antithesis between two descriptive terms, such as "a coming 

bird" vs. "a departing animal." "Coming" and "departing" are 

antonyms. 

c) P'ing-tui k ~t (regular antithesis) 
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Antithesis between two regular terms, such as "green mountain" 

and "blue river." These two terms make a regular antithesis. 

d) Ch'i-tui --;}~t-t (unusual antithesis) 

Antithesis between two unusual terms, such as "Horse-cheek" 

River and "Bear-ear" Mountain. These two descriptive terms are 

"unusual," that is "fanciful." 

e) T'ung-tui I~ 1{ (antithesis of same semantic words) 

Antithesis between two terms in the same semantic category, 

such as "big valley" and "wide hill." "Big II and "wide" are in the 

same semantic category. 

f) Tzu-tui ':t 11" (character antitheses) 

Using the literary meaning of the character between two terms 

to make an antithesis, while neglecting their real meanings in the 

sentence. For example, in the sentence like kui-chi ho-ko f~ ~~ ~ 

\., its real meaning is "cinnamon oars carry spears." The third 

character ~ means lito carry." But it is used to make an antithesis 

wi th the fi rst character kui, 1 iterally mean "ci nnamon, II because of 

its literary meaning "lotus." 
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g) Sheng-tui f~~t (sound antithesis) 

Using the sound of the character to make an antithesis, such 

as the sentence hsiao-lu chliu-shuang ~rJt.. ff,}.-f:J:..'fti (the morning roads 

fill with autumn frost). The second character ~, literally means 

"road," is taken to make an antithesis with the fourth character 

shuang, literally means "frost," because it has the same sound as the 

character ~ ~ (dew). 

h) Ts I e-tui I;~'J %~1' (s i de ant ithes is) 

Using one part of the character to make an antithesis, such as 

the two terms: 1 ung-shou -itl1i and feng-i ;.I.~ i·~'I. That the character 

feng can make antithesis with the character lung is because its right 

side is the radical ma.~ (horse). Therefore, since ~ is an animal, 

it can be taken to compare with the character lung ~t (dragon). 

Besides the antithesis between the meanings of two contrasting 

terms, there is the antithesis between the sound of the character as 

well. In an erlier part I mentioned that there were four tones \:flj~'

applied to literary study. However, when these tones were put to the 

study of poetry, they were reduced into two categories in terms of the 

length of the sound: long and short. 104 The level, or piing ;f- tone 

lasts longer when it is chanted. The other three tones have shorter 

length because nobody can chant a continued rising or falling sound, 

while the entering tone signifies that the sound must come to an 

104. Wang Li J. t.J Han-yU shi h-lU hsUeh ~* i% if ~~I~ , pp. 
6-7. 



abrupt stop (such as the syllables p-t-k). These three tones were 

together called the tse J~tone (oblique or deflected). 

Based upon these two tones, level and oblique, the various 

tonal patterns of modern-style poetry in the Tlang were established. 
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The trend of discussing poetry in terms of prosodic rules 

finally ended in the period of the early Sung when Li Shu 4-;,f~ (ca. 

1000) was ordered by Emperor Jen to compile an official book for the 

rules of poetry in 1039. This book was the famous Shih-yUan lei-ko i1 
te.. ~~ 1fi-(Assorted rules for poetry).105 To the study of poetry, 

especially the modern-style poetry, these prosodic rules are important 

both to the criticism of poetry and its composition. 

105. Wang Ying-lin z..}t·)~ii,: YU'-hai ~*, v. 2, p. 1078. 
I 



CHAPTER 4 

THE FORMATION OF THE LIU-I SHIH-HUA 
AND THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF IrS fEXT 

In the first part of this chapter I will discuss in some 

detail the questions of why and how the first shih-hua book was 

created by au-yang Hsiu. Regarding the question of why, it must be 

immediately attributed to au-yang Hsiuls creative spirit and ability 

which not only won him the reputation of the master of literature but 

also successfully changed the literary trends of his time. In regard 

to the question of how, I propose to discuss some literary genres that 

provided the necessary background for the creation of the Liu-i 

shih-hua. 

au-yang Hsiuls Literary Accomplishment 

As I have indicated in the second chapter, au-yang Hsiu 

possessed an independent character which often isolated him in his 

political career. However, in the field of literature, this feature 

helped him to achieve great success. In addition to being praised as 

the innovator of the studies of the traditional Classics,106 au-yang 

106. Pli Hsi-jui }t·tZ;1~ Ching-hsUeh ii-shih #.ft-~)iJiL, 
pp. 244-245. 
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Hsiu inaugurated many new trends in literature. I will take tz1u -if:] 

(lyrics) as an example of Ou-yang Hsiu's innovation. 

Tz'u, as a generic literary term, has been referred to as a 

song-form characterized by lines of unequal length, prescribed rhyme 

and tonal sequences, occurring in a large number of variant patterns, 

each of which bears a name of a musical air. 107 Although the problem 

of when this literary genre was established is still unresolved, 

scholars tend to agree that it was developed in the period between the 

end of the T'ang and the Five Dynasties (ca. 810-950),108 a period 

just immediately before the Sung Dynasty. Generally speaking, the 

,\1 /..1-most famous tz1u lyricists during that time were Wen T'ing-yUn -;!!l,~ 

Q'0 (812-870?), Wei Chuang1: it- (836-910), Feng Ven-ssu i.1b ~ u 
, I 

(903-960), and Li Vu·1' 1-1 (937-978). Each of these poets certai nly 

had their own distinctive poetic qualities in the composition of 

lyrics and made some contributions to the development of this literary 

gen re, yet they appa rently sha red common styl'j st i c features: an 

elegant mood expressed in a delicate, technically accomplished 

diction. 

Ou-yang Hsiu was an excellent lyricist in this demanding form. 

His "Tieh lien-hua" Ij;~. ~'~',10 is a characteristic example: 

107. James R. Hightower, Topics in Chinese Literature, p. 
90. 

/~ .J .. I08.~/>:- Liu Lin-sheng ,~J )i14 If , Chung-kuo shih-tz'u kai-lun If 
~ i1 'i~ if8.t .. iIl) , p. 60. 
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Alone, I lean on the high balcony in a soft br~eze, 
When I gaze into the distance, the sorrow of parting: 
A dark air grows from the horizon, 
When the grasses and the hills are covered under the 

fading sun, 
No one understands why I lean on the rails here. 

I originally wanted to be reckless and tried to get 
drunk, 

Facing wine and singing songs; 
Yet forcing myself to be merry is really dull: 
Even though my sash is getting looser and looser, I 

am not regretful; 
For that person whom I miss is also pining away. 109 

60 

This lyric consists of two stanzas. In the first, everything 

is swallowed by the sorrow of loneliness. The persona climbs up to a 

high balcony by himself for the purpose of observation, both 

physically and mentally. But what he sees is the horizon where the 

109. T' ang Kui -chang It. t ~~ , Ch' Uan Sung-tz' u 4:- * t.~ , v. 
1, p. 127. James J. Y. Liu in his Major Lyrlclsts of the Early Sung, 
p. 40 has a translation of this tz'u poem whlch has some dltferent 
interpretation from what I translate. 
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only thing 1I0bserved il is the sorrow of parting. Thus, his expectation 

of seeing the absent person is diminished. Especially in the time 

that everything is covered by the shadow of the fading sun, he feels 

alienated because no one can understand why he leans on the rails. 

This stanza is a typical example of the lyrical style before Ou-yang 

Hsiu's time. A number of touching thoughts, filled with sad mood, 

are created by the skillful integration of images. But the second 

stanza suddenly changes the mood. First, the speaker tries to release 

his depression through drinking and singing. Then, he realizes that 

these ways cannot effectively help because he still has to IIforce ll 

himself to do that which he really dislikes. Finally, he overcomes 

the rigid barrier of his mind. He adopts a freer attitude, thinking 

that his getting thinner is worthy because the person he misses is 

also pining away. The optimistic attitude expressed in this lyric is 

probably the reason why Ou-yang Hsiu was praised: "His lyric poems 

opened the ways of the care-free spi rit for Su Shi h tt,fK and the 

deep, reposeful spirit for Ch'in Kuan tt-~HL (10-11).11 110 

Ou-yang Hsiu's creative spirit in the field of literature was 

made especially evident by his establishment of classical prose 

as the orthodox style of composition. In terms of actual writing, it 

seems to me that this classical style of writing is really related to 

the 1 anguage of the Li u-i -shi h-hua. In the early Sung Dynasty, the 

110 F H · It. 11~ H 1 t I .;}..; ~/;;:~;r 11 t d • eng S1 ;,;;'J "~" ao-an un- zu ,frJ }{t: ~.:q ""j , co ec e 
in Tz'u-hua ts'ung-pien -r~ ~ili.~.I~' v. 11, p. 3677. 
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prose composition was dominated by the parallel pr'ose style ,~,Wf ~ 

which needs skill in creating antitheses and rhymed lines. Since the 

writers of parallel prose paid excessive attention to writing skills, 

its content was often ignored. This emphasis on technique was 

attacked by scholars such as Liu Klai f~r (1J! (947-1000) who criticised 

parallel prose for being servile and weak. Later, this euphuistic 

styl e was revi sed and improved by Yang I f~ 'Iii· (974-1020), Li u YUn;fiJ 

~~ (971-1031), and their confederates. As a result, this particular 

style became strong in tone and elegant in language, and Liu's effort 

to abolish it did not succeed. 

Nevertheless, since the content of parallel prose remained 

usually weak and its form restricted in expression, it continued to 

receive many criticisms. Mu Hsiu 11 ~ (979-1032) claimed that prose 

should convey benevolence and righteousness. 111 Fan Chung-yen fi- 'It 
~;it.also criticised the content of parallel prose as inauthentic and 

pretentious, and its language as wasteful and superficial. 112 Fan 

even went a step further in trying to replace it through his political 

power with the classical style inherited from preceding prose masters 
";:;1;- p-... 

such as Han YU ~k9~. He was successful in promoting two classical 

111. Mu HSiu, "Ta Ch'iao Shih shu" ,Ijf. ~- JI. ~ and "T'ang Liu 
Hsien-sheng chi hou-hsU" ;t .?\'~7 ;rl-' '1- ~ 1~ Jt in Ho-nan Mu-kung chi ~~ 
\fJ ~~~ Ii:. It, , p. 10, 14 (SPTKLPSP, v. 45). 

112. Fan Chung-yen, "Shang shih-hsiang i chih-chu shu" .t.. J11 
A'tl ~J( {f111*-t .. and "Shang Chih-cheng shu" j:.~./L 'ift. --t .. in Fan 
Wen-cheng kung ch IUan-chi (e. -1._ ~ ,~It tr:; , p. 73, 66 (SPl1<'CPSP. v. 
45) • 
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prose advocators, Chien Ts'ung-i r~ ~~ ~ (?-1231) and Yang Ta-ya :(1,:1, 

11t, au-yang Hsiu's father-in-law, to take charge of the work of 

formulating the emperor's orders and announcements in 1028. 113 Shih 

Chieh .k: t (1005-1045), a famous philosopher of the time, was 

also recommended to become an instructor in the Imperial Academy. 

Although Shih ~hieh also seriously condemned parallel prose, his 

radical personality and unusual behavior attracted so ma~y students 

that they formed a faction around him. Under the name of the 

classical prose they sharply attacked their opponents and adopted an 

odd way of literary expression. This situation finally aroused strong 

criticism which caused Fan's reformist efforts to fail. 114 This 

result is probably due to the fact that classical prose writing was 

"abrupt, di ffused, awkward, and crude ll115 at that time. It was not 

until au-yang Hsiu's appearance that the situation with respect to 

prose improved. au-yang HSiu, based upon his literary talent and 

competitive environment, as I mentioned in Chapter Two, utilized 

classical prose as a versatile medium. He used ordinary language to 

successfully express everything such as delicate feelings, profound 

113. Li T'ao, HsU Tzu-chih t'ung-chien ch'ang-pien, ch. 106, 
v. 4, p. 16. 

114. Chang Fang-piing, IIKung-yuan ch'ing chieh-li t'ien-hsia 
chu-jen wen-chang ll -U ~~ 11\ ~ ;ffrfJ :;;,. r·-1f J.... i--~ in SHYCK, v. 5, 
pp. 4261-4263. 

115. James T. C. Liu, au-yang Hsiu, p. 145. 
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thoughts, grand spectacles, novel ideas, or for recording things. 116 

His success in establishing classical prose as the orthodox writing 

style is certainly based upon his political power. Yet later critics 

all agree that he was the one who not only developed classical prose 

into a supreme art,117 but also made it the most popular writing style 

among men of letters since the Northern Sung. His creation of the 

Liu-i shih-hua was based upon the classical prose in terms of the 

writing style. 

Other Literary Genres Related to the 
Formatlon of the L1U-l Shlh-hua 

Pen-shi h Shi h -f- f -j~ (the ori gi nal story of the poem) 

From the viewpoint of poetic criticism, the four major types 

that I discussed in the third chapter are all more or less included in 

the Liu-i shih-hua. But from the generic point of view, pen-shih shih 

is probably the closest derivation of the Liu-i shih-hua 118 because 

these two literary works share the same emphasis in recording events 

which are related to the poets and their poetic works; both works also 

use classical style prose. 

116. Ibid., p. 147. 

117. Ibid., p. 147. 

,118. ~o Ken-tse 7fi 1,-~ ~ , Chung-kuo wen-hsUeh pi i -p ling shi h 
,1' (&] -:A.. ~~> .1tl ;.~ ~_ , pp. 243-244. 
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Pi -chi 1- i"G (notes on writing) ., 

Historically speaking, the character "pi r II was a literary 

term referring to the non-rhymed prose writing in contrast to rhymed 

prose which was called "wen -:il.."119 Using this non-rhymed literary 

composition to record an event, to express a feeling, to create 

fiction, or to examine a historical fact is called pi-chi (writing 

notes or notes on writing). 

The contents of a typical pi-chi collection can be normally 

divided into three categories: fiction, historical anecdote, and 

textual criticism. 120 This literary genre had been very popular in 

the T'ang period, but it was not until the Sung Dynasty that 

intelligentsia paid attention to it. The preface to the Wu-ch'ao 

hsiao-shuo .ft-~frl-l' i~ (Fiction of the Five Dynasties period) 

observed, 

It was in the Sung period that pi-chi works were written by 
intelligentsia when they had lelsure time. The contents might 
include conversations between the author and his parents, 
teachers, brothers~ and friends, his personal experiences or 
hearsay, correcting the errors of records, or examining what 
was found to be suspect." 121 

From this statement, the content of a pi-chi work is similar to that 

of a shih-hua if we narrow the former's scope to what pertained to 

119. Fan Wen-lan (e. ~ ~·f.f.I ' Wen-hsin tiao-lung chu ·:1.. ,,:,·f.1;tiG 
v. 2, p. 655. 

120. Liu Yeh-ch'iu -:l'Ir.t~z , Li-tai pi-chi kai-shu)~~~~tilJ 
fe~" J:. ' pp. 3-4. 

121. This paragraph is quoted by Liu Yeh-ch'iu. Ibid., p. 
79. 
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poetry or poets from a wide range of possible topics. As a matter of 

fact, the first person to entitle his book as pi-chi was Sung Ch'i ~ 

i·~ (998-1061), a famous historian and politician of Ou-yang Hsiu's 

time. Hi s book was certai nly i nfl uenced by Li Fang IS .1: ij~ (925-996) 

T'ai-p'ing kuang-chi 1 ....... l~, -U..i (A broad record of the T'ai-p'ing 

hsiang-kuo period), which contains fiction and anecdotes. Therefore, 

it is a definite possibility that this genre stimulated Ou-yang Hsiu 

to create his shih-hua. 

YU-lu ''if> q'?i~ (Record of conversation) 

YU-lu is the Buddhists ' words which were recorded by their 

disciples for the purpose of guidances. In its original form books 

under the yU-lu category were created in the T'ang: for example, the 

T'an-ching 1~ ~~ (The platform sutra of the sixth patriarch) of 

Hui-neng ~tflL (638-713). The content of yU-lu, generally speaking, 

can be summarized into two parts: the words of famous Buddhists and 

the anecdotes about their lives. Since the features of the yU-lu were 

similar to that of the shih-hua and the fact that yU-lu were very 

popular in the period just before the Sung, some scholars suggest that 

it might have exerted some influence on the creation of the Liu-i 

shih-hua. A modern scholar Tu Sung-potj" t;; 11:/ goes even further to 

imply that the reason Ou-yang Hsiu named himself as a "chU-shih J1i -J: II 

I 

(nermit) as well as why he chose shih-hua as the title of his book 

were both due to Buddhism. Tu claims that the reason why shih-hua 

authors always selected one couplet from the whole poem as the object 
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of criticism was the reflection of the Buddhist tenet: one part can 

be the key of the whole, thus, if one can really understand the part, 

he should be able to understand the whole. 122 

Although nobody can proclaim that anyone of the literary 

genres I have mentioned above was an exact derivation of the Liu-i 

shih-hua, the fact that these genres offered some background for the 

formation of the Liu-i shih-hua seems well attested. Therefore, one 

might conclude that the Liu-i shih-hua was the direct result of 

Ou-yang Hsiu's creative spirit as well as the literary trends of his 

time. 

A Translation of the Lui-i Shih-hua 

The second part of this chapter focuses on the actual content 

of the Liu-i shih-hua. Here I propose to offer a complete translation 

of this work with comprehensive notes. Since there are many editions 

of this shih-hua extant today, I have chosen the one recorded in Ho 

Wen-huan's 1q ~~ 1Jt Li-tai shih-hua for its easy accessibility. 

According to this edition, there are twenty-eight entries, preceded by 

a very short preface. 

122. Tu Sung-po, Ch'an-hsUeh yu T'ang-Sung shih-hsUeh 
~,: ~ ~, 1.!f,f$, pp. 386-393. 
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The Prefatce 

The hermit 123 rptired and resided in the southern side of the 

Ju ~~ River,124 then collected these remarks for leisurely 

conversation. 

Entry One 

Duke Li Wen-cheng /~~ -:Z i1-'~ ,125 when praising the emperor in 

his work "The eulogy of Yung-chlang Mausoleum"126 said, 

i ~ ft- ~ .f~ j:. If 
1 ~~) ~x -' q :-:rti .~}. :;: 
I~r .~~ :::- r""'-. ,:'1" ,.J-

He used jades to sacrifice to Heaven five times; he 
Accepted the capitulation of other princes on the 

Imperial Tower three times. 127 

At that time all the officials at the court presented their poems, but 

the Dukels poem was judged the best. The so-called three princes who 

capitulated were Liu Chiang cri.'t£<-of Kuang-nan area, Meng Chiang .!,-&r 

123. This refers to Ou-yang Hsiu himself. 

124. Equivalent to FU-yang.!f r~ county of An-hui province 
today. 

125. Li FangA:- ~-1j (925-996) was one of Tlai-tsungls .f,-',t 
(reign 976-997) premiers. He was also the compiler of the TPYL and 
the \4YYH. For more detail s, see the Sung-shi h ~ 4:- , ch. 2~ 

126. The Tlai-tsu -K?JL Emperor of the Sung (reigh 960-970). 
Hi s mausol eum is in the southeastern area of the Kung { county of the 
Ho-nan province. 

127. I am unable to locate the poem which contains this 
couplet in Li IS literary work. 
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of Hs i -shu area, and Li Hou-chu t 1l j:. of Chi ang-nan area. 128 As 

for sacrificing to Heaven five times, this is incorrect. After the 

fourth year of the Chi en-l ung ~ f.?}- peri od (959-963), the Emperor 

T'ai-tsu f,-~·.f1- ,129 in the beginning of the next year (963), sacrificed 

to Heaven and changed the styl e of hi s rei gn to Ch I i en-te ~t q,~" 

(963-967). Six years later (968), the Emperor sacrificed to Heaven 

again and changed his style to K'ai-pao j~!i"I t (968-975). In the fifth 

year of the K'ai-pao period the Emperor sacrificed to Heaven again, 

but he did not change his reign title. In the ninth year of the 

K'ai-pao reign period (975) the Kingdom in the Chiang-nan area had 

been conquered by the Emperor. In the fourth month a hugh rainbow 

appeared in the sky and the Emperor offered his gratitude to Heaven in 

the Western Capital. Therefore, he actually used jades to sacrifice 

to Heaven four times. Duke Li was a man of that time. Thus he could 

not be mistaken. To say that there were five occasions of sacrifice 

must be the result of "street rumors. II 

Entry Two 

In the Emperor Jen-tsung IS "I~ (t 130 reign there were many rich 

and powerful officials who were also known for their poetry. They 

128. Nan-Han ,fir! ~~" Hou-Shu ~-t,l...~ , and Nan-T'ang ,iOi were 
conquered by the Sung Empire in 971, 965, and 975 respectively. 

129. See note 21. 

130. Hi s reign period was 1022-1063. 
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admired Po Lo-tienls ~::{?;f,*-131 poetic style very much, and the diction 

of their poems were often quite simple. A couplet composed by one of 

them reads, 

~ 1~~~ t:. + 
~\'f/"'2.~-" 
~ ,(., Ix.....~l~ 

Emoluments are used to enrich wife and children, 
No kindness is extended to common people. 132 

At that time, since the meaning of the poem was 'considered to be too 

frank, someone made a joke to the author sayi ng, II Yesterday, I met a 

ladyls screened carriage on a broad road. The weight of the carriage 

was so heavy that the weak cow looked miserable. Wasnlt that 

situation the same as your lines: I ••• enrich your wife?!!' People 

heard it and took it as a satirical joke. 

Entry Three 

In the capital, under the control of the Emperor, the customs 

were varied and goods were abundant. However, the officials were 

restricted by their duties. They could rarely enjoy the pleasure of 

feasting and travelling even at suitable times and before attractive 

scenery. This kind of deprivation was alluded to in lines such as: 

131. Po ChU-i I~ m fQ (772-846) was not only a famous poet 
in the middle Tlang period, but also an innovator of the tz'u poetry. 
His poems have been regarded as the reflection of the society of his 
time. 

132. Since this couplet is anonymous, I cannot discover any 
further information about it. 
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~)0 ~ ~ i~ ~~~ ~t ~~ ~.~ 

They watch the blossom of peaches and plums on the flower 
stall; 

Listen to the songs of string and pipe instruments in the 
wine store. 133 
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In the Western Capi tal (Lo-yang ~~ (%) the Buddhi st monastery 

Ying-t ' ien(:(i_1' ....... 134 had a hall for worshipping the spirits of 

ancestors. Its location was on the northern side of the river, about 

ten 1i from the prefecture of Honan. On New Year's Day, in order to 

go there for worship, all the officers and the nobles had to get up so 

early that they felt under considerable pressure. For these were 

officers and nobles who still had to perform their daily duties after 

the worship ceremony; they did not even have time to say a word to 

each other. Therefore two lines of a poem noted, 

Just now in a dream, I travel ten 1i; 
Unable to speak even a word, I have-drunk three cups of 

worship wine. 135 

133. No clue to this couplet was given, thus I am unable to 
locate the whole poem of it. 

134. Thi s temp1 e was constructed in 1007. See the "Li -chi h" 
~·fb section of the Sung-shih. 

135. Having consulted many encyclopedia such as P'ei-wen 
yun-fu and WYYH, I cannot find the poem which contains thlS anonymous 
coupl et. --
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Even though the language of these lines reads easily, they did reveal 

the busy life of the people in the two capitals at that time. 

Entry Four 

Mei Sheng-yU ,,~ Jll ~ 136 once chanted a poem about porpoi ses 

at a feast hel d by Fan Hs i -wen ~'t-if-:l : 137 

{~->J-~ ~. ~ ~ 
.f;;. 1 'i'LC -A y: A I. -~ Jr 4,.\;. 'J't' 'I (. 

~\ q H?;, J~V -ii )f~' 

In the spring the roots of reeds sprout on the alluvion, 
The flowers of the po1lar tree fly to the spring shores. 
Porpoises that appear in that season, 
Are far more dear than fish and shrimp.138 

Porpoises often appear when the sun is setting in the spring. They 

swim together on the face of the water. They are all fat because of 

taking catkins as their food. The southerners usually cook them with 

the roots of reeds to make soup and they are said to be delicious. 

Therefore, to those who understand the fine points of this poem, the 

beginning two lines have already described in an expressive way the 

virtues of the porpoises. Sheng-yU has always tried very hard to 

136. This refers to Mei Yao-ch'en, a famous poet in the early 
Sung. He had an official biography in the Sung-shih, ch. 443. 

137. This refers to Fan Chung-yen, a great politician, 
scholar, and writer of the early Sung. He had an official biography 
in the Sung-shih, ch. 314. 

138. The whole poem is collected in the YUan-ling hsien-sheng 
chi !JLT'i.-ll-> i~ , ch. 5, p. 46 (SPTKCPSP, v. 48). 



compose poems throughout hi s whol e 1 He. He takes "effortl essness, 

profoundity, antiquity, and simplicity" as the final goal of his 

poems. This poem was composed on the occasion of a feast; his 
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powerful literary talent clearly realized in this composition. This 

is an excellent poem, particularly in view of the short time in which 

it was composed. 

Entry Fi ve 

Su Tzu-chan #.-' :j ~)~ 139 is a native of the Shu State. When he 
I 

was in YU-ching-chien ~W * lM district, he bought a new bow cover 

which was made of native cloth from a southwestern barbarian. The 

weavi ng pattern on the bow cover is Sheng-yU I s poem "Ch I un-hsUeh" jg ...... 
J~ (Spring snow).140 Actually, this is not one of Mei Sheng-yU's best 

poems. I think it might be due to the fact that Mei IS fame was so 

well-known that each one of his poems was often cited by people. 

Therefore, after his poems were introduced to the territories of the 

barbarians, they were honored and respected to a high degree. Since 

Tzu-chan knew that I was Sheng-yU's close friend, he gave the bow 

cover as a gift to me after he bought it. My family has an old zither 

made by Lei Hui r& 1'"" .141 It is 250 years old. The sound of it is 

139. This refers to Su Tung-p'o, the greatest poet in both 
s hi h iq- and tz I u "i:~ poetry of the Sung. He had an offi cia 1 bi og raphy 
Tnthe Sung-SfiTfi, ch. 338. 

140. See note 138, ch. 12, pp. 115-116. 

141. See Li Chao /~~)?j', T'ang kuo-shih pu /~ l6t-!t..ii!j, ch. 3, 
p. 58. 
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clear and lasting, like striking the bronze and the stone musical 

instruments. Thus, I use this cover to make a case for mY zither. 

These two things are really the precious antiques owned by my family. 

Entry Si x 

Tsan-ning ~-'-t ,142 a monk of the Wu State, composed a 

hagiography for famous monks in the beginning period of our Sung 

Dynasty. He also read some of the Confucian canons. He was not only 

knowledgeable and possessed a strong memory, but was also able to 

create his own literary works. His eloquence was so detailed that his 

contemporaries could not even argue with him. In his time, An 

Hung-chienls ti( ~~~ ~tr143 literary composition and rhetoric were 

remarkable. He was quick-witted, especially good at chanting ironical 

poems. Once upon a time, when An Hung-chien was walking on the 

street, he spied Tsan-ning travelling with many other monks. 

Thereupon, he pointed to them and made fun of them by chanting, 

1f ~f It ,z~ r$t i ~Z 
~~ ~~ 'Jt \~ 

142. Tsan ning (918-999) was ordered by the Tlai-tsung 
Emperor of the Sung to compil e the Kao-seng chuan ~ 'I\~ 'i~- (Bi ography 
of eminent monks). 

143. An Hung-chienls life is not clear. He had a poem "Tli 
Yang.SJlo-chling shu hou" -:M{ ;f~·Y·(,F"f1; 1~ in the ChlUan Tlang-shih 
4:' )~ ;;1, ch. 770. 



Those whom were disliked by the Warden Cheng,144 
Are always getting together. 

Tsan-ning replied immediately, 

~ ",J,;.J.,' -',)~ 
;tf:- -*1:1. i. -f.. r 1h :(. '1" 

hh ~, ~~ 
Those who escaped from being buried into a pit by the 

Emperor Shih-huang of the Ch ' in,145 
Are always getting in a group. 

Tsan-ning's quick response was much praised by his contemporaries. 

The allusion included in An Hung-chien's couplet is derived from a 

1 i ne of Cheng Ku IS 11' J2- poem, 

I love monks, but not those who 'wear purple jackets. 146 

Entry Seven 
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Cheng Ku's fame as a poet reached its summit during the late 

T'ang period. His poetic collection was entitled YUn-t'ai pien ~1t 

j.~, 147 but peopl e tended to call it liThe poetry of the Warden Cheng" 

because his official title was Warden -17{dr. His poems are extremely 

interesting and consist of many good lines. But the style of his 

-, :'\. 

144. Cheng Ku 1f.'1' .0.;- (842?-910?) had a short biography in the 
T'ang-shih chi-shih ~ .~~ ?J.'G l' compiled by Chi Yu-kung 1t ~ 1/J ' ch. 
70. 

145. For detail s, see the "Ch lin Shi h-huang pen-chi II 'j~:- ~ t 
A'- ~.c:.. in the Shi h-chi J}:.. iG by Ssu-ma Ch I i en ;{j J:] ~ • 

146.. The titl e of the poem is "Chi hs i en Ti Yu-cheng" -* 7~( 
7J-), -fa.1:- , collected in the Cheng Shou-yU wen-chi 'f-p-t If. i..1f~ , ch. 
3, p. 9b (SPTKHP, v. 108). 

147. See Cheng's own preface to his Wen-chi, Ibid. 
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poetry was not ranked very high because of the fact that his language 

was too easy to understand. People often used his po~ms to teach 

their children. When I was small, I was able to memor'ize his poems. 

However, his poetic collection is not currently circulated as widely 

as before. Mei Shen-yU also became a Warden-%"y 'fi in his later years. 

One day I hel d a feast at my house. Li u YUan-fu ,~~1 i!{, ~ 148 mocked 

him by saying, "Sheng-yUls official position will go no higher than a 

Warden. II All other guests were surpri sed by hi swords. YUan-fu 

expl ained, "There was a Warden Cheng before. Now we have a Warden 

Mei." Sheng-yU felt unhappy about it. Some time later, Sheng-yU died 

of illness. I made a preface for his poetic collection YUan-ling chi 

itt -:11.. Jf. .149 But peopl e today prefer to call it liThe poetry of the 

Warden Mei." A mocking jest which unexpectedly becomes true: how 

lamentable it is! 

Entry Eight 

The nobleman Ch'eni!<t~'-A}50was famous for the study of the 

Classics and was acknowledged as a legitimate Confucian when the 

148. Thi s refers to L i u Ch lang $1 ~~ (1019-1068), who had an 
official biography in the Sung-shih, ch. 319. 

149. For details, see Chu Tung-jun /f- :t ..... :~1 ' Mei Yao-ch'en 
chi pien-nien chiao-chu .~ f .... il ~ j~ Jt 11... ~1. , v. 3, pp. 162-1163. 

150. Thi s refers to Ch len Ts I ung-i 1ft it. ~ who had an 
official biography in the Sung-shih, ch. 300. 
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current style of literary composition151 came in vogue. Most of his 

poems were very close to the style of Po Lo-t'ien's If! ~j,- poetry. 

After Yang I ;fj£'t;t and Liu YUn .~J ~'6 composed their ornate and skill

ful poems which echoed each other, their poetic collection Hsi-k'un 

chi tW 1~~ 152 exerted a powerful i nfl uence. Younger students 

eagerly imitated their style. Thus the poetic trend was completely 

changed and t,heir style was cdlled "K'un style" #c.J~f. .153 Because of 

this change, the poetic collections of great T'ang poets were ignored. 

The nobleman Chien at that time discovered an old edition of Tu Fu's 

poetic composition by chance. However, the content of it was 

filled with hiatus and mistakes. For example, one line in the poem 

"Sung Ts'ai Tu-wei" ;..g ~":---%\'~1 (Seeing Assistant Commander Ts'ai 

off)154 was read as liThe body is as light as a bird's _-." The last 

character of this line was missing. The nobleman Chien and his guests 

151. This refers to parallel prose,~Wk.... The name of 
"current prose" Jf~ ~ is a contrast term to the "classical prose II tz. 
-1:.-. 

152. The Hsi-k'un chi was compiled by Yang I t~ ~ which 
consists of two chi 

153. A literary style characterized by the following 
features: liberal use of allusions, well-balanced antithetical lines, 
harmonious sound values, and ornate diction. These qualities are 
found in the late T'ang poet Li Shang-yin IS 4-,~ ~,~ (812-888) poetic 
works. 

154. This refers to Ts'ai Hsi-lu ~: . .q .~ .. His life is not 
recorded in detail. In Chiou Chao-ao I Silt.,.. ~l::. ~f, Tu Shao-l i ng chi 
hsiang-chu ~;!:..1' ft-.~-i~ ·:i ,there is a poem called "Sung [sial 
RS1-lu tu-wei huan Lung-yu, yin chi Kao San-shih-wu shu chi" ~ ~":' 
:%.\~ *·r & 1·ifL 1"" ,\1\ J!.f 1:J ::.. 1 P- 1; 7.L. ,located inch. 3. 
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were trying to fill its place with one character thought best, such 

as: chi fr-. (fast), 10 f~ (fall), chli ~(; (rise), or hsia r 
(descend). But they all could not be sure which one was the original 

character. Finally, Chien got a good edition of that collection in 

which the line was liThe body is as light as a birdls passing (kuo 

• '''') II ~ . Thus, he respected Tu Fuls poetry even more than ever. He 

believed that although it was only one character, all the scholars he 

met could not perfect it. 

Entry Ni ne 

In the beginning of our dynasty the number of the monks who 

were known for their poetry are nine. Therefore, a poetic collection 

called Chiu-seng shih .-fL'I't-t% (Poetry of the nine monks)155 did exist 

at that tim~. However, it is no longer in circulation today. When I 

was young, I heard that people tended to praise one of them, 

Hui -ch lung t''!I1 ,if,. As for the names of the other ei ght monks, I forget 

them all. 156 Yet, I still can remember some lines of their poems such 

as: 

.~ ~~ il:if·1~ flfW 

fl~'~ ~\ ~~( l~ 

155. There is a book called Sheng Sung chiu-seng shih P;l ;-r. 
--h../I"~i~, compiled by Chien Chli i?¢.tt. 1n the Sung. 

156. Ssu-ma Kuang ;,;1 .\~ ~ in his HsU Shi h-hua ifi.t4 -t1i. 
claimed that those nine monks l names were st11 I known at that time. 



and 

Horses are pastured on conquered-land, 
Hawks fly around the cloud of post-battle. 157 

~~~- i ,fif~ 9 I

I, 1Ft- ~ e Lll iW 

The spring comes at the outside of the Cassia-~eak, 
The person stays at the west of the Sea-gate. 158 
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Most of their good lines are like these. Since their poetic collec

tion had been lost, people today do not know the so-called "nine 

monks" at all. Is this not lamentable? At that time, a chin-shih 

degree holder HsU Tung -t:l;'l~ 159 was good at rhetoric. He was really 

an interesting person. Once when he met these monks of poetry, he 

delivered a poetic topic and made an agreement to them by saying, 

"Nobody can be allowed to use one of these characters in composing 

poems." Those characters were: shan J..l (mountain), shui .+_. (water), 

feng )~\, (wind), yUn I~ (cloud), chu t;tr (bamboo), shuang I.'!€i (frost), 

hSing ,1: (star), yl.ieh ;:] (moon), chlin .:~ (fowl), niao .. tt (bird), and 

the like. All of these monks were unable to compose a poem, thus they 

put down their brushes. HsU Tung received his chin-shih degree in the 

157. The title of the poem is "Sai-shang tseng Wang Tlai-wei" 
1f- J:- ~-rt 1 R ft.! . 

158. The title of the poem is "Huai Kuang-nan chuan-yUn ChIen 
hsUeh-shi h chuang-yUan" '~'!R ~ ,f; -Y1.{- it. rt. \~ -t H-:t :;1u • 

159. HsU Tung (970-1011) had an official biography in the 
Sung-shih, ch. 441. 
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third year of the Hsien-p'ing period. He was the one acclaimed in the 

foll owi ng 1 i nes, 

Chang Klang unreasonably intends to wrap a horse, 
HsU Tung ridiculously pretends to be a woman. 

Entry Ten 

Meng Chiao ~"if (751-814)160 and Chia Tao It ~ (779-843)161 

had died of poverty because they indulged in poetry too much without 

doing anything else successfully. Meanwhile, they loved to compose 

the poems in which bitterness and poverty were spread everywhere. 

Meng once composed a poem about moving, including the following two 

lines, 

-<,:;Jr '-1? ~.", ~ /, g.. 
'1 -1' ~'V ~ i~ , 

fJ;- !~ ,j, ~~ t 
Borrowing a cart to carry the furniture, 
The total furni shi ngs are less than a cart. 162 

These indicate that he really owned nothing worthy. Another example 

is a line in which he expressed his appreciation for someone's 

generosity in lending him some charcoal, "Because of the heat of this 

160. Meng had a biography in the T'ang-shu /t~ ~ , ch. 176. 

161. Chia had a biography in the T'ang-shu, ch. 176. 

162. The t_~.t~e of the poem is "Chieh ch'e" i~ f in the Meng 
Tung-yeh chi )} t ~r -4-;- , ch. 9. 



charcoal, I am able to straighten up my curved body ~~./... {~ ~ ~ ~ i 
tf .11163 People commented that no one could make this line without 

having suffered a bitter experience. Chia said, 

Although I still have some hairs on my temples, 
They are not strong enough to make a winter dress. 164 
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Actually, even his hairs can be qualified to make a winter dress, to 

what percentage of a winter dress can his hairs be made is still a 

problem. His other poem about hunger in the morning includes the 

following two lines, 

it.{iT \q ;: ~.i 

Sitting and listening to the music of the zither on the 
western bed, 

Two or three strings are broken by the cold weather. 165 

People think that he must not only bear the hunger but also sustain 

the severe cold weather which nobody can overcome. 

Entry El even 

In the late period of the Tlang, the poets were not able to 

ernul ate the powerful and unfettered styl e of Li Po _·t ~ and 

163. 
g/f; ii:.., Ibi d. 

"f- • The ti tl e of the poem is IITa yu-j en sung-t I an ll ~ ti.. 1---

164. The title of the poem is IIKlo hsill %---4- in the Chia 
Lang-hsien ch lang-chiang chi ,t ;((. /j.Ji * ~;;:.)f, ' ch. 1. 

165. The title of the poem is IIChao chill f.ll1J)~, Ibid. 
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Tu Fu;f.:tifi. However, they still took their detailed and refined 

meanings as their own standard and encouraged each other along the 

lines. Chou p1u ~ I~ 166 can be regarded as an example. His way of 

constructing poetic meaning was very hard. Each time when he got some 

new ideas, he expressed them by extremely polished language. 

Therefore the critics of his time judged his poems as "being forged 

monthly and refined seasonly." Before the whole body of his poem was 

completed, some of its lines had already been chanted by people. His 

fame as a poet was highly venerated at the time. However, his poetry 

is not in circulation today. When I was young, I saw his poetic 

collection. Some of his lines are good lines, such as: 

and 

rQ ~l,~ f;f- .zG3f 
\ --i; ~/ .. ~~ -t~ .:1 \<:] /1 L -)-) '!: 

Wind is warm, the birds ' singing is intennittent
i The sun is high, the shadows of flowers pile up. 67 

fft 'l~ .1.\ .i.; ~j\ 
\f/ i& ;t.....,~ t. iq, 
Dawn is coming, birds in the mountain are bustling 
After the rain, the almond blossoms are scattered. 168 

166. Chou p1u was a poet of late T'ang. See Chang Ting-ssu's 
~{" ~l~ I~' Lang-yeh ta i -tsui pi en jtt ~ .. ~P I,\' ~'~ !:.(7j, ch. 28. 

t 

167. The title of the poem is "Ch'un-kung yUan" + %: ~Jg_ , 
collected in the Ch'Uan T'ang-shih, ch. 673. 

168. I am unable to trace this anonymous couplet's location. 
But the same couplet is also quoted in the Yu-ku t1ang shih-hua I.~. ~ 
Ij: 'tk-t-it.of Wu K'aL-t (14'1, under the title of IiKu yu hSlng-hua hsi"'-,ft 

- ... ~.. ',L 

\$f /1..,-'" " iJ :f4' • 



Entry Twel ve 

Sheng-yU often confessed to me, 

Although the poets tend to freely express their feelings, 
their attempts to create suitable rhetoric poses a very 
difficult problem. If the meanings are new and the rhetoric 
is skillful, and both together can achieve that which pre
ceding poets have never said before, then it can be evaluated 
as "good. 1I It is necessary for a poem to reach the pOint of 
being able to portray the difficult-to-describe scenery and 
making it as clear as if it were in front of our eyes, to 
contain the never-ending meanings that are expressed beyond 
the words of lines, only then it can be labelled as the 
IIbest.1I Chia Tao's lines, 

Using the bamboo basket to pick up the fruits of the 
mountain, 

Using the tile bottle to bear the water of the 
rock-spring. 169 

and Yo Ho's.}.Gt~(775-855)170 lines, 

The horse grazes with mountain deer! 
The fowl is raised with wild bi~ds. 71 

they respectively indicate two situations: the desolation of 
the mountain area and the decaying of an official career. But 
they are not more skillful in rhetoric than the lines below, 
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169. The title of the poem is "T'i Huang-p'u HsUn lan-t'ien 
t'ing" ~g ~ \'fy' ,~ ~ \-::7.ff{& , in the Chia Lang-hsien chiang-chiang chi, 
ch. 3. 

170. Yao Ho was a poet of m;d-T'ang period. He had a 
biography in the T'ang-shu, ch. 124. 

171. The title of this poem is IIWu-kung hsien chung gso" A' 
::}l1{.t· t ~t=- in the Yao Shao-chien chi --/[1t-IJrji.;~.1, , ch. 5. 



-~fl:. -0f&f :t?:. ~ 
J"!- :-"f.. i!-, I~ ~ P. i fi "".I ft ,~ 

The old prefecture produces the roots of the locust, 
The honest official is as highly respected as the 

horse's bones172 

I then asked, liThe skillfulness of poetic rhetoric is indeed like 

this. As for portraying the difficult-to-describe scenes and of 

containing the never-ending meanings, which poems can be taken into 

account?" 

Sheng-yU replied, 

This would be like a poet who can completely express whatever 
is in his mind and the reader can understand it through 
imagination. This level is very difficult to explain by 
words. However, a similar situation can perha~s be partly 
described. For example, in Yen Wei IS (713_?)173 lines, 

• rr, 

~-

In the pond surrounded by the willow tree, the spring 
water overflows; 

At the harbor p'lanted with flowers, the evening sun 
lingers. 17il 

the natural phenomena and the appearances of various things 
mix so harmoniously that they form an attractive world. Is it 
not like a vivid picture in front of our eyes? In the lines 
of Wen T'ing-yUn's ~~;t jb poem, 
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172. I am unable to discover the location of this anonymous 
couplet even though I have consulted books such as Ch'Uan T'ang-shih. 

173. Yen Wei was a poet of the mid-T'ang period. He had a 
short biography in the T'ang-shih chi-shih. 

174. The title of this poem is "Chlou Liu YUan-wai chien-chi" 
~_)tl ~f!1 ijI. 'If F1-% ' in the Yen Wei shih-chi ~;. ~~ tt~t-,. Here, Liu 
YUan-wai refers to Liu Ch'ang-ch'lng '5"J.~ ~r'f (709-785), a famous 
T'ang poet. 
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The cry of chi ckens, the thatched store, and the r·loon; 
The tracks of hUman beings, the wooden bridge, and the 

frost. 175 

and that of Chia Tao's, 

'1+ Ii; CI~ ~~. 1+ 
I 

(~t] r~ ~i I ........ 

Rare fowls cry in the wild field, 
The setting sun scares the travelers. 176 

the misery of travelling on the road, the sorrow of leaving 
one's hometown as well as the nostalgia of a traveler can be 
realized beyond the mere words of the lines, can't they? 

Entry Thi rteen 

Sheng-yU and Tzu-mei -:f-1-" (1008-1048) 177 received thei r 

reputations for poetic writing at the same time, but their styles are 

extremely different. To Tzu-mei, his writing is unrestrained and very 

powerful. He adopted directness and overflowing strength as the chief 

characteristics of his literary style. As for the style of Sheng-yU, 

his capacity for thought is clear and deep even to the smallest 

details. He took deep and far-reaching meaning and expressed it in a 

175. The title of this poem is "Shang-sh~n tso-hsing" f;J J-I 
5/-11", in the Wen T'ing-yUn shih-chi -;$:J~~~-t+*" ch. 7. 

176. The title of this poem is called "Mu kuo shan-ts'un"-f 
',~ c... t-t in the Chia Lang-hsien ch'ang-chian chi, ch. 8. 

177. This refers Su Shun-ch'ing who had an official biography 
in the Sung-shih, ch. 442. 
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leisurely and clear style; this was his chief trait. Each one of them 

really reached a pinnacle of their own. At this point, even to those 

who are good at criticism, they are unable to distinguish which of 

them, Tzu-mei and Sheng-yU, was superior and the other inferior. I 

once tried in my poem "Shui-ku yeh-hsing" d<.. ).;:...~ fj (Walking along 

the water valley at night) to distinguish some of their differences, 

Tzu-meils inspiration is especially strong, even ten-thousand 
spiritual breaths can be combined in one expression by him. 
Sometimes, when his mad passions are expressed, his way of 
writing is just like a drunken person pouring water. Taking 
a metaphor to describe it, it is just like a strong horse 
which can run one thousand li a day. Once after it has 
started, no one can stop it-.- It is also as if that which is 
in front of us are all very precious pearls and jades. Nobody 
can discard anyone of them. The old Mei can describe things 
clearly and accurately, just like a stone washed by cold 
waves. Possessing thirty years of experience in composing 
poetry, he accepted me as one of his followers. When his 
poetic language and rhetoric became more delicate and fresh, 
his mind and will became more mature. This is like a thin and 
pretty lady who still keeps her fascinating grace even in her 
old age. Those poems composed by him recently are especially 
classical and unbending. Reading them slowly, it is really 
bitter to swallow. However, it is just like chewing an olive, 
the longer it is chewed, the more the test. Suls unfettered 
strength is formed by his strong inspiration, which can 
marvelously astonish thp. whole world. Mei IS poverty-style is 
only noticed by me. His works are like antiques that are 
truly difficult to sell to the common people. 178 

Although these lines of comment are not poetic and skillful, they do 

catch some of their differing characteristics. Nevertheless, to judge 

which one is better is still not possible. 

178. This poem is recorded in the CHC, ch. 2. 
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Entry Fourteen 

Hhen Duke Ui Wen-mu ~ -i ft ,;::: 179 had not yet passed hi s 

imperial examinations, he visited and stayed in a province. Inspector 

Hu Tan yjH 1, t1t £ 180 at that time also stayed with his father, the 

prefect of that same province. He treated LU very impolitely. One of 

his guests once praised LU to him by saying, "LU is a person who 

excells in poetry. You better treat him with a little more respect. 1I 

Hu, thus, asked the guest to give him some of LU's good verses. The 

guest gave him one which ended up with the line, liThe cold lamp-wick 

has been burned to the end, yet my dream has not finished. 1I He smiled 

and said, IIThis is just a man eagerly expecting sleep" 

LU heard that and hated Hu bitterly. The next year, LU passed 

the imperial examinations with first place and sent someone to tell 

Hu, liThe man eagerly expecting sleep has become number one in the 

examinations. 1I Hu replied, IIWait until the next year. I will attain 

the same position as you have in the same examinations, although it 

will be a step later than you. 1I Truly, he got the number one place in 

the following year's imperial examinations. 

179. This refers to LU Meng-cheng b I~ i1 (946-1011). He 
had a biography in the Sung-shih, ch. 265. 

180. Hu Tan (ca. 1000) had a biography in the Sung-shih, ch. 
432. 



Entry Fi fteen 

Sheng-yU once said, 

Even if the meaning and logic of the poetic lines are 
understandable, it is still a sort of defect if the language 
relates to vulgarity and ludicrousness. For instance, there 
was a couplet about a man engaged in fishing: 

f( [t l1~i 7{: ~ "1 if.~ t 
·If ~4 IJ ti \~\ !~ . .+.. ft-
In front of his eyes, all the happenings of the 

market are not seen; 
By his eyes, only the sounds of wind and water are 

heard.181 

Jesters interpreted these lines humorously implying that this 
was because he caught liver and kidney disease (resulting in 
his failure to observe the business life). Also there was 
another couplet, 

~ Q 
.!., 

:Z' 
117 

~L 1~J 

11 ~t I~ Il:l 5K i..!:':. . ~ 

All day long, I am unable to find it out; 
Sometimes, it will appear by itself. 182 

This couplet originally meant that good poetic lines were 
difficult to grasp. But jokers interpreted it as a poem about 
somebody's losing his cat. Thus, it became an ironical jest. 

181. Since there was no clue given, I am unable to locate 
this anonymous couplet even after I consult many encyclopedia 
references. 

182. The same as note 181. 
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Entry Si xteen 

Wang Chien :E~ 183 had one hundred examples of "Kung-tz'u" 

~ 14 (Palace poems). Most of them are more or less related to the 

matters of the prohibited inner-palace ~ f which the official 

histories, personal biographies, and anecdotes did not record. For 

instance, there is Wang's couplet: 

l-q '\f ~J, -q $. t7-J ~ 
111f 1~ ff~z- 1- 1·1~ t,~ I~ 

Living inside the palace, I have not be summoned to see the 
emperor; 

Incidently, I gain the gainting of butterflies painted by 
Prince T'eng II$:- 1- 184, 185 

Prince T'eng's name ws YUan-ying Jw!:/l., a son of the Emperor Kao-tsu 

-:1 A:ll. of the T'ang. Neither the New Pang Hi story nor the 01 d T' ang 

History took note of his expertise and tales. Only in the Ming-hua lu 

_% -f /~ (The records of famous paintings}186 ;s his talent in 

painting mentioned. But the Hua-tuan 1-:¥.t (The evaluation of 

183. Wang Chien (768?-830?) had a biography in the T'ang-shih 
chi-shih, ch. 44. 

184. Li YUan-ying JS- ~~ ~ (ca. 630) was the twenty-second 
son of the Kao-tsu ~ i-Jl of the T lang. See the T lang-shu, ch. 79. 

185. See Wang Chi en shi h-chi .£ -l! l,t ~ , ch. 10. Thi"s 
couplet is in the slxth poem among the one hundred palace poems of 
Wang Chien. 

186. Chu Ching-hsUan -t~ ~~ wrote the T'ang-ch'ao ming-hua 
lu 1t. ~}1 ~-:z -t 4,-{t in 838, in which the most famous liang palnters were 
Olvi ded accordi ng to four styl es: shen ~{.\i', m; ao -IL; , neng 'NL, and i...:t:. 
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paintings)l87 recorded, "(YUan-ying) was expert at drawing butter

flies:1I I think that the author of this book had surely read Wang's 

poem. I hear that somebody possesses this painting today. In the 

T'ang period there were those who were born with one special talent of 

art such as Kung-sun ta-niang 's J,~ J~. f" 4Y, 188 dancing with brandished 

swords, Ts'ao Kang's ,t ~IJ 189 playing the p'i-pa ft 1l (an old Chinese 

musical instrument which looks like a guitar of today), and Mi Chia

jung's ·t.Jc 15f: 190 singing; all these are well-known because their 

names are preserved in the poetic lines of famous T'ang poets. As a 

matter of fact, there were many other capable and virtuous people who 

preferred to reside in the areas of mountains, woods, or farm villages 

in order to cultivate their merits and conceal their exemplary beha-

viors, and most of them remained unknown. Ironically, the vulgar 

workers who were just good at some lower-level skills and crafts 

became known to later ages only because their names were recorded in 

in famous poetic lines. This might be due to their own good fortune. 

187. See the Ssu-k'u ch'Uan-shu ts'ung-mu t'i-yao 19)~"1:--$ 
f.it· ~ {.{~ , ch. 112. There 1S a work called T1ang-ch1ao ming-hua lu 
which includes a detailed discussion of Chu Chlng-hsuanls Rua-tuan 'f 
\~~. 

188. Kung-sun ta-niang was a famous swords-dancer in the 
period of the Hsuan-tsung Emperor of the T'ang. 

189. Ts'ao Kang was a famous "p'i_pa" player. Liu YU-hsi ij~j 
47f~ (772-842) wrote a poem called IITs'ao Kang," in his Liu Meng-te 
wai -chi ~f'l:~ ~~ ~)}, , ch. 8. 

190. Mi Chia-jung was a singer. See Liu YCi-hsi's poem "YU 
ko-che Mi Chia-jung" ~1:--%r- ;':11· -J; ':f: in his Liu meng-te wen-chi '}'~ 
~ ,.7 :.. "1 ch 5 j~ 19 ""J.- --J..r:., • • 



Entry Seventeen 

Li Po made a joke to Tu Fu by saying, 

/i~ I~~i ~IJ t 1:-.. )TiL 'f 
tJ.(j{ ,'h AJ. -).- ':t: ~,I. 
,,<-,,;;: 7({(:) ~I..\:,. ll 'J 1111" -1i 

If I ask why do you become so thin (t'ai-sou sheng f, f~L£ ) 
after we departed, 

The answer must be that you have always suffered bitter times 
when composing poems. 191 
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The term t'ai-sou sheng was an idiom of the T'ang period. Currently, 

the character "sheng" Ii. is still used as an auxiliary. For example, 

in terms such as tso-mo sheng 1t )~ ,t (How is it going?), ho-i sheng 

(What do you live on?), the character "sheng" is also an 

auxiliary. Premier T'ao Ku ;:,tl/,'?1' 192 once said I , •. ",-- , 

." pj, 

\r~ ~ 3f +t i~ 4- 11,' 

H '" ~ (;1 1--J 1'... 5t: 
),:? ~~r ~rp ,'Go 1'", _"'I 

The person who wears a sharp ~rimmed hat is a poor servant A 
The person who wears short boots is a Mo-ch'Ueh soldier. 19j 

IMo-ch'Ueh" tJ11', 194 was a term of that time. I heard these lines 

during the period of T'ien-sheng i, jf{. (1023-1031) and Ching-yu {,~,:ti 

191. See Wang Ch'i J t1.J , Li T'ai-pai wen-chi /t 1.-..../~7 --:l.~ , 
ch. 30. The title of this poem is "Hsl-tseng Tu Fu" lb, l.tr ;t.j;. iV'. 

192. T'ao Ku (903-970) had a biography in the Sung-shih, ch. 
269. 

193. Since Tlao doesn't have any literary work left, I am 
unable to locate this couplet. 

194. The real meaning of "mo-ch'ueh" was recorded in Li Chih 
-1- ,~~ Ching-chai ku-chin chu ';)'Z{~~, -:; I;.;' ti ' ch. 8: upright, strong, 
insistent, and stubborn. 
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(1032-1038) which were not far removed from T'ao's day. But even the 

peopl e of that time coul d not understand it. Wang Yuan-shu ~ k 
--;f~195 (997-1057) was praised for his broad learning and he ws really 

knowledgeable. He was also able to memorize most of the old sayings. 

But he also said, "I don't know what kind of idiom this is." There-

fore, I record it and believe that there must be someone who knows it. 

Entry Ei ghteen 

If a poet is too greedy in attempting to create good poetic 

lines, and manages to distort their logical meanings, this is also a 

flaw. For instance, the following lines, 

, .I-r ',:b '" ~ ... -;{".~~ ,t if-- "t r~ :;.... -t. 
, '- I~ .>-, ~ 

~~ J: ~ AG \7{'~ ~'\F 

Putting the draft of a memorial inside the sleeve, I go to the 
court to see the emperor; 

Wearing a palace flower on mY head, I return home from the 
emperor's feast. 196 

These are good lines, but in the case of submitting a memorial to the 

throne, one must use a serious official composition instead of a 

draft. Thus, it is not logical to rely upon a draft. A T'ang poet 

said, 

195. Wang refers to Wang Chu );i-, who had a bi ography in 
the Sung-shih, ch. 294. 

196. I am unable to locate this anonymous couplet. 



.v;f ~ j:h 

~t ~ \~ 1- 1i-- ,.1-, ~ 
;::~ ~ '-"it rJ-;;. I I-;C JJ'~ 
'1- -;r ~ \! '1 : '~ t1. ~'1'':!. 

Under the Terrace of Ku-su, the Temple Han-shan is located; 
At the midnight, the sound of the bell disturbs the 

passenger's boat. 197 
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Many critics said that these lines are good. Nevertheless, midnight 

is not the time to strike the bell. Also, Chiao Tao had a poem about 

mourning a monk, 

% L<rl 1,1 "1J. "*~ 
~ ~~e 't ~'\f ~ 

r write to keep the shadow of your walking on the road, 
r burn it for transferring your sitting body in meditation. 1g8 

People at that time said in jest that this couplet referred to killing 

and burning a live monk. However, lines such as, 

and 

,-I~ tj}, 1-:;] . 1i!.. ~ i-:t ':J- \;, r~ '0-

r walk, to follow the shadow of the green mountain; 
r sit, to imitate the skeleton in the pagoda. 199 

197. These two line are the second couplet of Chang Chi IS ~f, 
iti(ca. 770) poem IFeng-ch'iaoyeh-po"tlR~r=qtz;-q. See the Ch'Uan 
T'ang-shih, ch. 242. However, the two characters It ' ai-hsia";fI- in 
the L1U-l shih-hua are different from "ch'eng-wai"n~ ~I- in some 
texts. 

198. The title of this poem is "Klu Po-yen ho-shang";;ffI1f .......... 
{o.if;J, found in the Chia Lang-hsien chiang-chiang chi, ch. 3. 

199. The title of this poem is "Tseng Chih-lang ch'an-shih" 
ttl !;.t3' i ~ ~i ~ if, I bid., c h • 1. 



Walk alone: it is a personls shadow under the lake~ 
Rest many times: it is a body leaning on the tree.~OO 
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are also found in Chia Taols poems. Why is the elegance of the latter 

two couplets so different from the vulgarity of the former? 

Entry Ni neteen 

On the Sung Ri ver ~~.~ ~;1:., a new long bri dge had just been 

constructed. Its shape and structure were so magnificent and 

beautiful that people had never seen before. Su Tzu-mei IS poem about 

a new bridge facing the moon consisting of the following lines, 

It" ~~ '~f& A& ~iJ ~ ~~ 

'11<" \tJ 'i',{; ~·rJL ~ (- ~3 i:r. 

At the head of the clouds, the golden vase (moon) opens with 
splendor; 

On the surface of the water, the colorful rainbow lies 
steadily.201 

This couplet is exactly the description of the new bridge on the Sung 

River. At that time, people praised this couplet saying that except 

for imposing lines such as these, this bridge could not be portrayed 

properly. Tzu-mei I s brother Shun-yUan I~ :1w 202 (1006-1054) styl ed hi s 

name Tslai-wengf-4~. His poems were strong and powerful, and always 

consisted of many good verses. Nevertheless, they were rarely cited 

200. The title of this poem is "Sung WU-k 10 shang-jen" ii-* 
.~ J:. "- , Ibid., ch. 3. 

201. The title of this poem is "Chung-chliu Sung-chiang 
hsin-chliao tui-yUeh ho Liu Lin-chih tso" ':t 1~ ~~ ~.r.j.~ f~''ft f.I-;fl1.. 
;(~1 ~ .z. Yf II in the Su hsUeh-shi h wen-chi, ch. 7. 

202. Su Shun-yUan had a biography in the Sung-shih, ch. 442. 
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by later people. The couplets composed with his brother, Tzu-mei, 

about the Tzu-ko Templ e :f~ l~! -4 203 were not 1 ess worthy than the 

poetic works of Han YU and Meng Chiao. I feel regret that I have not 

had the chance to read them all. 

Entry Twenty 

Du!<e Yen YUan-hsien's ~ 7L.J~i.. 1.}204 (991-1055) literary 

composition was on a peerless level. He was especially good at 

composing poems. Moreoever, he liked to encourage and promote younger 

scholars. Thus, most of the famous scholars at that time were from 

his school. Shen-yU had composed a great deal of poetry in his life. 

However, Duke Yen especially loved two of his couplets, 

The cold fish is still at the bottom of the water, 
The white egret has already flown in front of my eyes. 205 

and 

~. >iYil.. ~ 
'- ;p" \:f} ;r-,'t! . ..... " 

1ir' ~~-:; ~ 
,,'. J':}-

I,) I>- ;r, 'I' I' 't. 

203. The title of this poem is "Ping tzu chung-tung tzu-ko 
shih lien-chU" -<A ...; /,'f ~ ~~':; I?ll i'"" J(~~. ,'tJ ' in Su hsUeh-shih wen-chi 
'~"~ -J ~~ , ch. 5. 

204. Yen Shu was a famous writer of both shih poetry and tz'u 
poetry. He had a biography in the Sung-shih, ch. 311. 

205. The title of this poem i.s "Ho Chung-wen Hsi-hu yeh-pu 
chih Hsin-yen"...,fa I"r ~ b:-'!n 'It ~ ~]fIT -til. , in the YUan-ling 
hsien-sheng chi, ch. 29. 



While the catkin is warm, the Tzu-fish become numerous; 
When dews are thick, the Chuan-vegetable become purple in 

color. 206 
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I was once at Sheng-yU's home and saw the Duke's handwriting in which 

he praised these two couplets again and again. I really could not 

understand why and asked Sheng-yU about it. He repl ied, "These two 

couplets are actually not the best of my verses. Isn't it because 

Duke Yen felt indirectly that his own feelings were expressed well by 

these lines?" Therefore, I realize a truth: Since ancient times, men 

of letters have felt that it is difficult to find out a person who can 

really understand them; it is also difficult for them to understand 

other people. 

Entry Twenty-One 

Yang I, together with Ch'ien (Wei-yen) and Liu (YUn), chanted 

and responded their poems to each other. After the collection of 

Hsi-k'un style poems was published, people at that time strove to 

imitate that style, with the result that current poetic trends were 

changed. Serious old scholars worried about this style used so many 

allusions that the diction became unusual and the meanings became 

ambiguous. For these older scholars these were poetic defects which 

students should learn to avoid. Nevertheless, these were precisely 

206. The title of th~s poem is "SUn.g Wang P'an-kuan chih 
Chiang-yin ChUn-mo" i.i 1.. :fIJ ';i' -d... ~:z. p~.}> 'f~. Ibid., ch. 29. 
However, the character "lu" ~ in this edition is replaced by the '. 
character "ch'ih" ~~. and the name of the vegetable Ichuan-ts'ai"Ja'
~f:.. is replaced by the name ICh ' un-hsien";1:... i";~. 
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the defects that often plagued the folowers of the Hsi-klun school. 

The poems of the leaders of this style, such as Tzu-i IS .J 'i~207 poem 

"A new cicada" ~JT1" consisting of the following couplet: 

J~ t 1: q: ,\~ *-- *Jt 
rt.f. 1 /~ ~ 1.16 -f ~ lZ 

Before the wind comes to the jade eaves, the black magpie208 
has already altered its direction; 

Dew drops on the golden stem,209 the crane has not known 
yet. 210 

although some allusions were used in these lines, they did not impair 

the quality of the verses. In another example we read, 

The slim sail crosses athwart the willows of the official 
bridge, 

The repeated drums scare the bank seagulls, and cause them to 
fly.211 

Even though no allusions were used in this couplet, arenlt they 

excellent verses? It is because the author had an outstanding ability 

207. This is Liu YUnls style name. 

208. "Magpie" is a kind of bird which to the traditional 
Chinese 5ignaled the approach of the new season. 

209. This was a bronze pillar for counting time during that 
period. 

210. The title of this poem is "Kuan-chung hsin-chlan" ff; 1-
4fT 't·r found in the Hsi-klun chIou-chIang chi, ch. L 

I 

211. Wei Ch I; ng-ch; h ; n hi s Si hi -jen yU-hsUeh i1 '- :L ."'~ '''' 
ch. 17 quoted this couplet by saying that lt was wrltten by Yang I ~~ 
1~. But I cannot find it in the Hsi-klun chIou chIang chi. 
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of composition and possessed a broad knowledge that made it possible 

for him to write anything that he wished. This is really not the same 

as those preceding poets who narrowed their attention to images such 

as wind, cloud, grass, and wood only. Therefore, a great poet cannot 

be misled by HsU Tung IS criticism. 

Entry Twenty-Two 

In the old capital, especially the western part of Lo-yang 

city, the remnants of the ruined terraces and discarded ponds are 

still vivid, and those which are mentioned in the poems are many. 

Among them, the following exciting and excellent couplet was composed 

by Duke Chlien Wen-hsi ,~ i.. )l~ '/;. (Chi lien Wei-yen), 

The Sun shines on the old tomb, fog is cool and pervasive; 
The spring returns to the empty garden, water is flowing and 

gurgling. 212 

Duke pie Chinls:t~~213 Green Wild Mansion ~~ 13 It was located at 

the south of the Wu-chliao 1- ~,~ .214 It belonged to Premier Chang ~t 

1~,~1 .215 After the Premier retired and returned to his home, every 

212. I am unable to locate this couplet in Chlienls poetic 
works. 

213. This refers to plei Tu l~J~ (765-839). He had a 
biography in the Tlang-shu, ch. 173. 

214. Ibid. 

215. This refers to Chang Chli-hsien Hl.1~· FrCJ: (943-1014). 
Chang had a biography in the Sung-shih, ch. 365. 
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day he chanted poems and feasted with guests there. The couplet 

written by the Official of Public Affairs Cheng Wen-pao ir -9.. '~ 216 

is the most provocative and outstanding, 

7/< fl1~!G!it; ~ 1" ~ltJ' J 
-/f;, ·;~f. tf,,~ ,t \~ I- l~;;"l ~'(. 

Water is warm, ducks and birds feed their young while they are 
swimming; 

The stream is deep, peaches and plums bloom while they are 
lying. 217 

People said that this poem could be ranked as highly as Wang Wei IS ~ 

~./li(699-761) and Tu Fuls poems. Among Chlienls poems, there are a lot 

of good lines. But as for this couplet by Cheng quoted here, not even 

his contemporaries could compete with it; we also cannot find any 

other lines in his own poetic collection which can compete with this 

couplet. 

Entry Twenty-Three 

Hsieh Po-chlu -!.~t '\\.1 ~I] (ca. 1024),218 a native of the Min )i~~l 

State, is also called Ching-shan -t- J..l. He was famous for his poetry 

in the period of Tlien-sheng -:f.-.~ and Ching-yu~~i;(.l.' When I was 

exiled to the I-ling county, Ching-shan at that time was a judge of 

216. Cheng Wen-pao (953-1013) had a biography in the 
Sung-shih, ch. 277. 

217. Since Cheng doesnlt have any literary work left, I am 
unable to locate this anonymous couplet. 

218. Hsieh Po-chlu had a short biography in the Sung-shih 
chi -shi h ~. it ~L f ' ch. 11. 
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HsU-chou. He sent me a long rhymed poem which consists of many good 

1 ines, such as, 

.. f 't r! ~ h 
-~ :z )oft ~~ L ..... -') -e., ,:;tz. 

'!JJ, ..J.- ~4 
r.;;' 1'* JR \ c;-

"I 1J 

The color of my superi or offi c i al IS sl eeves is as green as the 
wave of the river, 

The rhetoric 'of the scholar is like the display of Shu state 
embroi dery. 

I replied to him thus: 

The spring thought of the state inspector is as chaotic as the 
changeable cloud, 

The old grey-haired man composes poetry to give a melancholy 
send-off the spring. 219 

This couplet is in response to Ching-shan who composed a poem which 

included two lines, 

4 q-~~ _1:-:Ji. i!.> 1.:-7 -N-
q 'r. /I"- ~I\:. --;;.. 

~11~ ~,;[ -%-4.11 ~L ~ 

This passionate person, though still young, has already grown 
grey hairs; 

The wild thoughts of sQr;ng are as disordered as the 
changeable cloud. 220 

219. The title of this poem is "Ch'un-jih Hsi-hu chi Hsieh 
F t I k" k. :I - -"'11 If ;',;'.1- '.-L ~7 r.'-'c/ • a H . I W h . I a- s ao 0 --?,Y I:; It!;' i"'l.-;'r~)11 -..", ?I ~I, 1n u-yang SlU s en-c 1 ~~ 
~;, ch. 52; Wai-chi 'Jr-$; , ch. 2. 

220. Since Hsieh does not have literary works left, I cannot 
locate the source of this anonymous couplet. 



Therefore, I made a jest with him by writing this poem. Ching-shan 

has written a lot of good poems. The following couplets bear 

comparison with the famous T'ang poets: 

and 

To plant yellow flowers by oneself is to decorate the wild 
scenery, 

Yet, soon after that, he replaces them with a tall bamboo to 
listen to the sound of the autumn. 221 

Garden woods change their leaves, winter plums become ripe~ 
No one is in the hall by the pond, swallows learn to fly.2,2 
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Unfortunately, Ching-shan's official career was not smooth but ended 

up in poverty. His poems cannot be found anywhere today, and nobody 

knows the exact location of his family now. It was thirty-five years 

ago that he sent to me his verses, yet I can still remember it. Since 

his career was really unfortunate and the fact that his poetry is lost 

is also lamentable, I record it here. The whole poem reads, 

221. The title of this poem is "HsU-ch'ang Kung-yU shu-huai 
ch'eng Ou-yang yung-shu, Han Tzu-hua, Wang Chieh-fu" i£r $r ',,-- t 19 
·tt i \f)'..~$;;~~-k-x.. ~ ~ -% . ..:t. t ~ in LU Tsu-ch'ien's $.z..~!iL "L~: 
Huang-ch lao wen-chien ~ t~ ~ -9~ , ch. 24. However, the character 
"tzu" /~ 1S replaced by the character "luan" JiG in LUis book. 

222. Having consulted many references such as Wen-yUan 
ying-hua, Sung-shih chi-shih, and so forth, I am unable to locate this 
coupl" 
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The flowing of the river is not dangerous, just like the 
Ch'u-t'ang lake, 

Yet, the gorges are full of the crying of apes which break the 
traveler's heart; 

How can a person sustain the ten thousand li exile? 
It is, thus, natural for him to bear grey hairs through these 

years. 
The color of my superior official's sleeves is as green as the 

wave of the river, 
The literary rhetoric of my scholar is like the display of Shu 

state embroidery; 
The barbarian's land has been tempered by elegant Confucian 

customs, 
The remote peo~le are eager to know the Official of Textual 

Criticism. 223 
Your talent is as creative as Meng-te,224 it suffers from too 

much genius! 
Your enthusiasm is as emotional as An-jen,225 thus you lost 

your wife at a very early age; 
The inferior state is unable to keep such a precious guest who 

rides on a golden horse, 

223. This was Ou-yang Hsiu's position in 1030. 

224. It was liu YU-hsi's style name. Ref. note 189. 

225. The styl e name of P 'an YUeh ~,t -Hi (247-300), a famous 
poet of the Western Chin period. He wrote three poems mourning his 
wife after she died. This situation was similar to Ou-yang Hsiu's 
losing his two wives in his young age. 
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Your new poems which imply deep connotations are transmitted 
to the tune of Chu-chih niang. 226 

Your classical composition has ended, waiting for a chance to 
be expressed in the compilation of history, 

Your memorial drafts are able to be fitted into the black 
case· 227 , 

Don't feel depressed when you are banished in a bright period, 
Thus putting your booted feet into the water to follow the 

flowing waves. 228 

Entry Twenty-Four 
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Since he was young, Shih ll1an-ch ' ing k ':i:YP'f (994-1041)229 had 

been proud of his unrestrained attitude in composing poems and 

drinking wine. His spirit and appearance were impressive, and the 

style of his poetry was unusual and straightforward. He was also 

expert at calligraphy. The strokes of his calligraphy were strong and 

powerful, and exhibited the virtues of Yen Chen-ch'ing's -If{ ~ ~Rr 
(709-785) 230 and L i u Kung-ch I Uan IS 11 .;; f:fi (778-865) 231 call i graphy. 

As a result, his brush writing was treasured by the people. My family 

226. See Liu YU-hsi IS biography in the T'ang-shu, ch. 168. 
Liu probably was the first scholar to compose the Iyrlc words for this 
folk tJne. 

227. It was a symbolic term for a suitable place to preserve 
worthless literary works. 

228. The title of this poem is "Tsou-pi chi I-ling Ou-yang 
Yung-shu" -1<. ~·.).t *" rt..\:§"\~ \)~ -7R-iF:>t., found in LUiS Huang-chiao 
wen-chien, ch. 24. 

229. Shi h Yen-ni en Ish. ~ A styl e name. He had a bi ography 
in the sung-shih, ch. 442. 

230. Yen had a biography in the T'ang-shu, ch. 153. 

231. Liu had a biography in the T'ang-shu, ch. 163. 
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possesses the rice paper of Ch 'eng-hsin T'ang ;'1:' ,,;.' rt (The hall of 

clearing-up mind)232 that belonged to the late Emperor of the Southern 

T'ang Dynasty. Man-ch'ing wrote his most praised poem "Ch'ou-pi i 

shih" ~ 1- ,~~ t~ (The poem of the Chiou-pi Travel Station)233 on this 
, I 

paper for me. I have kept it until now. These three items together 

are called lithe three price1ss things" by me. They are really the 

treasures of my family. After r~an-ch'ing died, one of his old friends 

saw him and said, lilt was indistinct. It was just like in a dream. 

Man-ch'ing suddenly appeared and told me that he was a spiritual god 

who took charge of the Hibiscus City.234 He wanted to invite his old 

friend to visit that city, but without success. Therefore, he angrily 

rode a green mule and left as fast as though flying." Sometimes 

later, there was another saying about him as in the following: 

He came to an educated person's house in the Po State, asking 
that person to leave with him. But he failed. Therefore he 
gave a poem to that person. I can remember one of its 
couplets, 

It ft J, ~ 1ij~ 1~ ·t 
it J)% f~ ~ ~ ~ A 

232. au-yang Hsiu had a poem called "Ho Liu YUan-fu 
Ch'eng-hsin chih"..f.t2.5f'\J~,'i.....;1t\.:.' f;.(\.. in his Wen-chi: ChU-shih chi 
fo -1:. J.t , ch. 1. Mei Yao-~h len had a poem "Yung-shu chi Ch 'eng-hsl n 
tlang chih erh fu" ?k .,fz~ ;t'-,..;" 1~'61i\.. .,:;·,tJi.in his YUan-ling chi, 
ch. 7. 

~~3. ,Th.is P?~~ ,is recorded in Liu Ch'ang-shih's W't ,f:; -t.'1 
Lu-p'u p l-chl -to :r1 ~ -:"7., ch. 10. --'--"'---- I~ ; IT/ l' IOU 

234. Ref. Chang Shi h-cheng IS £f:. t1' L!' K I o-i chi h ~i ~~ i~-:.' , 
ch. 7. 



The sound of orioles do not follow the time of the 
spring to become old, 

The shadow of flowers always chase the foot tracks of 
the sun. 
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The stories of spirits and gods are unusual and cannot be really 

understood. However, this couplet is description of Man-ch'ing's life 

which is not possible for a mortal person to compose. 

Entry Twenty-Fi ve 

Wang Chien's poem "Ni-shang tz1u" ~.t 't. i~ (The poems of the 

Rainbow skirt)235 stated, 

All the students of the theater236 are of one type, 
Listening to the sounds of wind and rain is for creating the 

"Poems of the rainbow skirt.1I 

The tune of lithe rainbow skirt" 237 is still performed in the classroom 

today. As for the patterns of its dance, they have vanished and have 

not been in circulation for a long time. Currently, we still have two 

235. I~ang had ten pieces of "Ni-shang tz1u" collected in the 
YUeh-fu shi h-chi ~ )11 1.1$ , ch. 56. 

236. The HsUan-tsung Emperor of the T'ang estcblished a 
theater school, called ILi-yUan" 1i~ lI]. This imperial music school 
selected hundreds of stUdents to learn how to chant the tunes of 
plays. Those students we re called lit i -tzu II + -+ • Later, all 
performers who learned tune chanting and how to act in plays were 
called "ti-tzu." 

237. The tune of lithe rainbow skirt" was introduced from the 
western states (17 t~,. The mil itary Commander of the Ho-hsi ~;;r ii7 
area, Yang Chi ng-shu ~·t 1~1~ ~ presented it to the HsUan-tsung of the 
T'ang. It was changed into the name of "Ni-shang yU-i ch'U" 'it'~w1 
-:t' \1I7 in 754. 
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songs "Wang Ying-t 'ail! if ~h 11 (Watching the Eternal Terrace Ying)238 

and "Hsien hsien-yin" 1ri.... litJ..tir (Presenting the Music of Spirituals)239 

that are all that remain of it. Actually, for the details of the 

tunes of the rainbow skirt, there are many biographical treatises left 

since the previous age. But we cannot find any references in them 

which elucidate the meaning of "listening to the sounds of wind and 

rain."240 Po Lo-t'ien composed a long rhymed song about "the rainbow 

skirt" 241 but no infonnation about "listening to the sounds of wind 

and rain." Therefore I record it here because there probably are some 

things missing. 

Entry Twenty-Si x 

The scholar of the Lung-t'u Academy, Chao Shih-min ~ go/ ~ 
(989-?), 242 w'as famous for his pure Confucian scholarship and broad 

knowledge at his time. His personality was profound, kind, upright, 

and especially tranquil. He could even stay with a group of people 

all day long without saying anything. However, in addition to his 

238. Ref. the "YUeh-chih"~ ;t- section of the Sung-shih, ch. 
131. 

239. Ibid •. , ch. 142. 

240. See Hu Tzu ~H 'ib- , Chao-hs i yU-yi n ts' ung-hua ~ )if ;~q;;\ ~It
~i.i~, v. 1, ch. 24. It said that thlS term meant the musicians in 
the Kui -tzu Country ,1: ~. I~ 1 i stened to the sounds of wi nd and water, 
thus creating the tunes which were later introduced into China. 

241. The title of the poem is "Ni-shang yU-i wu ko" 'it r;t ~l 
i f,; ~"- in the Pai Hsiang-shan shih-chi ":/ :$i- ti. t1-tl~ , ch. 1. 

242. Chao had a biography in the Sung-shih, ch. 294. 
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proficient prose composition, he was truly expert at poetic thinking. 

The lines such as, 

~~ J.-.. ;i, ~~ ~f~l 
~~ 1-i. { (Jt ~ 

In the wheat season the morning air is fresh, 
In the locust summer the afternoon sky is clear. 243 

are so good that even the famous poets of the previous period could 

not match them. Meanwhile, lines like: 

~t I:~ -;t,f ~ (- { it- ~~~ 

~ ~ "~-wi" - -"- t-
The \'/arbling of the morning orioles ' singing is prevailing at 

outside of the woods, 
The fragrant plants are one chih tall in front of the 

steps.244 

are really not fitted to the style of a classical Confucian. 

Entry Twenty-Seven 

T'ui-chih's .~ .z. 245 capability in writing permitted him to do 

whatever he wanted. He once thought that poetry was an insignificant 

branch of literary composition. Therefore, he had a poem saying, 

} it 'r·f<- ~1iJ /'f 
./Rff; r /ll it~-

243. I am unable to trace this couplet even after consulting 
many encylopedia. 

244. I am unable to locate this couplet. 

245. This is the style name of Han VU. 



The man who has too much passion will take wine as a friend, 
In his free time, he can act as a poet!246 
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However, poetry actually has the functions of: 1) being a material 

for gossiping, 2) an aid for joking, 3) exposing human feelings, and 

4) describing the natural world. All of these can be completely 

expressed by poetry in detail and in a delicate way. Certainly, 

these criteria were too trivial for a great writer like Han YU, but I 

really enjoy his skill in making harmonious rhymes. Generally 

speaking, when he chose to use a loose rhyme, the style of his writing 

was so powerful, it was like a furious tide moving violently. He 

could even overlap with other rhymes, always with great freedom and 

flexibility. All the regular rules such as: entering, departing, 

returning, and combining could not confine his poetic imagination. 

His poem "Tz'u-jih tsu k'o-hsill l,ti:J ~ ,t 1'~~ (This day is worthy to 

cherish)247 is in this category. When he followed the rules of 

restricted rhymes, the content of his writing would not violate the 

rhyme he chose. Yet, it is because of this challenge that his skill 

became more impressive. The more dangerous the rhymes used by him, 

the more extraordinary ~n accomplishment his poems achieved. The poem 

"Ping-chung tseng Chang Shih-pa" :~1 l' '1.f; h~. --I' ,'\.... (Giving to the 

246. The title of this poem is "Ho hsi pa-shih-erh yUnll.-{I7A1 
'''-. f ::.-t~, in the Ch'ang-li hsien-sheng chi '7 ~·t'tJ), ,ch. 10. 

247. The title of this poem is the same as the one which 
Ou-yang Hsiu listed. Yet, it has a sub-title, "Tseng Chang Chi" rZlt ~f, 
1~ under it. Ibid., ch. 2. 
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Eighteenth Chang in his illness)248 belongs to this category. I once 

discussed this with Sheng-yU, and we both agreed that this situation 

is the same as the metaphor: a good rider can ride a horse racing 

vertically and horizontally in the crowded street or on the broad 

road, as freely as he wants. Even though the water curves or there is 

a sandy hill, he could ride fast or slow without having any accident. 

This is really the most successful skill of all. Sheng-yU said 

j ok i ng ly , 

The previous history noted that T'ui-chih was lias straight as 
a beam." 249 When he used the relaxed rhymes by which an 
average poet should be able to compose poems without violating 
the rules, he often broke the same rules. On the contrary, 
when he chose the restricted rules which were really difficult 
to stay within, he could always avoid breaking those codes. 
Did not these accomplishments reflect his hard and obstinate 
personality? 

All the guests laughed after having heard it. 

Entry TwentY-Ei ght 

Since the time of when Fu vi\ (rhymeprose) was used in 

examinations to select officials,250 the scholars who held the 

chih-shih degree no longer paid attention to poetry 1.~'. Therefore, 

only few poets are worthy of citation. However, in the second year of 

the T'ien-sheng {l024), the court held a test to select lithe marquis 

Ii h 2
5
48. This poem is in the Han ch'ang-li ch'Uan-chi ~. 19!1= It 

.J.T~, c. • 

249. See the biography of Han YU in the T'ang-shu, ch. 160. 

250. This was in 973. See the Sung-shih, the section of 
"hsUan-chU chih" 
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of poetic rhetori c. II Premi er Sung Ch I i «. ~·t wa s the best among those 

scholars. His poem consists of a couplet, 

t 1i!P, {n~ I~ .).~ 

]t ~ ,~q \'1 J..-
Colors shine among the bright clouds splenderously, 
Sounds welcome the feather-like moon gently.251 

These verses were popularly chanted in the capital by people. 

At that time, all scholars called him IIMarquis Sung of poetic 

rhetori c. 1I 

251. I am unable to trace this couplet. 



CHAPTER 5 

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LIU-I SHIH-HUA 

As the first book of the shih-hua, the Liu-i shih-hua consists 

of many significant features with respect to poetic criticism, poetic 

theory, organization, and its writing style. These features are 

either adopted, or revised, or synthesized from those of preceding 

periods. To discuss their respective importance in some detail may 

illustrate the significance of these critical features in the develop

ment of Chinese poetic criticism. 

Literary Style 

As I have demonstrated in Chapter 3, all the remar'ks on poetry 

or poets, whether they appear in a full book form or not, belong to 

the scope of shih-hua. This is the reason why its origin can be 

traced back to the period before the formation of the Shih-ching. 

Based on this concept, it seems to me that in terms of literary style, 

which is used as a method of communication to discuss or record 

poetics, there are two categories: poetry and prose, both of which 

have their own traditions. 

The first evidence of using poetry to discuss poetics, 

intentionally or unintentionally, can be found in the Shih-ching. In 

111 
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the poem "Sung-kao" ~ ~ (Mao. 259), there occur the foll owi ng four 

lines: 

Chi-fu composed this hymn 
An ode of great excellence, 
Of good influence 
To present to the Chief of Shen 

These lines provide us the following information: Mao. #259 is a poem 

which has an elegant and delicate style, conveying the merits and the 

contributions of the Chief of Shen; it mentions that the purpose of 

composing this poem is to present it to the Chief of Shen. Thus, the 

content, style, and the purpose of this poem are all explained by 

these four lines. 

We can easily find other poems in the Shih-ching which also 

provide internal evidence of their style, form, and meaning. For 

example, the poem "Cheng-min" -#..l,\' (Mao. 191) has the following two 

lines: 

~ rh' 1[:. i~ 
~~I -liJZ- ~1r )1.l 

Chi-fu made this hymn 
Its style is as peaceful as quiet wind 

These two lines use a metaphor to describe the style of the poem made 

by Chi-fu: it is as peaceful as a tranquil wind. Also in the poem 



IIChieh Nan-shan ll '-tr lr/ J-I (Mao. 260), there are four lines which 

adumbrate why this poem was composed: 

... .7, J" I. Ir~ -: ~ 
IJ;J- A I \' ""J 

.,,~), 11L 1 -ttt! 

Chia-fu composed this hymn 
To lay bare the king's faults. 
If you cultivate your mind, 
The myriad states would be nourished. 

The reason why this poem was composed by Chia-fu was because he 
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intended to urge the king to cultivate his mind by exposing the king's 

faults. 

The most famous cases of using poetry to discuss poetics are 

Tu Fu's poems IIHsi-wei liu chUeh-chUII:rtX-.1:?-i':..7!:tkJ (Amusing myself 

by composing six quatrains)252 and YUan Hao-wen's lu 1L3 l~fJ (1190-1257) 

poems IILun-shih chUeh-chU san-shih shou ll -t~ t1f ~f., 0J ;. i ih (Thi rty 

quatrains on poetry).253 Generally speaking, this kind of poetic 

criticism shares the following defects: first, it involves too com

plex a content within a fairly short text. Therefore it cannot pre

sent a logical argument, but only the poet's personal random opinion. 

252. For details, see Kuo Shao-yU, IITu Fu hsi-wei liu 
chUeh-chU Chi-chiehllif~~ii~ii,-;:'W'ljf.'in his Tu Fu ho t'a ti shih ;f;t..ir/ttz. 

. ~~ 1 4 1 . /,.e. ,'1 j,':f' v. ,pp. 7- 10. 

253. For details, see Wu T'ien-jen..$; .:;... ii , IIYUan I-shan 
lun-shih ti t'e-shihll IL d: tJ..I -!.fiiJ ~1 0'] ;n t~in Chung-kuo wen-hsUeh shih 
lun-wen hsUan It ~ ~~~t~ ~i..y: ,comp'iled by Lo Llen-tilenm~~~ 
;~, pp. 1497 -1508. 
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Secondly, since its form is restricted by prosodic rules such as rhyme 

schemes and tonal prescriptions, its language sometimes becomes vague 

and ambiguous. Thus, the point of the argument in the poems is never 

clear. Third, since the poetic genre the critics used to expr'ess 

their opinions is a IIquatrain,1I the shortest poetic type of Chinese 

verse, the critics often composed more than one quatrain to convey 

their ideas. Yet, these quatrains are often not well-arranged, 

sometimes even not related to each other logically. The result of 

these defects is that the real meanings of these poems are not clearly 

illustrated. Therefore, poetry would not seem to be a valid vehicle 

to do the work of poetic criticism. 

A more successful poetic criticism has been achieved in prose 

style compositions which don't have the defects that appear in poetic 

style composition. This kind of poetic criticism also has a very long 

tradition, for which we can find examples in the Tso Commentary of the 

Ch ' un-ch ' iu,254 the prefaces of the Mao School o~ the Shi-ching, and 

so forth. The Liu-i shih-hua apparently belongs to this category, 

adopting prose as its tool to discuss and record poetics. 

Organization 

As I have mentioned before, the Liu-i shih-hua is formed by 

collecting twenty-eight entries, each one of them being an independent 

254. The standard exampl e is IIChi -tsa kuan-yUeh ll --1- 4L .#t* , 
in 544 B.C. See Li Tsung-t lung /l'~: '11fz1 , Tso-chuan chi h-chu chi n-i 
i2. f~-/;J~i. ';;-i~ ,v. 2, pp. 1000-1002. 
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body. Although some of them refer to the same object (such as nos. 

four, five, twelve, and fifteen are about the poet Mei Yao-ch'en; nos. 

sixteen, and twenty-five are about Wang Chien; and so forth), there is 

no organic relationship between them. In the meantime, it is not a 

rule that each entry only discuss one poet, one poem, or one incident. 

Sometjmes, two or more poems or poets are mentioned in one entry. 

Thus, the Liu-i shih-hua is not a well-organized book. 

The Subjects of the Criticism 

Although the subjects selected to be discussed in the Liu-i 

shih-hua include poems and poets, they are always related to each 

other when they appear in the same entry. The poet is s~~ected for 

either praise or criticism based upon his poetic works, while the poem 

is taken either to reflect the poet's poetic talent or personality, or 

to illustrate the controversies between his character and poetic 

works. When some entries only cover one of these two subjects, it is 

always true that if both of them are mentioned in the same entry they 

are closely related to each other. 

Significantly, the subjects discussed in the Liu-i shih-hua 

share a common feature: all of them are in the T'ang and the Sung 

periods. The more significant point of it is that most of the poems 

which appear in the Liu-i shih-hua belong to the category of 

modern-style poetry, a type which is restricted by many prescribed 

rules. This implies that the rules of modern-style poetry played a 

crucial role when Ou-yang Hsiu made his criticism of the poems he 
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selected in this book. As a matter of fact, the possibility of this 

point was broached in the twenty-seventh entry when au-yang Hsiu and 

Mei Yao-ch1en described the close relationship between Han Yu1s poems 

and the rules of modern-style poetry. 

The Couplet of Criticism 

Except in a few cases, most of the poems selected by au-yang 

Hsiu in his Liu-i shih-hua utilize the couplet structure as the basic 

prosodic unit. Even though a couplet 4fi( ~ is actually only part of a 

poem, it is always called lIa poemll by au-yang Hsiu. It seems to me 

that why a couplet is thought of as lIa poemll is not only interesting, 

but al so very important in the Li u-i shi h--hua. Is it due to the 

reason suggested by Tu Sung-po:ft ~'.~ f(~ that au-yang Hs i u accepted 

Buddhist philosophy that one part can represent the whole?255 Since 

Mr. Tu does not demonstrate a detailed logical argument to show how 

au-yang Hsiu accepted this idea and applied it to his poetic 

criticism, only submitting his suggestion by stating the apparent 

affinity between a couplet from a poem and the Buddhist philosophy 

of the part-whole conception, it is not a convincing opinion. As a 

matter of fact, it is an ancient idea to accept a couplet as a poem, 

later a couplet gradually becomes the crucial part of the whole poem. 

au-yang Hsiu actually accepted this tradition. In a letter to one of 

his nephews, he wrote, III received a composition from you recently. 

255. Tu Sung-po, Chang-hsueh yu T1ang Sung shih-hsueh '{'f'~ 
,,~ ,} I~ ~{-jZ, , p. 386. 

- , ,,"j. -,j' ., \:t 
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However, your method of composition should be reconsidered. A good 

ancient poem often needs a well-balanced couplet so that the skill of 

the poet can be admired." 256 To au-yang Hsiu, whether a poem 

consisted of a good couplet or not is very important. However, he 

also paid his attention to the careful arrangement of the whole poem. 

In the eighteenth entry of his Liu-i shih-hua he criticised the 

situation of placing so much emphasis on the lines as to ignore the 

whole body of the poem. 

Historically speaking, the couplet of criticism possesses a 

very strong background. Some examples will be cited to support this 

fact. In the HsUeh-erh \fiJ: ,17 section of the Lun-yU 1.~ t.~ (Anal ects of 

Confucius) there is a paragraph related to this thesis: 

Tzu-kung .:t -f9: asked, IIWhat do you thi nk of a person who 
is poor but not compl ementary, and of a person who is ri ch but 
not proud?1I 

Confucius replied, IIThey are good, but not equal to a 
person who is poor but feels cheerful, and to a person who is 
not only ri ch but loves rites. II 

In return, Tzu-kung asked, liThe Shih-ching has two lines: 

-1l. ~ t 11 -11. ft J/t 

...JJ..~ ltf... -PJl It.: 
When you cut something, you should also file it, 
When you carve something you should also polish it. 

IIAre these the cases as you're teaching me?1I 

256. au-yang Hsiu, au-yang wen-chung kung wen-chi, v. 2, 
shu-chien, ch. 10, p. 1240. spTKcpsp, v. 50. 



Confucius said, "Tzu-kung is now the one who I can begin 
to talk about poetry with. When I teach him one point, he can 
understand its proper sequences." 257 

In this paragraph the two lines cited by Tzu-kung are from the poem 

"Ch'i-ao" ~~ ~.?!? in the Shih-ching. This poem actually consists of 

three sections and each one of them composes nine lines. In other 
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words, there are'twenty-seven lines in this poem. These two lines are 

in the first section. The poem'is in praise of a person who not only 

possesses respected merits, elegant gesture and appearance, and humble 

behavior and speaking, but also tries to improve himself all the time. 

Thus, the central point of this poem is "consecutively improving 

oneself II which is suitably expressed by the two lines cited by 

Tzu-kung. Confucius applauded Tzu-kung because he could correctly 

understand the theme of thi~ poem. This way of reading a poem 

emphasizes the key point of the poem's meaning. Meanwhile, these two 

lines are formed through a repeated structure in which the theme of 

the poem is completely illustrated. Thus, even if we only read these 

two lines, the meaning of the poem is still intact. 

We can take the Menci us as our second exampl e. In the fi rst 

part of the Wan-chang Chapter \riv~ 't~ , Mencius said, 

Therefore, those who explain the poems do not insist on the 
rhetoric so as to distort the real meaning of the lines, nor 
on the lines so as to violate the intention of the poet. They 
should try with their understanding to meet the intention of 
the poet, and it will come out a true interpretation. If a' 
person insists on the rhetoric of the lines, then he will 

257. Confucius, Lun-yU chu-su -rSi 1..t. ~11A, p. 5a-b. 



believe the story told by the lines of the poem IIYun-hanll _ J 

,'! ~J~ : 

Of the black-haired people of the remnant of the Chou 
Dynasty, 

None of them was left. 

And the information will be that Chou Dynasty no more 
people left. 258 
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If we check into the Shih-ching, the poem IIYUn-hanll actually consists 

of eight sections, each one of them has ten lines. In other words, 

there are eighty lines in this poem. This poem mainly describes a 

noble man who has seen a series of disasters and calamities that bring 

his subjects poverty and pain. He worries about this situation so 

much that he begs Heaven to ease His anger and stop these calamities. 

To r~enci us, thi s poem is a record of hi story, but the situati on 

described by the two lines he cited are not exactly the fact. What 

these two lines say are exaggeration. Otherwise, if a reader believes 

that these two lines are stating the truth, it will become that there 

are none of the Chou people left. Mencius' point is to remind the 

readers of keeping their minds in a careful consideration when reading 

a pO,em, based upon reasonable inference and thei r knowl edge. What the 

two lines emphasize are the extremely painful experience of the people 

and to what degree the noble man really worries about them. In the 

meantime, these two lines can independently form a complete thought 

258. Menci us, Meng-tzu chu-su ~ ~ ~0 t,{L' p. 6. 
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even though they will have a different meaning if they are abstracted 

from the whole poem. 

Mencius' attitude of reading a poem together with a reasonable 

judgement and Confucius' standpoint to grasp the key point of a poem 

exerted a great influence on the later poetic critics. We can find 

these ideas in the Liu-i shih-hua, which I will demonstrate later. 

Picking up a couplet from a poem and taking it as an 

independent body was very popular in the Tso Commentary of the 

Ch'un-ch'iu. 259 The couplets taken out from their original poems were 

used by di fferent peopl e for di fferent purposes. However, they share 

a common feature: a couplet always possesses a complete, 

self-sufficient meaning, no matter if it is still the same as it is in 

the original poem, or if it still can represent the theme of the 

original poem. From the viewpoint of close reading, the first line of 

a couplet normally connotes a power to raise a question while its 

second line is always the answer or the result of the first line. 

As a matter of fact, this kind of couplet was taken as a poem 

in ancient time. We can easily demonstrate examples for it in Shen 

Te-ch' i en's '>1<... ~t:t (1673-1769) Ku-shi h yUan -G i{ ;}-c'f, (The sources of 

ancient poems). For examples: 

a) trfi 1-- ~; 
, ,-
¢7J 

,p, I ....... -:¢ ~ ,a,1 '\'1. 

259. Yang Hs i ang-shi h )1) {rIJ ~i% , Tso-chuan fu-shi h yi ng-shi h 
k 'ao 'h 1,1j' 'tt\. It ;; \ 7,'%:Y'i , pp. 117-122. 



In assisting a person, carelessness cannot be allowed~ 
In supporting a person, excuses cannot be permitted. 2oO 
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This couplet is entitled IIShu-chang li (Writing about a cane). It 

is apparently escribing the functions of a cane to people. 

b ) ~!t.. W '-f J~ ~t;1 ~ ta 

tl. ~, ill '~ <t ~ II ~lt 

In happiness, nothing else can compare to knowing a 
new friend who also understands ourselves, 

In sadness, nothing else can compare to the departure 
of a close person. 261 

This couplet is entitled IIChlin-koli ~~t (A song with a zither). Its 

theme is normally thought of as a woman who lost her husband in a war, 

thus playing a zither and expressing her deep sadness. 

These two couplets were collected in a book composed of poems. 

Both of them share the following features: first, each one of them 

consists of two well-balanced lines; secondly, they are 

self-sufficient poetic works in terms of their meanings; thirdly, by 

an antithesis arrangement between the two lines, each couplet results 

a lively and touching theme. From these two examples, we might be 

able to say that a couplet which possesses a complete meaning was 

historically thought of as a poem. 

In addition to the above evidence, the other strong reason 

that can support my point of accepting a couplet being able to exist 

by itself is a special poetic genre called IItui -1 ien ll it ~* (The 

260. Shen Te-ch'ien, Ku-shih yUan, p. 18. 

261. Ibid., p. 28. 
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couplet of regulated rules). This special poetic genre was 

established in the Chli iJ~'" Dynasty (479-501).262 Since a "tui-lien" 

is composed of two parallel lines, it has been a favored poetic style 

by the literati who emphasize writing skill. Furthermore, a 

"tui-lien" also possesses the advantage of simplicity. Thus, from the 

viewpoint of literary composition, this poetic genre is probably the 

most popular literary type in the field of Chinese literature, and has 

been used on occasions such as: birthday parties, new year events, 

marriage celebrations, and even funerals. 263 

Besides the facts discussed above, the four tones submitted by 

Shen YUeh and his friends also helped to make the couplet as the 

object of poetic criticism in the shih-hua genre. In the eight 

defects of literary composition claimed by Shen and his friends, the 

first three defects are about the alliteration between two lines. 

This was perhaps the earliest opinion that a couplet could be singled 

out from its original whole body to be independently analyzed. 

Also, in Kukai IS Bunkyo hifulon, the two lines of a couplet 

must be not only well-balanced in their syntactic structure, their 

meaning also has to be either contrasted or parallel. 264 Therefore, 

262. Chou Tsle-ts1ung ,~ ':.f-;~~, HsU Liang Ch'i-ch'ao _ 
t'ung-k'u chung ti hsiao wan-i erh .'!:'f(*fl.'"-!0;lM-1i sf &':J ~I' 1,1~;:S'7u 
p. 23. 

263. Ibid., p. 30. 

264. 
225-236. 

K'ung-hai ~;~ , Wen-ching mi-fu lun pp. 



when the modern-style poetry of the T1ang was in the process of its 

formation, these skills and ideas about tones, syntactic structure, 

rhyme, and meaning between the two lines of a couplet might have 

played important roles. Let me first take an example between Shen 

YUehls time and the T1ang to examine this situation. Yen Chih-t1ui 

fJq:zAfi(531-591) once wrote, 

Hsiao ChlUeh ~ 42 (?-500) of the Lan-ling county was a son of 
the Marqui s Sh'ang-l i ang of the Li ang Dynasty. He was good at 
literary composition. He had a poem that consisted of the 
following two lines: 

Hibuscuses fall in the dew, 
Willows scatter under the Moon. 

The people of his time did not comprehend them, but I really 
love the idle spirit in these two lines which vividly shows 
the circumstances in front of my eyes. 265 

The couplet singled out by Yen Chih-t1ui is the second couplet of 

Hsiao ChlUehls poem IIChliu-ssull+K.I~' (Autumn thought). The whole 

poem is as below: 

iB,J t~r f{ r 1fi~ 
lE-. lt~ ~~~ jfj ~~It. 
..I ... ~ 'i. ~ 1'7 
~ 'I' 'n'\...' iV, °tft.. 

.f-1oq; '8 °1111 j.. l1 
i;1 IC I!J. 1'1 I.::.;' 

265. Yen Chi h-t lui, Yen-shi h chi a-hsUn t~ (\, .~ -£)'\, p. 23. 
SPTKCPSP, v. 25. 
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Clear waves absorb the Sun's reflection, 
Lustery woods split the first sound of the world; 
Hibiscuses fall in the dew, 
Willows scatter under the Moon; 
The curtain of the Yen State, the cover of pretty cloth, 
The belt of the Chao State, the skirt of shining silk; 
The message of missing each other is blocked, 
In a dream separation is deeply felt,266 
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From above, we can see that this poem actually consists of eight 

lines. According to the topic of the poem, the poet is trying to 

express his feeling of loneliness in the Autumn. The first two lines 

depict an active scenery in an early morning. The third and fourth 

lines portray a scene in which the active atmosphere of the first two 

lines declines. The fifth and sixth lines indirectly describe the 

place and the dresses of the intimate companion whom the poet misses. 

The last two lines clearly explain the reason why the poet composed 

this poem: because his intimate companion was separated from him. If 

we take this poem as the one which consists of four couplets, it is 

clear that between the two lines of each couplet, the sound pattern, 

the syntactic structure, and the antithesis are all well-balanced. 

These features are very similar to the rules of modern-style poetry of 

the T'ang. Furthermore, from the standpoint of the poem's meaning, 0 

the third couplet carries the purpose of indicating who is the object 

of the poet's mind; the last couplet explains the reason that makes 

the poet to compose this poem; the first couplet describes an 

attractive and growing scene which implies that everything should be 

266. Tai ChUn-jen ,-j;\-J:.:0

'/-:- , Shih-hsUan 14Lt, p. 125. 
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wonderful. Yet, the second couplet highlights the central theme of 

the poem: hibiscuses are fading away and willows are scattered. 

These two lines, contrasting the first couplet, express the poet's 

feeling: loneliness. Yen Chih-t'ui singled out this couplet because 

he could feel the lonesome atmosphere of the poem. Thus his way of 

reading poems is in accord with Confucius' standpoint I mentioned 

earlier. 

Now, let me examine another example between the establishment 

of modern-style poetry and the Liu-i shih-hua. Po Chu-i wrote, 

Referring to the master of poetry, everyone would agree to 
pick up Li (Po) and Tu (Fu). The poetic works of Li are so 
talented and creative that no one else can equal them. Yet, 
when we try to look for the elements of Feng ~ (moral 
influence), Ya ~jt (rectitude), Pi t:G (analogy), and Hsing i1if 
(inspire) in them, their percentage is even lower than one
tenth. More than one thousand of Tu's poems have been circu
lated. But in the point of penetrating history and of carving 
poems to fit the ru1 es of poetry in the most detail, he gained 
extreme craft and can be evaluated as the best. However, when 
we want to pick ~ his poems such as IIHsin-an ... 1i ll j,Jr:i!.:. , 
IIShih-hao lillfi,l <K 4:...... , and IIT'ung-kuan 1i" ;;ll (~~:l. , the 
essays such as IILu -tzu ll it ~ and IIHua-men" ~0 I~~J , the 1 i nes 
such as 

~ r~ ~lJ IfJ J-.: 
J~ Jig ~;~ '1 

Meats become rotten in rich families, 
Bones caused by cold weather spread on the roads. 

the number of them are only in the forties. 267 

The two lines Po cited in this paragraph are from Tu Fu's poem IITzu 

ching fu Feng-hsien hsien yung-huai ll I,~;t. ,~, 1.;- -1w .J~. ii'Tit:.:.. (Chanting 

267. Ku Hsueh-chieh 4~. ;t!f ·t~ , Pai Chu-i chi ~7 if. ~ .#; ,v. 
3, pp. 961-962. 
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my deep feeling while I left the Capital for Feng-hsien county). It 

is a five-word verse consisting of one hundred lines. 268 Since it is 

too long, I will not quote the whole poem here. Generally speaking, 

it is a poem based upon the poet's personal experience when the poet 

was travelling from the Capital to Feng-hsien. He saw that people 

were in a very distressed condition which was partly caused by natural 

calamities and partly raised by officers' not carrying out orders or 

following laws. All of these situations deeply shocked the poet's 

heart and forced him to express his sympathy through this poem. The 

whole poems fills with a sad mood, consisting of many touching lines. 

Why did Po ChU-i choose this couplet from this one-hundred line poem 

is really significant. Since this poem does not belong to modern

style poetry, the syntactic structure and the tonal sequence between 

these two lines are not regulated. However, these two lines do 

clearly form a complete meaning through the antithesis between two 

pairs of terms: the rich families and the roads, and the rotten meats 

and bones of human bodies. 

The above discussion suggests that the criticism of the 

couplet in the Liu-i shih-hua has a long tradition. It is an adoption 

of the preceding inheritance, not a creation. 

268. Ch' ou Chao-ao 'lfL :.It ~ft , Tu Shao-l i ng chi p' i ng-chu ;p.:J 
P-l~q·;t, v. 1, ch. 4, p. 10. 
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Three-tiered Poetic Criticism 

In the Liu-i c:;hih-hua the poetic criteria mentioned by au-yang 

Hsiu can be divided into three steps in which the latter is built on 

the former and its evaluation is also higher than the former. Let me 

demonstrate them respectively. 

The First Step--The True and Logical Content of the Poem 

In the eighteenth entry of the Liu-i shih-hua au-yang Hsiu 

wrote, 

If a poet is too greedy for creating good poetic lines as to 
lose their logical meanings, this is also a flaw. For 
example, ••• a T'ang poet wrote, 

Under the Terrace of Ku-su, the Temple Han-shan is 
located, 

At midnight, the sound of the bell transmits to the 
passenger's boat. 

Many critics said that these lines were good. Nevertheless, 
midnight is not the time to strike the bell. 

The couplet quoted by au-yang Hsiu in this paragraph is from Chang 

Chi I S poem "Feng-chi ao yeh-po" fYi\;f~ ~IJ... ~\:] (Moor the boat by a 

maple-surrounded bridge at midnight). The whole poem is as below: 

The Moon sets, crows cry, frost fills the sky, 
River maples and fisher-boat's lamp sadly sleep face to face; 
Under the Terrace of Ku-su, the Temple Han-shan is located, 
At midnight, the sound of bell transmits to the passenger's 

boat. 

This poem is describing a sad feeling of a traveler. The setting 

Moon, crying crows, and the sky that is full of cold frost are 

symbolizing the fading away of the traveler's hope. Under such a 

sorrowful circumstance, even the lamp on the boat and the maples by 
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the river can feel this sad mood and fail to sleep. The function of 

these two lines are producing a sorrowful atmosphere to grasp the 

readerls heart. But the reason why the poet becomes so sad is not 

explained. It has to wait until the sound of the bell from the 

Han-shan Temple disseminates over the travelerls boat that the poetls 

nostalgia becomes clear. In other words, the couplet which expresses 

ttle theme of this poem are the lines quoted by au-yang Hsiu. He also 

indicated that they are good lines. However, since to strike the bell 

at midnight is not reasonable to him, au-yang Hsiu criticised it as a 

"flaw of the language." This at,titude toward poems is apparently a 

continuation of Mencius l spirit which emphasized on deciding whether 

the content of the poem is reasonable or not. 

In the meantime, the idea that historical poems must be true 

is also very important to au-yang Hsiuls judgement on poetry. For 

example, in the first entry of his Liu-i shih-hua, au-yang Hsiu wrote, 

When Duke Li Wen-r. ... en presented his poem liThe eulogy of 
Yung-chlang Mausoleum," he said, 

He used jade to sacrifice to Heaven five times, 
Accepting the capitulations of other princes on the 

Imperial Tower three times. 

At that time all the officials at the court presented their 
poems, but Dukels poem was judged the best •••• As for 
sacrificing to Heaven five times, it is wrong. • •• His 
taking jade to sacrifice to Heaven was actually only four 
times. 

In this paragraph au-yang Hsiu first cited a couplet from Duke Li IS 

poem, then said that Li IS poem was the best among the poems presented 

by officials at the court. This implies that to au-yang Hsiu a 
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couplet can represent its whole poem. As a matter of fact, the 

aspects of this couplet's tonal sequence and syntactic structure are 

completely fitted into the rules of modern-style poetry. Furthermore, 

the meaning of this couplet can stand independently through the 

well-balanced antithesis of the two lines. It seems to me that these 

features are probably the reasons why au-yang Hsiu agreed to it as 

lithe best." However, au-yang Hsiu still criticised it because part of 

its content is not true to historical fact. 

From the above two examples, the first criterion in the Liu-i 

shih-hua is built on the fact that whether or not the content of the 

poem is reasonable or true. To use Warren and Wellek's term in their 

Theories of Literature, these are "extrinsic" elements. Yet, the 

second and the third criteria in the Liu-i shih-hua are "intrinsic" 

elements. Let me examine them respectively below: 

The Second Step--Creative Meaning and Skillful Language 

In the twelfth entry of the Liu-i shih-hua au-yang Hsiu wrote, 

Sheng-yU often told me, 

Although the poets tend to freely express their 
feelings, their attempt to create suitable rhetoric is 
also very important. If the meanings are new and the 
rhetoric is skillful, and both together can gain the 
achievement which the preceding poets have never said 
before, then it can be evaluated as 'good. ' ••• Chia 
Tao's lines, 

Using the bamboo basket to pick up the fruits 
of the mountain, 

Using the clay bottle to bear the water of the 
rock-spring. 

and Yao Ho's lines, 



The horse is grazed with mountain deer, 
The fowl is raised with wild birds. 

They respectively indicate two situations: the 
desolation of the mountain area and the decaying of 
the official career. But they are not more skillful 
in rhetoric than the two lines below: 

The old prefecture produces the roots of the 
locust tree, 

The honest official is as highly admired as 
the horse's bones. 
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Although this paragraph is actually Mei Yao-ch'en's words, not au-yang 

Hsiu's, I think it is still acceptable because here I am discussing 

the poetic criticism of the Liu-i shih-hua, not that of au~yang Hsiu. 

Since Ou-yang Hsiu always took Mei as one of his models in poetic 

writing, Mei's opinions on poetics, thus, might be au-yang Hsiu's 

principles. 

au-yang Hsiu graded this level' as "good," and the justifica

tion provided involved two aspects: creative meaning and skillful 

language. Let us examine these two aspects in more detail by using 

au-yang Hsiu's own examples. The first couplet Ou-yang Hsiu quoted is 

from Chia Tao's poem "T'i Huang-p'u HsUn Lan-t'ien t'ingll~/ilfi~ 

~ ,3] J(t: (A note on the Lan-t'ien Hall of Huang-p'u HSUn). The whole 

poem is as below: 

;14t: 'F; ?i -1 
~~-:~ j!t-i 
~~ 1"i ~.~ LI-i~ 
1L 1 Z'L ~l! 10.. }fz.. 

tt ~'f iK. tt7 1 ~ 
l:'T IfR ~l ~i ~I\ 



I' ,~ 

R ~IJ -fj- 1~ ~'rff 

~~ ~~ * (flJ ~~ 
Having been an official here a whole year, 
This county is accompanied by jade-white mountains; 
Using the bamboo basket to pick up the fruits of the mountain, 
Using the clay bottle to bear the water of the rock-spring; 
My guest returned home after the Autumn rain, 
The official seal binds me in front of the evening bell; 
left the harbor of Tan-yang for a long time, 
I always dream about the fishing boat. 
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This is a poem consisting of four couplets. The first couplet 

describes the place where the subject, probably Huang-p'u HsUn or the 

poet himself, works. It is apparently a remote area far from the 

bustling cities since there are mountains around it. The second 

couplet tells of the subject's hard daily life: even though he is an 

official, he still must bear a bamboo basket on his back to pick up 

fruits from the mountain area and carry a clay bottle on his shoulder 

to fill it with spring water. The last four lines indicate the 

loneliness of the subject after his guest has left, and this lonesome 

feeling reminds him of the happy days he once enjoyed on the fishing 

boat at the harbor of Tan-yang. The whole poem is trying to describe 

the hard life of the subject which is vividly expressed through the 

couplet quoted by Mei Yao-ch'en. 

As for Yao Ho's couplet, it is from the poem "Wu-kung hsien 

chung tso" -j~ 7-11 f-f,: cf "11. (Composed when staying in Wu-kung county). 

The whole poem is as follows: 



This county is far from the emperor's Capital, 
Being an official here is the same as a hermit; 
The horse is grazed with mountain deer, 
The fowl is raised with wild birds; 
Surrounding the house is a frame of vines, 
Occupying the steps is the aeonia; 
I turn to imitate Chi Shu-yeh's attitude, 
Composing poems without any specific topics. 
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This poem also consists of four couplets. The poet's mind is 

expressed by the first couplet: to be an official in a remote area is 

like a hermit. This situation certain makes an ambitious person feel 

disappointed because he compare his position to one of a trained horse 

being grazed with uncultivated mountain deer, or like a family's fowl 

being raised with wild birds. The last two couplets portray the 

environment he lives where he is surrounded by wild plants and 

grasses, thus he decides to imitate Chi Shu-yeh's attitude of not 

caring anything. The central point of the poem is clearly to express 

the poet's frustration for being unfairly treated by the court. He 

indirectly complains that his capability is not recognized. Therefore 

the couplet quoted by Mei Yao-ch'en is really the central point of the 

poem. 

However, to Mei Yao-ch'en the desolation of the mountain area 

and the ignorance of an official capability expressed by Chia Tao and 
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Yao Ho above cannot compare to the following two lines in terms of the 

poetic language: 

The old prefecture produces the roots of the locust tree, 
The honest is as highly admired as the horse's bones • 

. As I mentioned earlier, Mei's definition of this level includes 

creative meaning and skillful language. But he only talked about the 

language here in comparing these three couplets. I think it is 

probably because all of these three couplets possess the element of 

the creative meanings to him. Therefore let us focus on the aspect of 

the poetic language of these three couplets below. 

According to the text of the poem, both of Chia's and Yao's 

couplets are the second couplets of their regulated verses in which 

the syntactic structure, the tonal pattern, and the antithesis in 

meanings between the two lines of the couplet are restricted. In the 

aspects of syntactic structure and antithesis in meanings these two 

couplets are completely fitted to the rules. Yet, their tonal 

sequences include some violations. Chia Tao's poem belongs to the 

level-tone starting pattern { ~ ~ , thus its tonal pattern of the 

second couplet should be: 

o 0 L L 0 (0 = oblique tone, L = level tone) 

L L 0 0 L 

But the tonal sequence of Chia's couplet is: 

000 L 0 

o L L 0 L 
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Apparently, the third, the sixth, and the eighth tones violate the 

rules. Vao HOIS poem belongs to the oblique-tone starting pattern 

Thus the model of its tonal sequence of the second couplet 

should be: 

L L L 0 0 

000 L L 

But the tonal sequence of Vaols couplet is: 

o L L 0 0 

L 0 0 L L 

The first and the sixth tones of Vaols couplet violate the rules. 

Now, the tonal sequence of the couplet of the anonymous author quoted 

by Mei Vao-chlen is: 

o 0 L L 0 

L L 0 0 L269 

If we also take it as a second couplet of a five-word regulated verse, 

its tonal sequence completely fits to the rules of the level-tone 

starting pattern as the model of Chials couplet above. If this 

suggestion is really Mei IS intention, it becomes clear that the rules 

of modern-style poetry playa very crucial position in the poetic 

criticism of the Liu-i shih-hua. 

269. For the tonal patterns of these two poetic styles, see 
Chliu Hsieh-yuft~ 'i$!:.. t9....., Hsin-i Tlang-shih san-pai shou ~fT:t~Jt. ft:: 
\1 i) , pp. 170-171. 
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The Third Step--Vivid Scenery and Never-Ending Meaning 

In the twelfth entry of the Liu-i shih-hua Mei Yao-ch'en 

continued to explain what was the "best level" for a poem after giving 

examples for the "good level" we discussed above. He said, 

It is necessary for a poem to reach the points of being able 
to portray the difficult-to-describe scenery and making it as 
clear as in front of our eyes, to contain the never-ending 
meanings that are expressed beyond the words of lines, then it 
can be labelled as the "best." ••• The poems in this rank 
are like these: the poet can completely express whatever is 
in his mind and the reader can understand it by imagination. 
It is very difficult to be explained by words. However, a 
close situation to it still can be partly described. For 
example, Yen Wei's lines: 

In the 'pond surrounded by willow trees, the Spring 
water ove rfl ows; 

At the harbor planted with flowers, the evening Sun 
lingers. 

the natural phenomena and the appearances of myriad things mix 
so harmoniously that they form a real attractive world. Isn't 
it like a vivid picture in front of our eyes? In the lines of 
Wen T'ing-yUn's poem: 

The cry of chickens, the thatched store, and the r~oon; 
The people's tracks, the wooden bridge, and the frost • 

• The situations such as bitterness of travelling on 
roads, and the sorrow of leaving one's hometown and the 
nostalgia of a traveler can be realized beyond the words of 
lines, can't they? 

According to Mei IS opinion, "good" poems should possess creative 

meaning and skillful language. These two conditions are apparently 

limited by the poet's talent and ability. This is probably why a poem 

on this level cannot be evaluated as the "best." A poem of the best 

to Mei should include the reader as part of the elements of its 

criticism. This can be proven by the definition Mei offered to it, 
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which contains two aspects: Being able to portray difficult-to-

describe scenery and make it as clear as in front of our eyes, and 

containing a never-ending meaning that is beyond the words of lines 

but can be realized by the reader. We may take the examples Mei 

offered to expose this point more clearly. The couplet Mei cited for 

the first aspect'of a IIbestli poem is from Yen Wei's poem IICh'ou Liu 

YUan-wai chien-chi" 1\JJ~ ~f'! ~ ~r-~t~· (To reply to Official IS letter). 

The whole poem is as follows: 

i~ ~~ l)ft fop jf~' 
~ ~ I\;J I:f. ftJ 

~ {~i ~{{ 1f{-1J, 
(~ v ~ j,t -<LJ 1;q 
t~f 1f~ Jr1' ,\, ~~ . 
;,~ {,t 9 ~~) Lt 
)~r,- ti1\ g:.: 1t;! -;~, 

~J1 ~n t~ 'fAA ~ 

When Su Tan assisted in the county, 
I was a judge in the Department of Pai-yUn; 
Taking medicines to help my weakness and illness, 
I sing extremely wonderful lines by the window; 
In the pond surrounded by willow trees, the Spring water 

overflows, 
At the harbor planted with flowers, the evening Sun lingers; 
Attempting to know my deep thinking of you, 
You can visit the boatman in the early morning. 

This poem belongs to the regulated verse. Its central point is to 

convey the poet's deep thinking of his friend, probably Official Liu, 

and its degree is like the Spring water which overflows the pond, or 

like the evening Sun which tries to avoid declining. Therefore the 
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couplet quoted by Mei can really express the theme of this poem. In 

the meantime, it is a beautiful couplet composed of many nouns that 

are filled with rich imagery. For instance, Spring and evening, which 

are normally indicating the season and the time, are taken as 

adjectives to modify other nouns: water and Sun; pond and harbor are 

modified by other two' nouns: willow and flower, which show the active 

spirit for this beautiful picture. Moreover, "willow ll contains the 

sound of another character liu , which means to "stay." This 

implication can enrich the connotation of the poem. These significant 

nouns work together to form an attractive picture, then the two verbs, 

overflow and linger, are used to give a life to it. To read this 

poem, or the couplet quoted by Mei, we can see a beautiful and vivid 

picture in front of our eyes. 

As for the second aspect of a IIbestll poem, one of the examples 

cited is from Wen T'ing-yUn's poem IIShang-shan tso-hsing ll i~ ,;.... -i rt 

(Traveling on Mountain Shang in the early morning). The whole poem is 

as below: 



Once waking up in the morning, the travelling bell is struck, 
As the traveler leaves, even his hometown feels sad; 
The cry of chickens, the thatched store, and the Moon, 
The people's tracks, the wooden bridge, and the frost; 
Oak leaves fallon the mountain roads, 
Bramble flowers shine the walls of travel station; 
This invokes the thinking about Tu Ling's dream, 
Ducks and geese are full of the round pond. 
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This poem also belongs to the regulated verse form. Its main theme is 

to describe the hard journey of the poet. The couplet quoted by Mei 

is only composed of nouns, some of which are used as adjectives to 

modify other nouns. The cry of chickens indicates the early morning, 

the thatched store shows the crude travel lodge, the Moon implies the 

traveler's insomnia, the wooden bridge and the mountain roads describe 

the difficult travelling, falling leaves and frost imply cold weather. 

These imagery nouns quickly follow one by one, even to the point of 

ignoring the need of any verb to help their actions. Under such 

cases, the sorrowful mood of the traveler's mind and the difficulty of 

his journey can really be realized although they are expressed beyond 

the words of lines. 

In these three tiers of poetic criticism of the Liu-i shih-hua 

the beginning rank is the successor of Mencius ' spirit to read poetry 

in which reasonable and true historical content is emphasized. In the 

second rank the aspect of the skillful language is built on the rules 

of modern-style poetry of the T'ang because most of the couplets 

selected to be discussed are the second or the third couplet of 

regulated verse. It is unfortunate that the point of the creative 

meaning is not explicitly explained by Mei, thus I am unable to do 
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analysis or interpretation regarding it. However, it might be 

inferred to be within the scope of "having never been shown before." 

As for the highest rank, the aspect of "containing a never-ending 

meaning beyond the words of lines" is apparently a development of 

Confucius ' emphasis on the symbolic meaning of the poem. The aspect 

of "portraying the difficult-to-describe scenery as in front of our 

eyes" might be the only new idea in the Liu-i shih-hua. 

Revision and Synthesis of the 
Precedlng Poetlc Crltlclsms 

Generally speaking. most of the entries in the Liu-i shih-hua 

are functioning to provide information for readers to correctly 

understand the poets or their poetic works. But in the way of doing 

this work, the four major types of poetic criticism I discussed in the 

third chapter are all mentioned in the Liu-i shih-hua. For example, 

in entry three Ou-yang Hsiu gave the reader what the two couplets he 

quoted were about: they were the true descriptions of the busy daily 

lives of all the officials in the Capital. In entry twenty-seven 

Ou-yang Hsiu and Mei Yao-ch'en took Han YU as their example to 

illustrate that a poet's poetic style was inevitably related to his 

personality. However, in entry twenty-six Ou-yang Hsiu also used Chao 

Shih-min as his example to indicate that sometimes a poetic work did 

not have to be the reflection of the poet's nature. Ou-yang Hsiu also 

used Mei Yao-ch'en and Su Shun-ch'in in entry thirteen as examples 

with which to compare different styles. He concluded that different 
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poetic styles cannot be put into a superior-inferior classification. 

As fOl- prosodic criticism, the rules of modern-style poetry were 

seriously taken to evaluate the aspect of the poem's language. 

Finally, the three tiers of poetic criticism mentioned in the Liu-i 

shih-hua are probably an indirect adoption of Chung Jung's poetic 

frame of three-grade classification even though critical premises 

differ between these two schemes of poetic criticism. 



CHAPTER 6 

THE INFLUENCE OF THE LIU-I SHIH-HUA ON THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF SHIH-HUA CRITICISM 

There have been hundreds of shih-hua works which appeared 

after Ou-yang Hsiu's time. Most of these books adopt the two primary 

features of the Liu-i shih-hua as their model: to "freely collect" 

the "random remarks" on poetry. "To freely collect" signifies that no 

restricted rules are established for the organization of a shih-hua 

while the "random remarks" indicate that the scope is not strictly 

limited. These two facts are the fundamental forces that made 

shih-hua an important vehicle of Chinese poetic criticism. 

However, the most significant influence the Liu-i shih-hua has 

exerted on the shih-hua genre is its poetic criticism. To avoid a 

tedious discussion, I will concentrate my examples on the Sung period 

which shows the immediate influence of the Liu-i shih-hua. 

One of the principles of shih-hua criticism is to praise or 

criticise a poet and his poetic works, or his literary friends and 

their poetic works. This tendency sometimes causes shih-hua to become 

a poet's or a critic's weapon to either attack his opponents or to 

support hi s party. Chang HsUeh-ch 'eng ~ \~"iJ.\ (1738-1801) noted thi s 

fact and lamented, "To compose a shih-hua book for the purpose of 
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either attacking onels opponents or supporting his party ;s so easy 

that anyone can do it •••• It is really dangerous and worries me 

very much." 270 As a matter of fact, to either attack opponents or 

support friends did appear in au-yang Hsiu's Liu-i shih~hua. 

Historically speaking, the poetic trend of the early Sung was 

dominated by the 'Hsi-k'un poetic style t"Fr :!£ fN~led by Yang I ;f~11b 

(974-1020). au-yang Hsiu wrote a paragraph about this in the 

Liu-i shih-hua: 

Yang I, together with Ch'ien (Wei-yen) and Liu (YUn), composed 
poems of response to each other. After the collected work of 
their poems, the Hsi-k'un chi was published, people at that 
time competitively lmltated that style even to the degree of 
changing the current poetic trend. Serious and old scholars 
worried that this style used so many allusions that the 
language became strange and the meaning vague. Nevertheless, 
these were precisely the defects that often plagued the 
followers of the Hsi-k'un school. The poems of the leaders of 
this style such as Tzu-i IS (Liu YUn) poem "a new cicada" ••• 
did include some allusions, yet these allusions did not make 
the poem inferior. (no. 21) 
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In this statement au-yang Hsiu first indicated that the Hsi-k'un 

poetic style was very influential at that time. He also clearly 

expressed his respects to the leaders of this style for the purpose of 

showing that his standpoint of criticism to the Hsi-k'in poetic style 

was objective. However, he seriously summarized the defects of the 

Hsi-k'un style as "vague in meaning" and "strange language." 

Generally speaking, the Hsi-k'un poetic style is characterized by 

imitating the Late T'ang poet Li Shang-yin ' s.1" I~ I'~ (812-888) poetic 

270. Chang HsUeh-ch'eng, Wen-shih t'ung-i, p. 157. 
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style, which so much emphasized ambiguous allusions, beautiful 

diction, and skillful antithesis that the meanings of the poems were 

vague. To reject that concentrating on the imitation of a specific 

poet and his poetic style was the only way to achieve a success in 

composing poems, Ou-yang Hsiu pointed out that in addition to Li 

Shang-yin, there were many other greatoT'ang Poets such as Chia Taot 

'lJo (779-843), Yen Wei R~.'lt (713-?), and Wen Tling-yUn ;.~ §l1~ 

(812-?), some of their poems were evaluated by him as the "best" 

(no. 12). Then, he submitted critical pinions on the other poems by 

these great poets (no. 18) to imply that not all of the poems of a 

specific poet were perfect. After castigating imitation of a specific 

poetic style, Ou-yang Hsiu strongly praised the poetry of another 

Tlang poet Han YU 1~ ff;;: {768-824) as "extremely lively because it was 

not restri cted by any rul es of poetry" (no. 27). 

By citing these examples, Ou-yang Hsiu not only successfully 

shook the primacy of the Tlang models in the Hsi-k'un school but also 

destroyed the belief of Hsi-k'un style poets that to imitate an 

ancient poetic style was the only way for a poet to become great. 

Then he went a step further to praise his contemporary poets such as 

Mei Yao-ch len and Su Shun-ch Ii ng ~/fzt 1'Jz.. (1008-1048) (no. 13). As a 

result, Mei and Ou-yang Hsiu's poetic style, which was characterized 

as "peaceful," became representative of the poetic style of the 

Sung. 271 

271. Burton Watson, Introduction to Sung poetry, pp. 35-36. 
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Ou-yang Hsiu's way of praising his own friends ' poetic 

achievements later stimulated the formation of the Chiang-hsi school 

of poets -;:I- ~ r~ ;~11<", the most influential poetic school of the 

Northern Sung. The establishment of this new school IS name was by a 

Sung poet LU Pen-chung ~ ,{" 'f (1137-1181), as found in Iris shih-hua 

work, the Chiang-hsi shih-she tsung-p'ai tlu ~;1: ~ 1* i·;J.. .~ ~f(<. I~ (A 

chart of the poets from Chiang-hsi poetic club).272 In general, LU 

praised the Sung poet Huang T'ing-chien 1. ;~ ffj;- (1045-1105) as the 

patriarch of Sung poetry; in addition, he named twenty-five other Sung 

poets after Huang and formed them into a poetic coterie. Since some 

of these poets do not have any literary works extant, I can not 

specifically summarize the shared features of their poems here. But 

we can still conclude that most of these poets received some influence 

from Huang because the majority of them were either Huang's class

mates, friends, relatives, or students. 273 

Because Huang T'ing-chien and Chien Shih-tao t1¢. (~r.dt 

(1053-1101) are thought of as the two most important poets of 

Chiang-hsi school, we can prove the influence of the Liu-i shih-hua on 

this school by illustrating the similarities of Huang's and Ch'en's 

poetic ideas to the Liu-i shih-hua. 

272. Hu Tzu, T'iao-hsi yU-yin ts'ung-hua ~ :Il '~.w.. r~·f ... ti.'!., 
v. 1, p. 326. 

273. Lin LU, "Chiang-hsi shih-p'a;" ';.,,: Fi,7 t~ ~.{f:' in Wen-hsUeh 
pi i ng-l un chi ~ ~ -q i.~ Jh, pp. 65-66. 
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Since Huang T'ing-chien was a disciple of Su Shih ~,fJ\(1037-

1101), and Su Shih was a disciple of Ou-yang Hsiu, the relationship 

between Huang T'ing-chien and Ou-yang Hsiu, thus, can be easily 

imagined. Huang once wrote a postface Six:.. to one of Ou-yang Hsiu's 

poems, 

Reading Ou-yang's memorial to the Remonstrant Kuo submitted 
when Ou-yang Hsiu was in the Imperial Academy, his unre
strained spirit shines through his composition and spreads 
"horizontally and vertically for infinity." When Ou-yang Hsiu 
was banished to I-ling county, his poetic language was still 
very powerful; it was not distorted in the slightest. His 
personality and poetic style are really respectable. Many 
literati are awkward in their youth. They become skillful 
only in old age. But Ou-yang Hsiu had composed extraordinary 
lines since he was very young. 274 . 

In this paragraph Huang T'ing-chien directly expressed his admiration 
~,.' '., J ""~" •• l-' , .. ,.. 

for Ou-yang Hsiu's ability in poetic composition. In another writing, 

he also expressed his respect for the accomplishment found in Mei 

Yao-ch'en's poetry. He wrote, "Since Me; Sheng-yU had a relationship 

with my wife's family, I had a chance to read all of his poems. This 

particular poem is the one that he liked. The language of it is 

suitable, the structure of the lines are meticulously designed, and 

the style of it is elegant. Nobody else can reach this level." 275 

Mei IS poetry was not only frequently praised by Ou-yang Hsiu in the 

Liu-i shih-hua, but Mei himself was even respected as a master by 

274. Huang T'ing-chien, "Pa Ou-yang kung -hung li-hua shih" 
~(i.. 'JK r~ ';.~ j~'; it:. t~ in YU-chang Huang hs; en-s heng wen-chi fti" 1r, k. 
)1 ~~ .. , ch. 30, p. 335. I 

275. Huang T'ing-chien, "Pa Lei T'ai-chien Me; Sheng-yU shih" 
M,_ I~' 1:., 1~1\ ;f.tJ 3ft ~~it ~~ , Ibid., ch. 26, p. 294. 
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au-yang Hsiu in the composition of poems (no. 13). Judged from this 

perspective, Huang can really.be thought of as a disciple of the Liu-i 

shih-hua. Certainly, not all of the poetic dogmas of Huang T'ing

chien are adopted from the Liu-i shih-hua. But some of them are truly 

stimulated by or even copied from it. For example, Huang wrote, 

"Referring to poetry, only those whose language is easy and themes 

far-ranging can be put on the best level of poetry."276 This 

proposition is similar to the idea of "containing the never-ending 

meanings that are expressed beyond the words of lines" in the Liu-i 

shih-hua (no. 12). 

Another similarity is that Huang urged poets to avoid the 

defects of vulgar language. He wrote, "I would rather have words in 

lines that are not skillful than let the language become vulgar."277 

This is identical to what au-yang Hsiu said in tile Liu-i shih-hua, "If 

the language of the poetic lines is related to vulgarity, it is a kind 

of defect" (no. 15). 

As for ChIen Shih-tao, his poetic achievement was compared to 

Mei Yao-ch'en. Kuo Hsiang-cheng .~p i~ J:. (ca. 1050) wt:'ote, "After Mei 

(Yao-ch'en) died, poetic language lost its attractive feature of 

'tranquility'! I tried to turn the direction of contemporary poetry 

276. Huang T'ing-chien, "Lun tso shih-wen" ~ !,If: Hf:l. quoted 
by Huang Ch'i-fang-:..~:tl~ inhis Pei Sung wen-hsUeh tzu-liao 
hui -pien ~l ~ ~ \~ 'at :f:1~. ~.r:r:;, p. 233. 

277. Huang T'ing-chien, "T'i I-k'o shih hou" ~ -;t,:i) t~ :i:;( 

in YU-chang Huang hsien-sheng wen-chi, ch. 26, p. 295. 
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back to that which Mei established, but failed because my ability was 

too weak ••••• Suddenly, I meet Chien Shih-tao, he chants for me 

the poems that surpass all the poetic works of our time." 278 Chien 

Shih-tao, as one of the two most important poets of the Chiang-hsi 

school, was taken as the successor of Mei Yao-chlen in terms of poetic 

language. As a matter of fact, we can find that some of Chlenls 

opinions on poetics are almost the same as that in the Liu-i shih-hua. 

For example, Chien wrote, " ••• I would rather have an unusual 

rhetoric in poetic lines than have vulgar language." 279 This is 

exactly an echo of au-yang Hsiu and Huang Tling-chienls point I 

mentioned earlier. Also in another essay, the preface to Wang 

pling-fu1s ~ f~' (ca. 1010) literary collectiQo, he wrote, 

au-yang Hsiu said to Mei Sheng-yU, "People thought that poetry 
could cause a poet to become impoverished. Actually, it is 
not poetry which exhausts a poet. On the contrary" it is the 
condition of poverty that makes a poet become skillful in 
composing poems!" ••• Wang ••• excelled at composing 
poetry. The poorer he became, the more poems he composed. 
For him, it is true that after a poet becomes poorer, his 
poetry will also become more skillful. 280 

This paragraph is evidence that Chien Shih-tao was directly influenced 

by au-yang Hsiu in some of his poetic criticism. 

278. Kuo Hsiang-cheng, "Tseng Chien Shih-tao plan-kuan"xif; I"t
'\{ir ~~II'1. in Chlun-shan hsU-chi Jr;'"- /J1 t{..1t ,ch. 2, p. lIb. 

279. Ch len Shi h-tao, Hou-shan shi h-hua )'(7 ~ i~ -1,1'-.., coll ected 
in Ho Wen-huanls Li-tai shih-hua, v. 1, p. 186. 

280. Ch len Shi h-tao, "Wang pi i ng-fu wen-chi hou-hsu" t.. ~ rfJ' 
/ ..... 1t.t,.':I.I.)~ in Hou-shan chi {-:iJ~if, ,v. 2, ch. 11, p. lb. 
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A more significant influence which Chien accepted from the 

Liu-i shih-hua was that he praised Huang T'ing-chien's poetic 

achievement to the highest degree. He stated his own experience in 

learning poetic composition as follows: "In the beginning I did not 

have any model in learning poetic writing. But I was encouraged to 

compose poems all· the time, thus more than one thousand poems were 

produced by me. However, once I met Huang Vu-chang (Huang 

T'ing-chien), I burned all my poetic works and started to learn from 

him." 281 Ch'en's veneration of Huang Ping-chien's poetic ability is 

the same as that of Ou-yang Hsiu's with respect to Mei Vao-ch'en's. 

It was this spirit that attracted poets with similar opinions to a 

literary model and later to form a school of poetry. As a result, 

since Huang T'ing-chien's ideas on poetics were accepted by many later 

poets in the Sung, the Chiang-hsi school of poets was formed. The 

beliefs of this school were characterized by the shared admiration of 

Huang T'ing-chien's poetic style and his promotion of imitation of 

anci ent poems through the methods of "changi ng the bones II ~~~ 'l 
(imitating the idea while using different words) and "evolving from 

the embryo" % ~a (imitating the words while using a somewhat 

d iffe rent idea). 

The other example in the Sung period I will use to illustrate 

the Liu-i shih-hua's influence in Ven VUls {~Jl~ Ts'ang-lang shih-hua 

281. Chien Shih-tao, "Ta Ch'in Kou shu" /~. 4'~tt, Ibid., 
v. 2, c h • 9, p. 5a. 
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Yen YU himself proudly explained that the creation of 

his shih-hua work was to resist the current poetic trend dominated by 

the Chiang-hsi school. He wrote, liThe parts (of this Shih-hua) that 

talk about the defects of Chiang-hsi school can be labelled as 'a 

sharp killer who stabbed the heart of the Chiang-hsi school.'11282 

Yen's purpose was.really the same as that'implied in the Liu-i 

shih-hua by au-yang Hsiu, which was 'to criticise the latter's 

influence on the poetry of Yen's own age. As for the way that he 

tried to reach his goal, he also adopted au-yang Hsiu's idea to demote 

the position of the ideal model of that school. He wrote, IIFirst, 

poets should take the poems of the Han and the Wei as their models and 

carefully study them; then the poems of the Chin and the Sung as the 

next models; then the poems of the Southern and the Northern Dynasties 

become the models; concluding with the poems of Su (Shih) and Huang 

(T'ing-chien) of our dynasty as the models to emulate. 1I283 In this 

paragraph Yen suggested that utmost respect should be given to the 

ancient poems: the earlier the better. Under such an argument, Huang 

T'ing-chien, the patriarch of the Chiang-hsi school, was set on the 

lowest position among the models that the beginner of poetry should 

imitate. Ostensibly, this was an indirect attack, yet its power could 

shake the fundamental assumptions of nis opponents. 

282. Yen YU, IITa Ch'u-chi shu Lin-an Wu Ching-hsien shull 51;
~ ~\!{. *,,, llr,z. Jf, k:it. "J.> 17 in Ts lang-lang chi, ch. 1, p. 28b. 

283. Yen YU, Ts'ang-lang shih-hua, collected in Ho's Li-tai 
shih-hua, v. 2, p. 442. 
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As a matter of fact, Yen YU was a person who completely 

rejected imitation, no matter if the models were ancient or 

contemporary. Poetry to him was a special topic that was entirely 

separated from the learnings of books, nor was it related to logical 

reasoning. Poetry was for people to freely chant their nature and to 

directly express their feelings. The reason that Yen YU wrote the 

above paragraph was mainly for the purpose of shaking the position of 

the ideal model of the Chiang-hsi school poets. 

If we examine Yen YU1s opinions about poetry, there are many 

points which are similar to that of the Liu-i shih-hua. For example, 

Yen stated, IIPoetry is something that doesn1t touch the path of reason 

(li ~[) nor falls into the trammel of words •••• Its words are 

limited, but their meaning is unlimited." 284 This is really a copy of 

Mei Yao-ch1en1s idea expressed in the Liu-i shih-hua that poetry 

contains a never-ending meaning which is expressed beyond the words of 

lines (no. 12). Yen YU also adopted au-yang Hsiu1s idea that 

different poetic styles can not be put into a superior-inferior 

evaluation. He wrote, IIBetween Li (Po) and Tu (Fu), no one can judge 

which one is better than the other. 1I285 This is because each poet has 

his own poetic style based upon his god-given nature. A poet cannot 

discard his own nature to adopt that of other poets. 286 This idea is 

284. Ibid., p. 443. 

285. Ibid., p. 451. 

286. Ibid., p. 451. 
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the same as what Ou-yang Hsiu said in comparing Mei Yao-ch'en's and Su 

Shun-ch'ing's poetic styles in his Liu-i shih-hua (no. 13). 

A Final Word 

Based upon the studies of the foregoing chapters, I may 

tentatively gain the following result: 

Beginning from the first shih-hua book, the Liu-i shih-hua, no 

convincing definition of shih-hua has been made either by the authors 

or the critics of the genre. The best definition which we can propose 

now is that a shih-hua work would include any remarks on poetry, 

poets, poetics, or the incidents related" to them. According to this 

definition, the critical evaluation of shih-hua allows for subjective 

rather than objective judgement. This is perhaps the reason why we 

can find so many different attitudes expressed among scholars about 

shih-hua. 

Regarding the structure of shih-hua, it is, as has been shown 

by the example of the Liu-i shih-hua, not intended to be tightly 

organized or highly defined. It is basically a collection of remarks 

(huai.'h.), consisting of diverse entries on poets and poetry which are 

seldom related to each other. This fact allows almost anyone who is 

interested in poetry to compile his or her shih-hua by collecting 

one's own or somebody else's "remarks." 

Because of its liberal content and the free structure, the 

shih-hua genre enjoyed a vogue among men of letters in the Northern 
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Sung period. In these works a lot of material and information about 

poetry are preserved for posterity. 

However, after the study which I have presented about Ou-yang 

Hsiu and his Liu-i shih-hua, it would appear that the content, style, 

and form of a shih-hua work are not easy to reduce to a simple 

formula. Ou-yang Hsiu's personality, knowledge, literary ability and 

reputation, together with the rich literary heritage of his time such 

as the mature prose style as a medium, the abundant poetic works as 

the objects of criticism, the poetic trend as the stimulation of a 

critic's motive to compose such a book, and the previous types of 

poetic criticism antedated as the models, all are the fundamental 

reasons why the shih-hua genre came into existe~ce during the Northern 

Sung. A single shih-hua book cannot be isolated because it belongs te

a part of a grand poetic tradition. To read a shih-hua book, one 

should remind oneself of the significance which it involves, such as 

the author's opinions about poetry, poetics, or poets; its adoption, 

revision, and creation of points on poetry; and finally its influences 

on the later development of the shih-hua genre. It would be difficult 

to evaluate a shih-hua work if he does not take all of these aspects 

into careful consideration. 
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